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Teaching Social Studies to Social Justice and Equity Through the Lens of ELL Students 
By Erik P. Anderson Sr 
This research project was designed to discover new and unique teaching strategies and 
classroom management techniques that would improve my teaching Social Studies to English 
Language Learners through a lens of equity and social justice.  By researching and learning new 
and unique teaching strategies for both online and in-person instruction, I was able to use my 
research to broaden my experiences and knowledge as well as gain a better understanding of the 
historical inequities and lack of social justice that has been the norm in most education systems.  
By educating myself of these injustices and inequalities, I was able to identify and correct any 
deficiencies in my teaching in regard to teaching to equity and social justice, using my newfound 
awareness to adjust and correct teaching errors.  The study illuminated the many areas of 
teaching where I may have gone wrong had I not been made aware of the inequities and lack of 
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I believe that the job of a teacher is one of, if not the most important and honorable jobs a 
person can have.  For too long, teachers have been undervalued and underappreciated.  Teachers 
work long stressful hours to assure that our country’s children are educated and set up for a life 
of success.  I also believe that the criteria for being a good teacher are the same for being a good 
leader.  To be a good teacher or leader, I must first be a good learner and follower.  For this 
reason, I will never stop being a student.  I am constantly trying to learn and feel that I often 
learn as much if not more from my students as they learn from me.  Also, after spending over a 
quarter-century in the Army, I am confident in saying that I have learned well how to be a good 
follower. 
I believe that teaching and learning can be most productive and successful when there is 
student participation in the learning process.  I believe that students learn best when they 
participate in the learning process as well as the activities that go along with the learning.  It is a 
fact that the students who sit in the back of the class, do so to disappear and do their own thing.  
They tune out, have sidebar conversations with their buddies also in the back, and do not pay 
attention to what is being taught and discussed.  This lack of participation results in a lack of 
learning.  I could also argue that the students in the back are just not interested in what is being 
taught.   




Studies have shown that students who are forced to learn something they have no interest 
in, tend not to learn or do so very poorly.  Therefore, I feel it is vitally important to include all 
the students’ likes and interests in the teaching of any topic.  I always try to find a learning tool 
that piques the interest of the students and receives buy-in from them as well as better 
participation.  Research also shows that the more often students participated in an online class 
and class discussions, along with the quality and quantity of discussions and discussion postings 
with the teachers, significantly led to higher amounts of learner achievement (Song, Rice, and 
Oh, 2019).  
As a Social Studies teacher at the middle and high school levels, I fully subscribe to Jean 
Paget’s epistemological theory of Constructivism.  He theorized that all learning happens 
through the experiences of doing.  Learning will not magically happen through rote learning 
alone as some would like to believe.  Those who do not participate, most often learn very little 
compared to those learners who do participate and experience new topics.  It is not for nothing 
that the best students tend to be those who sit in the front row and participate in class the most 
and ask the most questions.   
My struggle and eternal question as a teacher in the 21st century are, how can I improve 
my teaching strategies and motivate my tuned out and invisible students, both online and face-to-
face, to move up a few rows, sit up straight, and willingly participate in class?  In a virtual 
classroom during a worldwide pandemic, where cameras and microphone usage are not 
mandated, getting the students to participate is much more difficult.  I am daily challenged to 
find new and creative ways to motivate my students into turning on their cameras and tuning in 
to my classes.  I get a personal sense of accomplishment when my students participate and let me 
help them learn. 




My teaching strategies are grounded in Jean Paget’s epistemological theory of 
Constructivism.  The theory maintains that learning happens best when students play an active 
role in making memories because of their experiences. “Children organize what they learn from 
their experiences” (Ormond, J. E., pg. 286, 2020).  Learning will be most effective when it 
becomes part of an activity or experience which the student engages in as part of life’s daily 
activities or activities for learning (school being one of those activities).  I would argue that there 
are many more activities outside the schoolhouse where a student or youth could learn as much if 
not more about life.  For example, I have always felt and argued that one can learn more from 
traveling abroad or working in a job that forces the person to learn a lot of tasks, and interact 
with a lot of people, than from sitting at a desk for seven hours a day, five days a week and 
getting lectured to.  This is because the activities all lead to newly acquired experiences and 
learning.   
Experiential learning along with Behaviorist activities (Ivan Pavlov and Albert Bandura) 
are the two theories I relate to and agree with the most.  It would be hard to argue that doing and 
experiencing is not the best way to learn.  I believe that all children have the right to formal 
education.  Our success as a country depends on how we educate our country’s youth.  Today’s 
students are tomorrow’s leaders and parents of the next generation.   I believe that how we 
educate, and influence today’s students and parents will determine how successful these students 
are in their academic careers as well as their lives.  How they fare in school will surely dictate 
the direction they take in life in general. 




Where do you Stand on the Various Influences, Issues, and Ideologies that Shape our 
Educational System? 
The purpose of education is to give every child the chance to realize and learn as much as 
they can in the few years they have before being burdened with life’s responsibilities.  It is, 
therefore, imperative for teachers to find out as soon as possible how our students learn, whether 
they are visual learners, auditory, reading, and writing, or kinesthetic learners.  Knowing what 
makes our students tick is half the battle in getting through to them at an early age and setting the 
tone for their years in the classroom.  In most schools, students are pooled together as if they 
were all the same flavor of ice cream and expected to learn at the same pace and level of 
understanding.  As anyone with any experience with raising children will tell you, children all 
physically grow at different speeds and their brains and learning abilities are no different.  For 
this reason, I have always believed in differentiating my classrooms.  Even before I knew that 
there was a word for it, I was differentiating long before I knew there was a word for it.  I think 
that we as teachers and instructors should instinctively differentiate to put ourselves on the same 
level as our learners and be as empathetic and sympathetic as possible, remembering that 
everyone learns at a different pace and that it takes some longer to grasp ideas and concepts than 
others who can hear or see a topic being discussed or outlined and grasp it directly. 
I believe in the teaching and learning ideologies that best suit my students’ needs at the 
time.  Because I have to alter my teaching ideology around the beliefs, customs, cultures, and 
values of my students, I will adopt different teaching ideologies, strategies, and techniques as 
needed, and adapt to whatever works best for my students.  I do not believe in forcing my 
teaching ideologies down the throats of my students if they will learn better from me using 
another type of curriculum ideology.  I do have my preferred curriculum ideology.  I prefer to 




use the “Learner-Centered” ideology and focus on what the learner’s needs are, adjusting my 
teaching as needed to best suit the learner. 
I never thought of myself as a “teacher” per se, but rather as a facilitator in a group 
discussion.  This group or team mentality where everyone has an equal say and can speak their 
minds as long as they follow class protocol and school regulations about how they address each 
other and the teachers.  If the students are showing the same amount of respect, they are 
receiving from me, the “teacher”, they have carte blanche in sharing their beliefs, feelings, 
knowledge, and experiences to further a class discussion and further illustrate a teaching point.  I 
can be the easiest teacher to get along with or the strict teacher who will not put up with anything 
outside the lines.  It all depends on the students and how much they want to learn and help the 
class be the harmonious place that it should and could be.  I do not want to go “drill-sergeant” on 
a student but will do so if a student is threatened or made to feel threatened by a class bully. 
I never thought of myself as a strict authoritarian but have no qualms about laying down 
the law when necessary.  It is not my preferred path and one I avoid, if possible, in the name of 
harmony and tranquility, but should the time come, I will be the authoritative dictator of my 
classroom when necessary.  My soft spot quickly hardens when I feel I am being used or abused 
or disrespected. Fortunately for me, I have seldom had many issues with the above problems.  
They are part of the job as an educator and/or parent and I am prepared to deal with any 
problems should they arise. 
The current school district I am teaching in has a large Latino-based student population, 
therefore, I am going to adapt my ideology and teaching strategies around the predominant 
culture in the classroom and focus on teaching for equity and social justice.  I can do this while 
maintaining awareness of those who may not come from a different culture than me.  I can adapt 




to the ideology of teaching dual cultures in the same classroom.  It is something I have decades 
of experience doing already, having raised two children in a bilingual household. It requires 
being sensitive to other’s perspectives, beliefs, customs, and ways of doing things that may be 
foreign to North Americans.  I enjoy the challenge and find it very rewarding to help acclimate 
and educate those wanting to learn and adjust to their adopted culture. 
 
I am a great supporter of both Behaviorist theory and Constructivist Theory and have used both 
theories as my go-to theories or strategies for as long as I have been teaching and coaching.  I 
naturally migrate toward a Constructivist Theory when speaking of coaching and will 
incorporate behaviorist theory philosophy into my coaching as well as needed.  I grew up being 
coached and taught by professional athletes and have seen it work more than other 
teaching/coaching/learning theories.  I instinctively migrate towards whatever teaching strategy 
works best for the students I have at a particular time.  Also, I have had great success using the 
Constructivist and Behaviorist Philosophies.  Teaching using these two philosophies is also more 
fun and entertaining in my humble opinion. 
I enjoy incorporating and extrapolating on a student’s current knowledge or life 
experiences into the lesson to illustrate or make clear a point and share with the rest of the class 
the point being made with the help of a student’s knowledge.  For example, when discussing a 
peninsula that none of the students but one understood, I let the student who lived in Florida 
describe to the class his home state and how it is a great example of what a peninsula is.  Using 
Constructivist Theory, I let the students use their personal life experiences to teach their 
classmates and themselves a geographical characteristic.  I could also argue that there was a hint 
of Behaviorist Theory in letting the student do some Peer Tutoring and show off a little that he 




was the only one in class who knew what a peninsula was.  Either way, it was a win/win for all 
of us and led to a memorable learning moment that few of my students would forget after 
correlating their classmate’s home state and home to Disney World, with being a peninsula.  It 
was also fun learning for all which also leads to better retention and learning. 
I have found from my experience as a teacher that my students learn very well by 
creating memories and experiences while utilizing the information in some meaningful way.  For 
example, language students who use new vocabulary or grammar patterns, will be able to create 
new memories and learning through the experiences with the information just learned. Real-
world scenarios are great for creating these experiences and memories which lead to learning. 
Therefore, I advocate for student travel. Travel creates learning opportunities and leads to more 
learning than had a student stayed in a classroom. 
As a teacher who strongly believes in Constructivist Theory, I allow and strongly support 
my students in falling back on their previously learned knowledge to demonstrate (some may 
say, show off) to the class what they know to either illustrate a new learning point or reinforce a 
newly taught principle.  I am constantly asking for any students that may have experiences with 
the discussed topic, to come forward with their personal stories of having experienced what a 
geyser is or volunteer if they had visited a different continent and would like to share with the 
class about it for learning purposes of course. Getting students to share is a great way to 
stimulate conversation and discussion and leads to shared experiences, questions, answers, and 
thus, learning.  This is one of my biggest reasons I feel the need to build rapport with all of the 
students. By building and continuing to improve a rapport of trust and confidence with my 
students, I can get to know my students better and learn their backgrounds and possible 
disabilities.  This knowledge of my students allows me to tap into their life experiences and 




knowledge to use it to help them and further a learning point while helping the class in learning 
something new.  
I find great reward in helping the class understand and learn a new concept or idea by 
using the knowledge that they or a classmate already possess but did not realize they already had.  
For example, I just taught a lesson on China’s Giant Pandas.  All my students knew what Pandas 
are and that they are scarce, but none of them knew exactly where they come from, what they 
eat, how big they really are, how long they sleep, or why they are so scarce.  I used their previous 
knowledge about the Giant Pandas which they learned by watching movies and T.V. and adding 
the new information or learning on top of what they already knew but did not even realize they 
knew.  This associated learning strategy is one I incorporate into my learning every time I read a 
new book or watch a new documentary.  I choose topics that I am already familiar with and find 
interesting to me.  I knew that the young students would most likely find Giant Pandas of interest 
and would pay better attention to my lesson about them and China.  As it turns out, we had more 
student participation during the Pandas lesson than on any previous lesson this year thus far.  
There is so much to be learned by using what we already know to further the knowledge we 
already have. 
For example, when discussing a peninsula while studying Pangea and world geography, a 
terrain feature or landmass that none of the students but one understood, I let the student who 
lived in Florida describe to the class his home state and how it is a great example of what a 
peninsula is.  Using Constructivist Theory, I let the students use their personal life experiences to 
teach their classmates and themselves a geographical characteristic.  I could also argue that there 
was a hint of Behaviorist Theory in letting the student do some Peer Tutoring and show off a 
little that he was the only one who knew what a peninsula was.  An example of my teaching 




philosophy and strategies is illustrated by the way I taught my graduate students when I was 
teaching at the Military Intelligence Captains’ Career course (MICCC), at Fort Huachuca, AZ.  
There were many lessons in which I let the students drive the conversation and dictate where the 
topics took us concerning the lesson's topics.  The students shared their knowledge and 
experiences with their classmates to not only share their experiences but to help educate them.  I 
like to let my students share their knowledge because it not only motivates the students to peer 
tutor but also gives the rest of my class the courage to speak up themselves and share.  There are 
times when I feel like I am a conductor of a bus, just there to steer the conversation and keep it 
on track and not let it get out of control or go over time.  
I teach using a lot of the Socratic Questioning method and a lot of humor to build rapport 
and confidence with the students, as well as using a lot of real-world anecdotes, which most 
often lead to lots of questions and motivation.  I experienced firsthand the power of the Socratic 
Questioning method/strategy and using the Constructivist teaching philosophy to either illustrate 
a teaching point or give a different perspective on a specific topic.  This strategy was not only 
more entertaining and fun for the class but stimulated both discussion and learning.  My concept 
of teaching and learning has always been that a student must gain experiences, utilize, and 
process knowledge to learn.  Just absorbing information might lead to rote learning but being 
able to utilize this new information is proof of intelligence and learning. Anyone can memorize a 
point for a short time before It is forgotten for lack of use or implementation, but a person who 
can hear or read something and discuss it before implementing it into action, will connect the 
experience with the knowledge and learn something new. 
I have found that students react a lot better to fun and class participation than if I just 
stand up in front of the class and lecture.  Fun and participation lead to creating memories and 




learning as well as increased motivation to continue learning.  Nobody wants to sit through 
lectures without being able to participate or ask questions. This is so boring that It is a minor 
miracle that anyone learns anything using this type of teaching strategy.  I was a student in a 
class that was taught by the students themselves using nothing, but vignettes and scenarios 
supplied by the so-called instructor who just sat there and egged us on to keep the discussions 
going.  We never read anything, never watched anything, or received any lectures, yet I found 
that I had learned not only more than I had ever learned in any lecture while in college, but I had 
learned better, not using rote memory to learn.  I was able to tie everything I learned in class to 
real-world experience, and thus, to my own life and professional experiences. For me, there was 
no better learning experience and a teaching strategy I took with me to use later after becoming 
an instructor myself.       
I grew up in a family of ten surrounded by younger siblings and other children, having 
been raised in a daycare center run out of my family’s house.  It was not until I had long finished 
my university studies and during my career with the Army, that I realized I received the greatest 
reward, self-satisfaction, and sense of accomplishment, from training, teaching, coaching, and 
mentoring those less experienced or knowledgeable than me.  I am also most likely guilty of 
having an oversized ego.  Looking back on this realization, I see now that I have always enjoyed 
sharing knowledge and helping others to understand things that may help them.  To be fair, I also 
very much enjoy receiving the same type of counsel, advice, coaching, etc. from someone more 
mature, senior, or knowledgeable than I. It may come from being coached and in school for so 
many years as a child and an adult. 
As I mentioned above, for as long as I can remember, I have always enjoyed coaching, 
instructing, and helping others learn.  Maybe It is an ego thing, or I am just greedy for 




knowledge, but I had like to think that I enjoy sharing knowledge to learn from those with whom 
I am sharing it.  Therefore, I start my classes with the statement that I plan on learning as much 
from my students as they will learn from me.  I love learning and am always looking to both 
share my knowledge and receive some interesting information from others, no matter the age or 
level of education of the person informing me of something new.  I always think of myself as 
first and foremost a student and learner, then and only later as an instructor.  As a lifetime 
athlete, I have always leaned toward coaching but did not realize I was a natural teacher until I 
was in my mid-20s, 30s, and 40s, instructing hundreds of Soldiers with the Army. 
Where do you Stand Regarding Teaching with Social Justice -- Creating an Environment 
that Always Challenges all Students, Regardless of their Ethnicity, Socio-Economic Status, 
Legal Status, etc.? 
My goal as an instructor is first and foremost to make the classroom a comfortable and 
safe place for my students.  I want them to relax and enjoy themselves, but at the same time, 
focus on the topic being taught and have the students leave my class as they would a perfect 
meal, wanting to return for more the next day.  I want my students to feel like they learned 
something and improved themselves.  I do this by listening to the students and letting them lead 
the class when appropriate and as time allows.  The more I let the student have a say on their 
learning, the more buy-in, and motivation I receive in the form of effort put forth by the students.  
They try harder and stay focused for longer periods when they are involved in the class. 
I do not think about race or gender or socioeconomic backgrounds when I teach, I look at 
each pupil as a block of clay or a sponge that is waiting to absorb some nugget of information 
from this older person standing before them, chatting (not lecturing) with them about different 
topics and appearing to have a grand time as he does it.  I pay each student the same respect I 




demand from them.  I try to lead by example and use the golden rule of treating others as I want 
them to treat me.  It is very simple.  My classrooms are gender and race neutral.  We are all just 
human beings trying to learn as much as we can from each other in the short amount of time we 
have together.  I try and make that small window of time as enjoyable and beneficial as possible 
and maximize learning for everyone, regardless of what the student looks like, how they walk, 
talk, sound, etc.  I do not care about anything other than if the student is learning and feeling 
good about my teaching. 
Where do you Stand in Connection to Being an Ethical Teacher and Abiding by the Laws 
that Govern our School System? 
As far as being an ethical teacher and abiding by the laws that govern our school system, 
I am a strong proponent of following every law and protecting the students’ rights and liberties. 
Every student in my class will feel safe and know that they will not be injured or harmed in any 
fashion in my class.  My classes are like a haven where the kids can relax and be themselves, ask 
any question, even if off-topic, they will know that they will not be judged or scolded too harshly 
and that above all else, that they are protected and safe.  I am able to build rapport and trust with 
my students and strive to uphold all laws and school expectations. 
Where do you Stand Concerning Those Who Lead Our School Districts: Parents, School 
Board Members, Legislators, etc.…… and the Decisions They Make for you as a Teacher? 
I can say from my thus far limited experiences with the school district and school 
administration, that I am impressed with the amount of emotion and level of caring for the 
students and their wellbeing.  Regarding our leaders, the school administrators, parents, board 
members, and city and state politicians, it appears to me thus far that they all seem to care for not 
only the students but the teachers as well.  I may be naïve and ignorant about teaching in the 




public school system, but I have received a surprising amount of concern from all the personnel.  
It is heartening to know that I have some top-cover and support from my senior staff and bosses.  
I am also very happy to see that for the most part, parents are concerned and taking an interest in 
their child’s schooling and their teachers. 
This parental concern is illustrated by a recent letter my Cooperating Teacher (C.T.) and I 
received earlier this week from one of our student’s parents.  Our student’s mom wrote to us to 
tell us that because of our friendly and fun, safe, pleasant, and very interesting Social Studies 
classes, her daughter had told her that her favorite class was her Social Studies classes taught by 
Mr. Conwell and Mr. Anderson.  This letter demonstrates the level of care that our parents are 
taking to ensure the safety and success of their students and the amount of appreciation they are 
demonstrating towards their children’s teachers.  I was very humbled by the letter, but truthfully 
not too surprised since we take the utmost care of all our students and teach them as if they were 
our very own children.  
I very much enjoy teaching social studies, Spanish, history, and literature.  I chose those 
subjects because I find them to be not only very important subjects that promote cognitive 
thinking, but also, I find them to be the most interesting and intellectually stimulating.  There is 
always room and necessity for a lot of class discussion when teaching the topics that come up in 
a Social Studies class.  I love to joke with the kids about how in our class Social Studies, we can 
learn just about anything that has to do with life in general.  We can tie just about anything going 
on in the world to a Social Studies Standard.  There are so many possibilities and the topics and 
learning opportunities are endless. 
What Kind of a Classroom Environment do you Feel is Conducive to Learning? 




I believe that the type of classroom most conducive to learning in the classroom I have 
been describing above, one that allows the students to feel safe to ask questions and disagree 
with both the teacher and their classmates without being told that they are wrong or feel ashamed 
for disagreeing.  I want a classroom atmosphere that promotes smiles while learning and allows 
for shared experiences to stimulate conversation and discussion.  I believe that happy children 
are more apt to express themselves in positive ways and share thoughts and experiences.  This is 
why I am such an advocate of the pet parade we conduct now and again to get the kids involved 
and alert.  The students love to see their classmate’s pets and listen to them share their pet’s 
dossiers.  I also love to show and tell for the same reasons.  Once the students feel a sense of 
belonging and comfort, they start to open up and share and once that happens, they relax and 
learn.  After all, learning is the goal in any classroom.  Finding the right class environment and 
the atmosphere is the beginning of any successful and fun learning experience.  I would say that 
making the students feel safe and comfortable is the priority when establishing a new classroom.  
Once this is accomplished, then we can move onto learning. 
While stimulating class discussion, I use this time to ask random questions, checking on 
learning with low stress, relaxed Q & A sessions that will stimulate even more class discussion 
while at the same time, clearing up any ambiguities and clarifying anything misunderstood. 
One of my primary goals for any class I lead is class participation. I try to focus on getting 
everyone to participate and make the class more interesting and stimulating while doing my best 
to teach for equity and make sure we are inclusive in every discussion and lesson.  I never want 
to exclude anyone by using vocabulary or verbiage which is foreign or offensive to a student.  
Now that we are teaching in a virtual environment, It is even more vital to have our students 
participate and contribute to class discussions.  Without this vital discussion in our classrooms, it 




hampers and stimulates learning and makes for a much less stimulating, enjoyable, and 
educational learning experience. 
In my decades of experience teaching classes to students ranging from elementary and 
middle school up to the graduate level, I have never had to deal with the problem of trying to get 
my students to show their faces by turning on their cameras.  The students we currently teach are 
choosing to be invisible and there is nothing the teachers can do about it.  We just must get better 
at engaging our students who are quite shy.  When the students have questions, they prefer to 
text rather than just open their cameras and microphones.  Maybe It is the age and being young 
adolescents but trying to get the middle schoolers to participate in class is like pulling teeth.  It is 
a new problem for me and every other teacher with whom I have bemoaned this classroom 
management problem.  They tell me that they are experiencing the same issues where they teach. 
It is just the way it is.  I believe the end goal and purpose of all, and any education should lead to 
critical thinking and a mastery of the content being studied.  If mastery cannot be accomplished, 
the learning should result in at least an individual feeling of self-fulfillment and accomplishment.  
I also want the student to leave my classes feeling satisfied that they have learned something new 
and interesting and with a hunger to learn even more the next time we get together. 
I have taught many different topics and subjects over the past 30+ years, ranging from 
swimming, lifesaving, Basic Rifle Marksmanship, CPR, Spanish, French, Japanese, Interrogation 
and elicitation techniques, Counterintelligence Operations, Human Intelligence, and Source 
Operations, Signals Intelligence, All-Source Intelligence, Physical & Personal Security, 
Information Security, Military Security Classification Procedures, and a whole lot more.  I have 
found that the best way to judge a teacher’s teaching is to have the students and school 
administrators review the teacher in an autonomous way that allows the students to voice their 




opinions in a safe and honest format.  Who better than the students and administrators who have 
sat in on random classes, to review and critique the teacher whom they know well? 
I used to think that the only way I could get this much satisfaction and feeling of 
accomplishment, was by hitting a home run, scoring a basket, or crossing into the end zone for a 
touchdown.  Now I know that none of these things makes me feel as happy or good about what I 
am doing in life to make this world a better place than to help others.  After all, teaching is all 
about helping those with less experience gain the necessary knowledge and experiences to 
succeed in life and be happy.  As I have stated above, I enjoy incorporating a student’s 
knowledge and/or life experiences into my lessons to illustrate a point or make clear a teaching 
point to share with the rest of the class the argument or position being made using the student’s 
knowledge to solidify the point.  I start all of my classes by telling the students that I will learn as 
much from them as they from me. I also ask the students to define what “smart” is and what 
“intelligence” is and how someone gets smart or intelligent?   
I love the quote from Keval Sethi, shared in the book, Affirming Diversity: The 
Sociopolitical Context of Multicultural Education, “.... intelligence is not an innate ability or 
immutable quality - something that one is born with - as it is often defined in U.S. society. 
Intelligence is, in fact, something that one cultivates, studies hard to attain, and eventually 
achieves” (Nieto, S. & Bode, P. pg. 249, 2018). This is a great segue into any lesson.  When I 
think back to how I became a “learner” and how I learned to want to learn and learned how to 
keep learning, I am surprised at how long it took me to figure it out.  I never thought of myself as 
a “smart” or “intelligent” person and had pretty low self-esteem about my intellectual 
capabilities. I think that had I come from a more academically minded family and one less 
focused on sports and making ends meet, I would have learned how to both study and learn from 




reading and conducting research at an earlier age. This is what worries me so much about my 
students from migrant families who are also ELLs and struggle in and out of school. 
It took me until my second year in college to learn how to study and become a self-
conscious learner.  I fear that a lot of my students will not even get out of high school, much less 
get a chance at attending a university as I did my first year out of high school.  I had always 
gotten by on just listening to the teachers and then remembering with minimal note taking and 
reading.  I cringe when I think about how poorly I would have done had I not understood English 
as well as I did.  This is my strategy as a student to get the passing grades I needed to survive 
classes, graduate, and get back out onto the playing field where I felt I belonged.  Not 
surprisingly, I would seldom score well on exams, midterms, or finals using this shortsighted 
strategy, but I was able to scrape by with minimum effort and study. 
The in-school factor that led me to this unsuccessful strategy was most likely that I was 
always able to get by using it without ever failing or coming close to failing a class.  The out-of-
school factors leading to this strategy were more complex and varied.  For as long as I can 
remember, I had always been involved in playing on a sports team throughout the whole year, 
focusing my efforts primarily on baseball. I used football, soccer, basketball, tennis, and 
swimming, as an opportunity and diversion to get into better shape for baseball season, which 
was always on my mind.  
Getting good grades and learning anything academic was never on my priority list and of 
no concern at that time.  I can safely say that my infatuation with sports and water sports and 
working became my primary focuses and concern during my high school years and first year at 
the university.  Because I had done so well on the baseball field, I was going to one of the state’s 
biggest universities (OSU) to continue playing baseball and maybe earn a bachelor’s degree if I 




could ever figure out how to study, learn, and become a real student.  Without the skills or know-
how of how to properly learn academically, my first year at the university ended up being a GPA 
disaster.  It was also the catalyst and reason for how I would quickly learn to study and become a 
learner.  
I did so poorly in my first year of classes at the university, that I had to transfer to a 
smaller school.  To my surprise and dismay, the university expected me to study and attend 
classes on most days.  It was at a much smaller college (WOSC), where I was placed on 
academic probation for the first couple of terms until I could get my grades up.  This was the 
wake-up call that I needed to become an academically minded learner and get my study habits in 
order and buckle down.  
This is also when I decided to get serious about school and start learning how to study, 
focusing on my classes, and getting organized.  This is also when I decided to let go of the two 
biggest distractions and loves of my life, baseball, and my high school sweetheart whom I was 
breaking up with to focus on baseball and school.  I was not disciplined enough to have both of 
these great things in my life and do well in school.  It was difficult giving up baseball, but I 
would spend the rest of my life regretting my decision to choose baseball over my sweetheart.  It 
was the biggest mistake I had ever make and will always be the biggest regret of my life.  I had 
waited 33 years to finally get her back and start my life anew.  These poor decisions have led me 
to be much more conservative when making decisions that could affect which direction my life is 
going. 
Fortunately, without the two biggest distractions in my life, baseball, and my girlfriend, I 
was able to learn how to be a better student and get good enough grades to get off the probation 
list.  My life’s setbacks led to my learning how to study and care about my schooling.  I was able 




to turn a real negative into a positive after 33yrs of trying to remedy a wrong. Success comes to 
those who never give up hope.  By foregoing the two loves of my life in baseball and my 
girlfriend, I was able to finally learn how to study and become an academic learner and true 
student.  I had such a great time getting “A’s” in my second year in college, that my standards 
for school and learning had increased to the highest they had ever been in my academic career 
without me even realizing what had happened. 
It was not until I was placed on the school’s Dean’s list for academic achievement that I 
realized the change that had come over me in a surprisingly short amount of time.  As it turned 
out, being placed on academic probation, and letting go of my life’s loves, making some serious 
changes in my life, and managing my time better, was just what I had needed to ignite a fire in 
me for learning how to become a learner.  While giving up the aforementioned distractions, I 
could not financially give up another distraction, work.  I had to keep my job, working every 
weekend for my brother-in-law in Newberg, delivering Oregonian newspapers to his many 
newspaper machines scattered up and down I-99W.  
This job took my Friday nights and all of my weekends, forcing me to be even more 
diligent in my studies and more organized and efficient with my time management and learning.  
I had to become a better learner, learning how to learn faster and better.  I had never had to learn 
so fast or in a situation with such a short window of time each week.  Because I only had five 
days and nights to study and do my learning, I had to find different study habits to learn, 
adopting, adapting, and changing my study habits as needed to continue getting almost straight 
“A’s” during my year at the college.  I believe that it was not just my newly discovered study 
habits that influenced my grades, but the fact that I was finally studying topics and learning 
about subjects that were of great interest to me. 




I was scoring top marks in all three of my language classes (French, German, and 
Japanese) while taking them all one after the next in the same mornings five days a week.  I was 
also earning high marks in my other required classes which I found interesting.  I would have to 
say that my previous negative classroom experiences of receiving traumatizing and demoralizing 
poor grades, lead to my poor attitude towards studying and learning how to become a successful 
student.  My less-than-average grades dampened my spirits and dissuaded me from studying or 
learning how to properly study.  I would be remiss if I did not admit that my many 
extracurricular activities like my girlfriend, constantly committing to sporting teams I should not 
have been playing on, and a full-time job, ate up the majority of my time.  I should have been 
more focused and responsible at that time for studying and building good study habits and 
strategies.  I chose the easy and much more fun way out and paid for it later with poor grades. 
I learned a lot from my academic failures.  I learned that not studying means that you 
never get to learn how to study better, more efficiently, and effectively.  I wasted many years 
learning how to be an academic. I was always envious of those students who seemed to know 
just what to study and how to go about doing it.  It always seemed to me that they had 48hrs in 
each day whereas I only had the time of a mere mortal.  To say that I managed my time poorly is 
an understatement.  
Some of my friends at the university had already acquired study habits, tricks for 
learning, memorization, and mnemonics strategies, etc., that I never learned. I am wondering 
why that was and can only conclude that I chose sports over school and no adults in my life 
seemed to take issue with this decision.  I did not have parents or teachers who taught study 
habits nor mandated homework be done before sports.  Ultimately, the blame falls on me.  I 
remember being so impressed with my friends who were much better students than me.  I was 




impressed with how fast they could read chapters of textbooks and take notes to remember what 
they had read and still have some time to participate in afterschool sports.  This was a decade 
before I owned my first computer and therefore, even more, impressive to me.  It was ultimately 
a personal decision that I had to make to begin the path to becoming a better student and learn 
how to be someone smarter, more responsible, and more intelligent than I was becoming.  I did 
not like myself very much at that time for the person I was becoming. I was turning out just like 
my father and an older brother who were both barely high school graduates and working dead-
end jobs with no futures. I also hated that I had developed a horrible habit of starting projects 
like college, only to stop and give up when I met my first obstacle of adversity. This trend had to 
end, or I had end up exactly like my dad and brother. 
Who are you as a Teacher: What is your Mission Statement? 
As a teacher who genuinely cares about his students’ wellbeing and learning, I am first 
and foremost a teacher who shows great patience and understanding to my students.  I also get a 
great sense of satisfaction from knowing that I have helped broaden the knowledge and increased 
the ambitions of my students to learn more.  There is something to be said about making a 
positive influence on a person that results in making their lives better. My mission statement is to 
motivate my students to not only learn what I am attempting to teach them but to use my limited 
knowledge to motivate them to learn even more and to continue learning on their own. 
In conclusion, I can say with the utmost confidence that it is my love of learning that 
leads me to enjoy teaching so much.  It took me a while to realize that my true calling was to be 
a teacher. Funny that I had been teaching for decades both as a job to make ends meet and as part 
of my job as a Non-Commissioned Officer and later a certified Army Instructor.  I inadvertently 
discovered what I had been doing all those years and was doing right before retiring from the 




Army, which is what ultimately gives me the greatest pleasure, sense of satisfaction, and reward, 



























Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review 
The reason for this review of the research literature was to educate me as much as 
possible on the topic concerning how educators and researchers have approached the issues 
concerning classroom management and strategies for engaging a class containing many English 
Language Learners (ELLs), both in a virtual environment and during face-to-face teaching.  By 
conducting this research, I hope to improve my teaching capabilities by utilizing all that I have 
learned from the many studies and literature I am studying as part of this research project.  I 
conducted my research based on searches for and concerning my primary theme of classroom 
management and strategies for engagement for teaching ELLs.  This theme of improving 
classroom management for teaching ELLs and stimulating more participation in both my online 
classes as well as in face-to-face traditional classroom settings is my primary theme because 
most of my students are Middle School ELLs.  I have quickly learned that this is an area of 
pedagogy that I need to improve on to be more effective and influential as a teacher in this 
school district.  The fact that we are predominantly teaching online makes this capability all the 
more important to master.  There is also a need to improve classroom management in the area of 




stimulating participation amongst the students who are new to online learning in the K-12 grade 
levels.  
Search Procedures 
I searched for studies and literature on strategies and methodologies for improving 
classroom management to improve on the current teaching practices I am currently using. 
Additionally, because I would be studying my practice and focusing on all that goes into 
managing a classroom full of middle school ELLs, I looked for studies that indicated the kind of 
instruction that is effective for exciting and motivating the students to a level where they would 
want to participate and will learn the most in the short amount of time, I get with them daily.  I 
also searched for research on ways to teach that would help to motivate and inspire students to 
participate more and take chances with the new language they are learning.  I also wanted to find 
literature and/or studies that could advise or offer tips and advice for teaching academic language 
in Social Studies.   
Some of the search engines I used to conduct my research on my three themes came from 
accessing the Hamersly Library under the guidance of Mr. Robert Monge. Thanks to Mr. 
Monge’s direction and guidance as well as doing the lion’s share of research and digging into the 
fantastic resources available through the Hamersly Library, I was able to obtain a plethora of 
data and useful information.  I especially enjoyed the amount of research found using the 
EBSCOhost, JSTOR, and Education Resources Information Center (Eric) online digital library 
of education database for educational research. These databases as well as a few key educational 
websites, such as ¡Colorín colorado! the bilingual site for educators and families of English 
language learners; and Dr. Luciana C. de Oliveira’s website offering access to her many useful 
publications. 




From the above-listed sites, I would rely on a few key terms and phrases to search by 
theme topic. For my theme of, improving classroom management using strategies for 
engagement in a virtual environment, I used such key terms and phrases as: “Classroom 
management strategies for online teaching”, “Engaging students in a virtual environment”, 
“Strategies for teaching online”, and many more phrases using the key term, “teaching online” 
and “online teaching strategies.” For my theme of Teaching for Equity, I used the simple phrases 
of, “Teaching to Equity” and “Teaching to Justice.” I also tried those key terms of Equity and 
Justice concerning anything to do with online learning and teaching. These queries resulted in a 
lot of recent studies and articles, as this has been a hot topic for the past few years. 
The key terms and phrases I used to search for my last theme, Teaching Social Studies, 
and academic language to English Language Learners, turned out to be a gold mine of great 
articles and studies written and conducted on this topic.  I only needed to search for the key 
phrase of “teaching Social Studies to ELLs and plenty of resources populated my search screen. 
There are even websites that have been built specifically for this topic. Some writers primarily 
write on this subject. One of my sources, Dr. Luciana C. de Oliveira, even has a website 
dedicated to teaching English language learners. Her research focuses on issues related to 
teaching emergent to advanced bilinguals (EABs).  
I was amazed at the many studies done within the past ten years or so on all three of my 
themes. The population boom in students who are ELLs and bilinguals has led to a myriad of 
studies being conducted on how best to teach these English learners. There were even quite a few 
resources and studies done in the past ten years or so on how best to teach Social Studies to our 
students coming from foreign countries and how not to exclude them or erase the cultures of 




their birthplaces.  The key term, teaching for justice, brought up the most recent studies and 
articles. This is most likely in response to the political and social turmoil of the past year or so.  
This literature review addresses issues with classroom management of English Language 
students in both a virtual and face-to-face environment.  Because online schooling is relatively 
new for K-12, most online learning up to this year has been at the college and university levels, 
there has not been a lot written or studies conducted on the effects of online learning at this level. 
This is a new phenomenon that is something neither the young students, nor the majority of the 
teachers have experienced before this last spring when the nation’s schools were forced to go 
online to combat the Covid virus.  This is another reason I am conducting the research that I am 
in hopes of learning more about this new way of teaching and learning for our young learners. 
Some considerations that need to be taken into consideration are the fact that this virtual 
environment is very new to most and there is a steep learning curve that goes along with this 
kind of learning.  Also, there are many variables and obstacles to online learning. Some common 
examples of these issues for the families of online students could be a member of a socio-
economically challenged household that cannot afford a computer or faster internet or the other 
technological needs for the students’ online education. (Eng, 2020) Further, there are often 
infrastructure difficulties (living where there is limited or no internet capabilities or possibilities), 
or English language learners who have a hard time understanding a teacher in person, much less 
online where the sound might not be as clear.  There are many more issues that our online 
students grapple with daily that need to be taken into consideration to teach for equity.   




Procedures for the Literature Review 
 I selected literature for this review based on several specific criteria.  The articles and 
studies I chose were included if they contained the following descriptors: Classroom 
management and strategies for engaging students and ELLs (both in a virtual and face-to-face 
environment), Bilingual education programs, English second language, student-centered 
instruction in Social Studies classes, teaching methods, teaching Social Studies for equity, 
research on online teaching, specifically to ELLs and Social Studies classes, classroom 
management strategies in general, and how to improve teaching to bilingual and English 
language learners (ELLs).  Further, the literature selected were included if the articles and 
research studies contained the following descriptors: teaching academic vocabulary to ELLs, 
student-centered instruction in Social Studies classes, equity in learning, language-based theories 
for teaching ELLs and/or Bilingual students, as well as any literature containing studies or 
information about disadvantaged or Socio-economically challenged students.  I also looked for 
anything written or studied concerning online classroom problems, particularly regarding 
instructing ELLs and Bilinguals.  
My searches have resulted in the discovery of 38 articles, papers, and studies that I found 
to be educational and relevant to my research.  To narrow my findings and make them more 
specific to this research project, I then focused my review efforts on articles that discussed 
Strategies for improving classroom management and strategies for engagement for teaching 
ELLs, as well as literature for building classroom skills and strategies for succeeding as an online 
teacher/instructor of ELLs.  From there, I looked for articles that supported sub-themes that 
emerged from the major articles in my literature review.  These sub-themes are: 1) Improving 




classroom management using strategies for engagement in a virtual environment; 2) Teaching for 
equity and 3) Teaching Social Studies and academic language to English Language Learners.   
For these sub-sections, I initially searched the sources recommended to me by the 
program advisors, those readings from our MAT Program curriculum.  These readings turned out 
to be a treasure trove of valuable information and sources which led to more valuable and 
insightful literature on my three themes.  Subsequently, after accessing the books and studies 
from my assigned course readings, I consulted the following sources and databases for even 
more relevant and informative literature on my three themes: EBSCO, Google Scholar, JSTOR, 
SAGE, and assigned readings and books which I have purchased over the past year. These 
databases and literature were great for locating insightful articles and information that met the 
keyword criteria listed above.  I also searched for books, studies, and articles in the database of 
the Hamersly Library at Western Oregon University. 
After locating these articles, studies, and books containing relevant literature for my 
research, I also searched their reference lists as sources to find additional related resources about 
my themes.  This tactic for locating relevant research material proved invaluable to my research.  
To integrate the literature review, I used a graphic organizer to separate research into the major 
themes: Classroom management and Strategies for Engagement while teaching in an online 
environment, teaching for equity, and Teaching academic language in Social Studies to English 
Language Learners.  I read each article to determine how it would fit within my three themes, 
and then, summarizing and weeding out all irrelevant material, data, and facts of each piece of 
literature and study, I used the relevant and most important information to formulate the 
subheadings in my literature review.  




My initial intent was to start with a broad statement and breakdown of my primary theme 
of Improving classroom management and participation in a virtual environment using newly 
learned strategies, but as I conducted more research on the subject and discovered that my theme 
had many more subthemes, I decided to narrow down my explanation and treatment of each 
theme to a less verbose and more important summary of relevant sub-themes.  From here, I could 
systematically reduce a broad understanding of strategies for improving classroom management 
in a virtual environment, teaching to better equity, and Teaching academic language in Social 
Studies to English Language Learners.  I can connect these themes to a specific understanding of 
how the themes are present in research about online classroom management and improved 
participation from my ELLs while improving the equity the students receive as well as learning 
to teach academic language to those students (ELLs) who need it the most.   
Research Studies 
 My research review contained elements of complementary research literature, regarding 
the sub-themes.  First, I summarize the Primary theme of Classroom management improvement 
in an online environment.  Second, I elaborate on research for my second theme, teaching for 
equity, because this is a topic that is very important and relevant in all of my classes I currently 
teach.  All of my classes are populated by a predominance of students who come from immigrant 
families (75% or more of each class).  These students are also English Language Learners 
struggling to learn not only their adopted language of English but also still learning their native 
language of Spanish at home.  Finally, I looked at the research for my third theme, teaching 
academic language in Social Studies to English Language Learners.  I chose this last theme due 
to its relevance in my current teaching appointment.   




Review of Literature 
 I came across a lot of interesting literature and information about teaching for equity and 
equity in an online classroom.  Thankfully, I discovered books, articles, and studies done 
by researcher de Oliveira (n.d.). Her studies and writings are a goldmine of information on this 
topic. I also had great success with articles by Schleppegrell, such as A Functional Linguistics 
Approach (2003). She is an expert in developing “activities for mainstream history teachers who 
have intermediate- or advanced-level English language learners in their classrooms or studies on 
teaching academic language to ELLs” (Schleppegrell, 2003, p 21-27) and “Developing teachers’ 
knowledge about language can help them value the discourses minority students bring to the 
classroom and helps them develop their bilingual reservoir (Riches & Genesee, 2006) as it helps 
teachers construct pedagogical interventions that build on and expand students’ language choices 
(Schleppegrell, 2007, p 21). 
While there is a lot of good literature and studies on teaching ELLs, I was fortunate 
enough to find some literature specific to teaching academic language and Social Studies.  For 
example, I was able to find a couple of books, and studies are done about teaching Social Studies 
to ELLs that helped me immensely.  During all my research, I kept finding literature about my 
primary theme about ways to improve my classroom management and a lot about online 
classroom management.  I found the studies and articles on how to improve my classroom 
management skills very interesting and educational.  The literature I collected for this primary 
theme often contained strategies for engaging the students and for stimulating class participation 
as well.  Although the studies and articles were not targeting classrooms with ELLs, I found 
strategies that will work with both native and emerging English Language Learners. 




Theme #1: Classroom Management and Strategies for Engagement while Teaching in an 
Online Environment 
The first and maybe the best study on this topic comes from the International Forum of 
Educational Technology & Society in collaboration with the JSTOR database, which spoke on 
my dominant theme.  The study was by Sung-Hee Jin (2016). Sung (2016) states that: 
Online Participation studies and Research have suggested that online participation, 
including social interactions in collaborative online learning environments, is 
instrumental in motivating the students to learn and promote their learning 
satisfaction.  Visualization tools on online participation can enhance their online 
participation.  In particular, the visualization of individual participation has greater 
effects on online participation than the visualization of group participation despite the 
collaborative learning community. (p. 60)   
This is the kind of motivational statement a teacher needs to work to get their students to 
participate in online learning.  It should not, therefore, come as a surprise that there were a lot of 
results to the studies on classroom participation and ways to improve classroom 
management.  The studies and articles are most interesting nonetheless to read and often good for 
some new strategic gambits worth trying. 
Another very interesting set of studies discovered during the research of the Western 
Oregon University database, were by Ghazi-Saidi et al., (2020) of the Univ. of Nebraska at 
Kearney, USA. This group of studies contained a collaboration of work on multiple studies 
giving insight from multiple perspectives and findings in a single group of studies without 
needing to cross databases.  This is a summary of five separate case studies done at the 
University of Nebraska this last year after classes were quickly moved online. The studies reveal 




that “many who are forced to move to a virtual classroom, struggle for multiple reasons, and are 
unhappy with online/distance learning” (Ghazi-Saidi et al., 2020, p. 51).  All five studies are 
consistent in proving that “students find online learning more difficult. The professors also 
struggle with classroom management, having a hard time getting students to participate by either 
turning on their cameras and/or their microphones. Students tend to disappear and not participate 
as much” (Ghazi-Saidi et al., 2020, p. 53). The studies in the article give supporting 
documentation and proof that classroom management in a virtual classroom is “at times very 
difficult, if not impossible” (Ghazi-Saidi et al., 2020, p. 52).  
The five studies in this collection give examples that contribute to my primary theme of 
classroom management improvement. The studies state that “most educators and teachers need 
the ability to mandate the use of cameras to maintain both accountability, cooperation, and 
participation of the students” (Ghazi-Saidi et al., 2020, p. 53). A very good article specifically 
about classroom management was written by B. Sackris, How teachers can promote effective 
classroom management and student accountability using online grade books (2010).  Although 
this article is already a decade old, there were still some very valuable golden nuggets of 
information and strategies found to be very useful in today’s all online classroom environment, 
but also unique.  The motivating strategies and ideas that Sackris (2010) shares in his writings 
are unique and worth acknowledging.  In the article, Sackris notes that using online grade books 
“are effective for all grade levels and makes students increasingly responsible and accountable 
for their learning.” (2010)  
 One of the most interesting and unique studies encountered during the research was a 
study by Reich, Murnane, and Willett, The State of Wiki Usage in the U.S. K–12 Schools: 
Leveraging Web 2.0 Data Warehouses to Assess Quality and Equity in Online Learning 




Environments (2012).  Most people may have never even heard of a “wiki” before reading this 
study. A “wiki” is an “effective collaborative writing, self-service web page creation, and shared 
maintenance of information communication platform.” (2012) The study found that “wikis 
created in schools serving more affluent populations have more opportunities for 21st-century 
skill development than wikis created in schools serving less affluent populations.” (2012, pg12-
13) Maybe the most important of all the studies and articles I have read and come across would 
be the study by Song et al. (2019). The purpose of this study was to, “investigate learners’ 
participation in online courses, synchronous interaction with a conversational virtual agent, their 
relationships with learner performance, and the participation/interaction factor 
identification.  This study also identified two factors that comprise online learning participation 
and interaction: interaction quality and LMS-oriented interaction.” (2019) 
The last article to be summarized is chosen because it argues all the reasons why online 
learning is so difficult and leads to giving solutions and strategies for many of the difficulties and 
obstacles that teachers are likely to face while teaching online.  The author, Konstan, argues that 
online learning, “doesn’t allow for any concrete hands-on experiences.” (Konstan, 2020) He goes 
on to say that group Work is nearly impossible with the online set up the way it is.  This 
challenges the online teacher to come up with ways to create these “concrete hands-on 
experiences.”  Therefore, this theme was chosen as the primary theme, because researching this 
topic will lead to the greatest amount of improvement as a teacher. 
As the above-cited research and literature revealed, online learning is not only more 
difficult and laden with obstacles and challenges for the students, but also the teachers on the 
other end of the computer screen. Motivating a classroom full of students, no matter the age or 
learning level, is hard enough in a face-to-face classroom environment, to do it in a virtual 




environment is something entirely different and much more daunting to accomplish. As the 
literature and studies demonstrate, motivating an online classroom to participate and 
demonstrating classroom management is not an easy task. This could as easily be said if we were 
only instructing in-person students, but much more so with online classrooms. 
Theme #2: Teaching for Equity  
As stated above, this second theme of teaching for equity is vital in the classes which I 
am currently teaching since most of my students are ELLs and need all the equity possible to 
catch up with their native English-speaking peers and succeed in their academic endeavors.  This 
is where knowing your students is vital.  The importance of knowing the student is paramount 
when it comes to demonstrating equity in the classroom.  There are so many key variables that 
can determine whether a student succeeds or not.  Knowing not only the student, but their 
families and living arrangements and everything else possible to understand their needs, wants, 
and problems.  I start this second theme with the question, “What do equity and access mean to 
me?”  
The first article I was able to find on this topic while conducting my research is by Staley 
(2020) from the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.  His definition for equity says 
that; “It is the intentional act of providing each learner with what they need (i.e., knowledge, 
skills, and experiences) so that their future is not limited by our actions” (2020). Not to be 
confused with, “equality”, where everyone receives the same treatment and where everyone has 
access to the same opportunities and resources.  Equity refers to proportional representation (by 
race, class, gender, etc.).   




I enjoyed this article because I felt that I learned a lot from it.  Staley uses a lot of 
anecdotes to illustrate his points and get his message across clearly and concisely.  He asks a lot 
of hard questions: “Are your instructional practices grounded in research-informed equity-based 
teaching practices? How are your current practices centered around developing each student’s 
identity and sense of agency?  How might you learn to support your students’ social, emotional, 
and academic needs similarly as we do when preparing to teach a new academic concept?  What 
shifts in your instruction and language do you need to consider, to take an asset-based or 
strength-based approach instead of a deficit stance?  What can we learn from research about how 
students learn? What do you need to learn to support all students with their sense of agency”? 
(2020).   All these questions by Staley, lead me to think about how my students most likely do 
not have access to the tools and resources they need to succeed.  These are factors that need to be 
addressed and considered when teaching a class full of immigrant students who are struggling to 
learn the language they are being taught. 
A study I particularly enjoyed reading was a paper that covers both my primary theme of 
classroom management and presents specific teaching strategies, classroom activities, and 
service-learning assignments that can be used in almost any classroom, to meet equity, diversity, 
and inclusion (EDI) focused learning objectives.  The strategies for teaching EDI employ both 
commonly used strategies, activities, and unique approaches for ensuring that EDI is properly 
implemented.  I especially like the strategy given for using active prior knowledge, building a 
Cultural Genogram, writing an autobiography, Awareness and Cultural Chest activities, Debrief 
to Make Connections, and Connecting Learning Social Studies.  My favorite part of the paper is 
the quote, “To educate as the practice of freedom is a way of teaching that anyone can 
learn.  That learning process comes easiest to those of us who teach who also believe that there is 




an aspect of our vocation that is sacred, who believe that our work is not merely to share 
information but to share in the intellectual and spiritual growth of our students.  To teach in a 
manner that respects and cares for the souls of our students is essential if we are to provide the 
necessary conditions where learning can most deeply and intimately begin” (Staley p.13).  
One of the best books I have read yet on the second and third themes of this literature 
review was written by Soltero, Schoolwide Approaches to Educating ELLs: Creating 
Linguistically And Culturally Responsive K-12 Schools (2011).  This book debunks a lot of the 
myths that are common in English language learners.  It also gives a lot of great teaching 
examples and strategies for teaching ELLs.  Soltero states in the book, “ELLs should be helped 
to maintain and develop high levels of proficiency in their native languages at the same time they 
are mastering English.”  This is a controversial and bold statement that flies in the face of a lot of 
the very myths which she debunks in this text.  It is also something that I had never heard of 
before reading this book. 
While researching ways to improve my teaching for equity, I found this study titled, 
Serving Up Justice: Fusing Service Learning and Social Equity in the Public Administration 
Classroom (2011) from Waldner, Roberts, et al., Source: Journal of Public Affairs Education, 
2011.  The study discusses social equity and fairness in the state of Georgia’s biggest county and 
city, Fulton County, and Atlanta.  The study revealed that “Social equity can be used both as a 
delivery mechanism for course content and to produce useful products for a community partner 
via service-learning.  Service-learning is conducting school projects which serve and help the 
local community.  In this model, students not only learn about social equity but also actually 
participate in social equity work in the context of the class setting, in the process enhancing 
classroom engagement, skill development, and awareness of social justice through the lens of 




health disparity” (2011).  The study goes on to state that even health equity topics such as those 
found in Fulton County, Georgia, be used for pedagogical purposes in a public administration 
class to relate the health disparities that our public schools have.  This is a specific example of 
how health equity was tied into course content via service-learning.  By learning from studies 
such as this, I can better address the inequity facing a lot of our students and not only assist my 
students with more equity but become a better teacher as well.  These diversity themes and issues 
leading to more equity in the classroom remind me of a Chinese proverb: “Tell me and I will 
forget, show me and I may remember, involve I will understand” (Confucius).  
This last piece of research I will write about is from the North Carolina Press, titled, 
Perceptions of Teaching Race and Gender (2018).  It is co-authored by Martell and 
Stevens.  They state that “As the ‘integrated study of the social sciences and humanities to 
promote civic competence’ (National Council for the Social Studies, 2010, p. 3), social studies 
should be the school subject where students grapple with issues of racial and gender inequity” 
(2018).  The study was done to discover if recent racial tensions and events have influenced the 
way teachers are teaching Social Studies regarding racial issues and topics that are bound to 
come up in any Social Studies class.  They discovered that many teachers marginalized topics 
they deemed as too controversial or taboo, afraid to touch these hot potatoes.  I liked how the 
authors used Critical Race Theory (CRT) (Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995; Tate, 1997) and critical 
feminist theory (CFT) (hooks, 2000; Lather, 1992) as its lenses.  These are studies and authors I 
am familiar with. Also, the authors employ the different frameworks of their arguments for 
equity separately, as they allow for different types of analyses; one based on gender and the other 
based on race. 




To say that there is a lot of great literature and studies available demonstrating and 
illustrating the importance of teaching to equity is a gross understatement.  Especially in our 
schools so full of ELL students who more than ever need access to all the tools and resources 
afforded to them and other students.  The importance of teaching EDI is also critical, learning the 
strategies afforded teachers from the above literature and studies is a great way to 
start.  Knowing how to first recognize equity and how it is different from equality will direct any 
teacher in the right direction and put them on the right path to teaching for equity. 
Theme #3: Teaching Academic Language in Social Studies to English Language Learners 
 
This third theme is maybe the most relevant and complementary to my major theme of 
improving overall classroom management and finding strategies to better teach and enhance 
engagement for my ELL students.  This is such an important topic for improving my teaching 
and something I strive to improve upon daily. In my   quest for discovering new and more 
effective and relevant information on identifying gaps in the academic language being taught to 
our Social Studies students, I also want to find ways in which I can improve the way I teach my 
students Social Studies and new academic language.  I have discovered that this is not a new 
phenomenon unique to me and my school. It is heartening to know that there are many books as 
well as a lot of research being done on just this topic. 
 The first article for my third theme I will share in this literature review is A Narrow 
Bridge to Academic Reading (2009), by Hadaway and published by Educational Leadership, 
2009.  Hadaway says that “The volume and scope of academic language used for discussions, 
reading, and writing in intermediate grades and beyond are daunting, even to some native 
English speakers.  For students learning English, these demands can be insurmountable” 




(2009).  This explains a lot of the problems my school is having with our ELLs currently.  This is 
also apparent to me in every class I teach, leading me to believe that we need to get better at 
helping students.  
 Hadaway states that teachers need to start helping these students by “lightening the load” 
about easing upon how much new vocabulary we teachers are expecting the students to learn 
quickly.  She says, “Effective teachers understand the need to balance cognitive and language 
demands, so ELLs do not become overloaded” (2009). Some of the strategies that I am taking 
away from this article are linking narrow reading and children’s literature, focusing on just one 
topic at a time, assign stair-step books, wide-angle to close-up groupings of readings materials, 
focusing on one author at a time, and channeling readings into one subgenre.  There were great 
articles and studies which supported this theme and suggested intriguing and unique strategies 
for improving reading and vocabulary understanding.   
I especially enjoyed the articles from a bilingual educational site for educators and 
families of English language learners.  This website, ¡Colorín Colorado! is designed specifically 
for ELLs, is a fountain of information and resources for educators.  One of the many articles and 
studies I found from this fantastic site titled, Tips for Educators of ELLs: Teaching Vocabulary 
in Grades 4-12 (2019), stated that “Research shows that vocabulary development is one of the 
most important skills students need to acquire to become English-proficient.  Teach students to 
make the connection between words that are the same or similar in English and their primary 
language.  This is an easy way to improve both vocabulary and reading comprehension” 
(2019).  This tip and strategy, using cognates to help learn new words is exactly what I have 
learned in my foreign language studies, works well with my ELLs.  I could not agree more with 
these research findings.  The article also identifies a strategy I use daily in my classes.  I use this 




strategy while trying to honor and data-mine the experiences of my students as scaffolding for 
learning new vocabulary.  It directs that teachers should, “Teach students to make the connection 
between words that are the same or similar (cognates) in English and their primary 
language.  This is an easy way to improve both vocabulary and reading comprehension” (2019).  
The most relevant quote of my three themes and maybe the best piece of advice I found, came 
from the same article, “Teach and build academic vocabulary.  English language learners need 
continued instruction in academic vocabulary as they encounter new subjects and new ideas at 
the high school level.  Work with colleagues to identify and teach the vocabulary that ELLs need 
to be successful readers and learners in each of their other classes” (2019). 
 Maybe the most relevant article I found to my third theme also came from the fantastic 
website, ¡Colorín Colorado! is an article written by Kristina Robertson titled, Preparing an 
Engaging Social Studies Lesson for English Language Learners (2019).  In this article, she 
states, “ELLs must learn the academic language and vocabulary needed to comprehend and 
produce new content - all while learning the new content and concepts at the same time!” (2019) 
Not included in this statement was the fact that these young learners are also learning their native 
languages at home while trying to learn their new language of English and the academic content 
presented to them in all of their classes.  It is very daunting the amount of information and 
knowledge that the schools are expecting these students to learn in such a short amount of time. 
My literature review would not be complete without mentioning the best book I have ever 
come across on the topic of teaching Social Studies and Language Arts to ELLs, Teaching 
history and social studies to English language learners: Preparing pre-service and in-service 
teachers.  One of the two authors, Luciana C. de Oliveira, is an expert in this field of English 
language learners, having written dozens of books, papers, and conducted multiple studies on 




this subject.  She co-authored this book with Kathryn M. Obenchain.  I especially found the 
chapter in the book discussing her ongoing study of Social Studies co-teaching teams which 
consisted of an ESOL instructor and a Social Studies teacher.  These two case studies are 
presented in the book to share strategies with the reader, demonstrating how “the co-teaching 
teams incorporated in their classes for concept development and attainment” (2017). In the book, 
Oliveira also runs a simulation that I would like to try with one of my Social Studies 
classes.  The simulation utilizes different theories of learning and the role that resources play in 
either supporting or disrupting and hindering effective teaching and learning.  The simulation, 
“demonstrates that effective English language learning can take place within content-specific 
classrooms without ‘dumbing down the curriculum” (2017).   
The last piece of literature I will share in this Chapter, is an interesting article, Behind the 
Mask: Social Studies Concepts and English Language Learners.  It was written by a Social 
Studies professor, Terence A. Beck, who took a sabbatical to France to try and understand the 
meaning of the civic concepts that dominate the French culture.  He was trying to form social 
studies concepts in a situation where he must rely heavily on a language (French) that he had yet 
to learn to the point of properly understanding and learning the civic concepts he wanted to 
learn.  He wanted to experience the challenges of learning a subject such as Social Studies while 
at the same time learning the very language being used to teach him Social Studies.  In the 
article, he outlines his struggles and shares his strategies for masking his general lack of 
comprehension.  Beck goes into detail about his frustrations at not being able to better 
understand what he is being taught because he cannot keep up with the French he is trying to 
translate in his head.  He feels himself falling farther and farther behind the class as he does his 




best to learn two things at once, the language and the Civics lesson.  This is a great example of 
how our ELL students must feel daily.  
 I especially like this quote from the article, “If forming key concepts such as civil rights, 
liberty, and representative government, is critical to social justice and to assisting all Americans 
in becoming full citizens (and I believe it is), then we must attend to the particular challenges 
immigrant and English language learners face.” This statement sums up how I feel about trying 
to better understand and improve my pedagogy regarding teaching Social Studies to my students 
who might be ELLs.  
Teaching academic language to a Social Studies class full of ELL students can be very 
challenging, to say the least.  Thankfully, we have a plethora of available resources and great 
literature at our disposal as outlined above.  There may never be a more critical time than now 
for Social Studies teachers to learn how to teach with empathy and compassion using the 
techniques and strategies outlined in the literature above. Teaching something as difficult as an 
academic language in Social Studies is hard enough for native English speakers and much more 
so for those struggling to learn both the new language and the lessons they are given daily.  
Summary 
 The research literature I have reviewed in this chapter has outlined my three themes to 
my central focus of improving my classroom management in online and in face-to-face 
classroom environments.  My three sub-themes are: 1) Improving classroom management using 
strategies for engagement in a virtual environment; 2) Teaching for equity, and 3) Teaching 
Social Studies and academic language to English Language Learners.  I chose these three sub-
themes due to both the perceived need and the fact that I am and will be doing the bulk of my 
teaching in an online environment and therefore, there is a great need for learning as much as I 




can about teaching to the best of my abilities while we are instructing online.  The research I was 
able to find was fantastic, interesting, and left me wanting more. Given the time, I would have 
liked to have continued with my searches for more relevant information and studies on the three 
sub-themes listed above.  I did not want to stop researching.  I was learning more than I could 
ever have imagined from the many articles, papers, studies, and books.  This literature is full of 
great information, history, and strategies as to how I can improve as a teacher by taking the 


















 The methods of inquiry for this project focused on the principles and practices of action 
research, using self-study aligned with professional teaching standards, teacher artifacts, 
interviews, student grades, a teaching journal, lesson plans, and observations as a means of data 
collection.  I will begin with a review of action research principles to establish the foundation for 
this study’s method of inquiry.  Second, I will review the choices and purposes of data collection 
that helped to highlight my instruction and means for searching for improvement. Third, I will 
detail my context for the study, methods of data collection protocols, maintaining credibility and 
trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledge my limitations as a researcher. Finally, I will 
present the procedures used for studying my practice, while providing data and analysis that 
speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to my instruction as I implanted this study.  
Research Questions 
 My focus for this research was to gain knowledge and collect data related to my above-
stated teaching goals to measure my professional progression during my practicum at Waldo 
Middle School.  Specifically, I examined how my lesson planning skills and classroom 
management have evolved, adapted to online learning, and improved to address the variety of 
needs of my students and particularly my ELLs and IEPs may have.  This focus aligned with the 
following INTASC Standards for teacher professional development. Additionally, I considered 
how studying my practice in line with INTASC Standards could improve my instruction and 




therefore, student learning.  The purpose of this study was to improve my classroom 
management styles for teaching in an online environment, learn how to best teach for equity, and 
how to teach academic language in Social Studies to English Language Learners.  The research 
questions for this study were: 
1. How have I improved as a Social Studies teacher who uses a variety of newly 
learned classroom management styles for both online teaching as well as face-to-
face? Also, how have I learned to teach differentiation while demonstrating 
sensitivities and compassion to social justice while addressing the academic needs 
and wants of my students in our current virtual classroom environment? By 
answering this question, I hope to demonstrate that I was able to teach in an online 
classroom that was properly managed, utilizing learned strategies for engaging a class 
containing many ELLs, in a virtual environment. Since we did not get the chance to 
teach in a face-to-face classroom, I will present my data from a virtual environment.  
Another way to phrase my first research question may be: How can I improve my 
classroom management skills while teaching in an online learning environment? 
Before I began my research project, I had never taught online and was unsure of how 
best to approach motivating my students to participate in class. My goal was to get as 
many students as possible to participate in classroom discussions and learning by 
either turning on their cameras and/or microphones and sharing feedback and 
opinions or at least using the chat box to express their views and ask questions. By 
conducting the research, I conducted, I hoped to learn as many strategies as possible 
and techniques for inspiring, motivating, and gaining the needed trust and confidence 
of my students to the point where they feel safe in opening up to the class and sharing 




their faces, voices, thoughts, and opinions.  Data gathered from my research on this 
question was used to determine how effective my newly learned classroom 
management skills have improved to a discernable level of effectiveness. In using 
some of the many strategies learned from my research such as, using a mix of 
learning tools for improved engagement, creating a safe, judgment-free, fun learning 
environment where the students quickly learn that they can not only relax and enjoy 
themselves but that they can also take a lot of interesting and useful information away 
with them when they leave our class. I have already had fantastic success in doing 
just this during the latest quarter of teaching. I had one student tell me that my class 
was her favorite of all the classes she was enrolled in. I am happy to report that this 
was not an isolated comment. Since using my newly acquired online teaching 
strategies, I have seen a marked difference in-class participation and level of 
positivity from all my students. 
2. How have I improved as a teacher sensitive to equity and social justice in the 
classroom? How can I best teach equity in my racially and multicultural diverse 
classrooms? Before embarking on this project to improve my teaching in different 
ways I had never previously thought of, I had never even heard of or thought about 
teaching to equity and for equity. I did not even know that there was a difference 
between “equity” and “equality.” I thought that they were synonyms or similes and 
never gave them a second thought.  
I had encountered teaching equality and teaching to equality, but never for equity. 
This is something which I can see and have already noticed a drastic and noticeable 
improvement. I have noticed myself being more aware of feeling the need to teach to 




the definition given in Chapter 2 for Equity. I feel the desire and need to intentionally 
act in a way which “provides each learner with what they need (i.e., knowledge, 
skills, and experiences) so that their future is not limited by our actions” (2020)  
I was worried about being able to demonstrate an improvement in something which is 
not quantifiable, like equity, but did not realize that until I conducted the research, 
how easy it would be to demonstrate my teaching to equity would be with the diverse 
group of students I teach daily.  The students I teach are mostly Emerging Linguists 
with substandard reading, writing, and speaking abilities for their level of education. 
They are coming from immigrant families and need all the equity they can be 
afforded to succeed. The research I have been studying and the articles I have been 
reading on this topic of teaching for equity, has opened my eyes to how I may have 
been neglecting before, the equity my students deserved and needed to receive 
equality in my classrooms. 
The data gathered from this question was used to validate how and if I was 
succeeding at teaching to equity and to learn not only how to identify when I was 
teaching to equity, but also how to use strategies for teaching to equity I picked up 
during my research and readings.   
3.  How can I best teach and enhance engagement and motivation for my Emerging 
Linguists while teaching Social Studies? Have I improved as a teacher in creating a 
Social Studies classroom environment that motivates my shy, uncertain 7th grade 
ELLs to the point where they feel safe enough to participate in class discussions?  
This sharing with peers and teachers facilitates group learning which I strive for in 
every class I am fortunate enough to teach.  




Another way I am trying to improve my teaching of Social Studies is by identifying 
more effective ways to teach academic language. I have noticed a real lack of 
knowledge of the academic language with our classes and am working on correcting 
this shortcoming.  The data I gathered from concentrating on this question was used 
to best identify when I was excelling, improving, and succeeding in my quest for a 
noticeable improvement in my teaching to enhance engagement and motivation for 
my ELLs and during my Social Studies classes.  
The data I have collected to identify this non quantifiable subject is a marked increase in 
the motivation levels to participate in our class lessons and the discussions we have with every 
lesson.  Also, I am seeking feedback from not only my students who give it to me daily but also 
from my Cooperating Teacher, whom I will interview about my progress in getting the oft shy 
ELLs to participate. The ELLs tend to be more reserved due to the language barrier and lack of 
confidence to participate, so I have to work that much harder to get them to open up and 
participate.  I will ask my C.T if he has seen a noticeable improvement in my abilities to 
motivate the students to participate in our Social Studies classes. I will also ask if he has noticed 
more participation from our ELLs.  
INTASC Standards 
 The Interstate New Teachers Assessment and Support Consortium (INTASC) is a set of 
standards devised to support new teachers while raising the level and standard of learning inside 
the classroom. INTASC created ten standards for teachers to follow and live by. I find that my 
teaching naturally follows standard #1 because understanding the central concepts, tools of 
inquiry, and structures of the discipline for Social Studies is what I know very well and enjoy 




doing more than just about anything else.  I teach Social Studies while creating learning 
experiences that make these aspects of subject matter meaningful for my students.  
The following INTASC standards are relevant to my Action Research Project. Standard #1: 
Learner Development; Standard #2: Learning Differences; Standard #3: Learning Environments; 
Standard #4: Content Knowledge; Standard #5: Application of Content; Standard #6: 
Assessment; Standard #7: Planning for Instruction; Standard #8: Instructional Strategies; 
Standard #9: Professional Learning and Ethical Practice.  
Standard #10: Leadership and Collaboration. In a nutshell, every INTASC Standard applies to 
my Action Research Project and questions. 
Standard 7 applies directly to my first research question concerning how I have improved as a 
Social Studies teacher using new strategies for improved classroom management.  Standard 2 is 
relevant to my second research question teaching equity and social justice, and about how I have 
improved my teaching strategies and planning for equity and social justice in the classroom.  
Standard 2 applies to my third research question of how to best teach Social Studies while 
improving participation and motivation for my Emerging Linguists. All three of my research 
questions pertain to all the ten INTASC Standards, for the most part, making an argument for 
each would be an easy and winnable argument. All the standards directly relate in some way to 
my three research questions stated above.  
Methodology 
 Because my purpose was to describe my teaching practice as well as to illustrate how I 
use data to improve my practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was 
important to choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and 




how I was paying attention to my practice through data collection to improve it. Accordingly, 
this study was designed as an action research study.  For me, the term Action Research conjures 
up images of me trying to improve myself in a certain manner while learning new ways to teach 
while gaining a whole new appreciation for those who have contributed to my research with 
written studies, books, and articles. The hardest part of Action Research is identifying that which 
I wanted to research and improve upon. Once I had the three themes or sub-topics, I could dive 
into the research and gather more than I had time to read or digest.  
Once the gathered materials were organized and read through, excluding that literature 
that was deemed unnecessary or irrelevant to the project, I had to start using and implementing in 
my teaching this newfound treasure trove of information and direction. After incorporating all 
this new data into my teaching practice, I had to find a way to try and quantify as much of it as 
possible to help decide on whether or not I have improved upon my three themes.  By using the 
newly learned teaching methods, strategies, and information from my research, I was more easily 
able to see where I have grown and improved as a teacher.  Action Research is very important 
for teachers because it gives teachers the chance to step back from the present ways they teach 
and examine what the experts and professionals are saying about how we should be teaching. It 
gives us teachers a chance to examine and adjust or make necessary changes to our 
methodologies, strategies, and styles of teaching. The opportunity to improve on how we have 
been teaching until being enlightened with the new learning and information coming from the 
research and literature.  
I was pleasantly surprised at how many new and unique strategies I was able to learn 
from all the studies, books, and articles that I read to help me improve my teaching.  I truly 
believe that any teacher, no matter how experienced or knowledgeable, can improve their 




teaching practices by identifying one or more ways in which they feel they could or should 
improve and then execute the above steps laid out above to conduct an Action Research Project 
of their own. We can all find ways to gain more knowledge and understanding about most 
anything and with a bit of research and reading, can learn to improve in the areas we want to see 
improvements made.  Action Research has a very simple recipe for success. A teacher looking to 
improve on their teaching skills and habits, must first identify the focus, what they want or think 
they need to improve upon. What is the topic or problem to conduct studies and research on? As 
noted above, this can often be the most difficult part of the research process.  
Next, the action research participant or candidate should start clarifying the theories of 
what they are trying to accomplish with the project. In my case, what types of classroom 
management am I wanting to focus on? In-person, online, or both? These questions must be 
answered before moving on to the next step.  Third, the researcher/candidate should identify a 
few research questions they want to answer as a result of their studies.  Once focus has been 
established in the second step, the next step is to come up with a set of questions that are 
meaningful to the research candidate to help guide the inquiry.    
Fourth, candidates should start collecting data to make up their findings for making 
changes and adjustments to make the wanted improvements. What data to use is the difficult part 
and sometimes finding ways to collect the data is difficult in a virtual environment?  Using valid 
and reliable data is critical to the success of the Action Research Project.  Fifth, once the data has 
been collected, it must get analyzed and reported before the last step of taking informed action 
for improvement can happen.   
How to go about analyzing the data is another question altogether.  My goal is to identify 
both trends and patterns in my teaching, especially for the hard to quantify data.  This is where 




the types of data collected become paramount.  Determining which data, I would use in my data 
collection was difficult as my research questions are hard to quantify and teaching in a virtual 
environment where we cannot see the faces or read the body language of our students, makes 
answering my research questions more difficult. 
Therefore, my study subjects were my students who are all anonymous.  The data is the 
results of before and after student responses and feedback to my teaching strategies and 
improvement. I am also using the written and verbal counseling of both my Cooperating Teacher 
(C.T.) and University Supervisor who have both given me formal reviews, feedback, and 
counseling to my teaching strategies, techniques, and style.  Because I knew that I was focused 
on my classroom management skills improvement, teaching to equity and justice, and also trying 
to enhance engagement and motivation for my Emerging Language Learners during my teaching 
of Social Studies, I think I may have subconsciously put more efforts into being cognizant of 
these issues during my teaching.  I would think that it would be like someone paying special 
attention to certain aspects of what they are doing because they know that they are being tested 
or reviewed in these areas. I would hope that after teaching this way for a year, that my special 
attention to the above three areas would become muscle memory for my teaching practices. 
Data Sources 
The first and easiest way for me to illustrate and prove an immediate improvement to my 
teaching to equity and justice, enhancing engagement and motivation for my ELLs during my 
teaching of Social Studies, and overall classroom management skills, is by analyzing the many 
lesson plans I have written during the year of practicum.  I can quickly see a marked 
improvement in how they are written, the tone used in conveying the messages I was trying to 




put out, and the academic language used to get across the lesson’s messages.  My lesson plans 
have shown how I adapted my train of thought and in particular, my teaching strategies to place 
special emphasis on those ELLs, IEPs, and students who might not have the equity at home 
which other more fortunate students have regarding technology and assistance from family 
members when conducting their asynchronous assignments.  I am confident that my lesson plans 
will demonstrate a drastic improvement overall in the three areas of my research project.  These 
lesson plans are vivid proof of my evolution as a teacher focused on classroom management 
improvements and teaching more to equity and justice while engaging and motivating my ELLs 
to participate more during our Social Studies classes. 
Observation Notes 
The Observation notes I was able to collect from my formal and informal observations.  The 
comments I logged from my student observations and those of my observations are included in 
the appendixes under Observation Notes.  My observations come in the form of my Self 
Improvement Journal.  It details my daily successes and failures regarding trying to use better 
classroom management strategies while teaching online classes and teaching more to equity and 
social justice.  Also, I noted my observations regarding how I was improving my teaching of 
Social Studies to classes consisting of many ELLs.  All the above was a challenge due to my 
extensive experience with teaching graduate-level students in a face-to-face classroom.  To say 
that teaching young online students is challenging is a grave understatement. 
Journal Entries 
The self-reflection journal and field notes I have been keeping since the 2nd of November 
2020, was started to document and demonstrate my planning and teaching improvements.  The 
record of my self-reflection journal was initiated to detail how I was able to utilize my newly 




acquired knowledge of classroom management strategies, awareness about teaching to equity 
and justice, as well as enhancing engagement and motivation levels for my ELLs during my 
teaching of Social Studies.  My self-reflection journal turned out to be a better source of data 
than I had initially anticipated it would be, showing many improvements in all three of my 
project’s three themes.  Maybe more importantly, it illustrated my many errors as well which 
allowed me to reflect, adjust, corrections, and improve my methods and strategies. 
Interviews, Formal reviews, and Observations with C.T. and University Supervisor 
After receiving multiple formal reviews from both my C.T. and University Supervisor, I 
will interview my Cooperating Teacher to get his feedback, counsel, observations made by my 
C.T. and University Supervisor, and advice on how I could improve my teaching regarding 
answering my research questions.  I will use his two formal reviews from a few of my teaching 
sessions as well as those formal reviews from my University Supervisor.  These counseling 
sessions will illuminate any teaching deficiencies and highlight as well as validate my 
improvements as a teacher focusing on improving my teaching about my three Action Research 
Project themes.  I will also use the observations made by my C.T. as another way to determine 
how I am improving my teaching. These informal observations are crucial to learning about my 
progression to becoming a better teacher. 
Table 1 
Data Collection Procedures 
Research Question Data Sources  Procedures for data 
collection  




How have I improved as a 
Social Studies teacher using 





Lesson plans were produced, 
executed, and improved on. 
Journal maintained daily, 
analyzed, and studied for 
trends in improvement and 
errors being committed. 
Feedback is used to make 
necessary adaptations and 
adjustments to teaching 
methods, new strategies, and 
lesson plan improvement. 
 
Context of the Study 
Research for my project takes place at a suburban middle school in a virtual 7th grade 
Social Studies class in an urban district in the mid-Willamette valley with a high concentration of 
migrant families.  The middle school is populated predominantly by immigrant students with 
subpar reading, writing, and speaking English skills and ELLs.  The classes I teach are populated 
by, on average, 10-15 male and 4-6 female students.  There is usually at least one IEP and more 
than a few ELLs.  Because all the classes are conducted online and the students are not mandated 
to have their cameras or microphones turned on, it is almost impossible to know how many 
students are present during class.  I must assume that they are all there and paying attention to 
what I am teaching.  Trying to get the students to cooperate and participate in classroom 
activities and discussions is one of the most difficult tasks I deal with daily. 
My classes use a digital interactive notebook (INB) that I have maintained along with the 
students to take notes with and collect the new vocabulary for each lesson.  Unfortunately, due to 
the mandatory online schooling, we have no way of knowing if our students have been using and 
populating their INB along with the rest of the students and teachers.  I receive constant and 




daily feedback and counsel from my C.T. and my University Supervisor when we are in touch 
for formal counseling.  I also receive feedback, advice, and mentoring from two other teachers 
from the middle school (one a Social Studies teacher and the other a Science teacher) with many 
years of experience who have helped me in many ways concerning both my Action Research 
Project and teaching. 
Participants 
The primary participant in this study was me, the Student-Teacher and person trying to improve 
upon his teaching strategies, capabilities, and awareness.  The other participants and key players 
in this study are my C.T., my University Supervisor, and my 7th grade Social Studies students 
who are all anonymous and will go unnamed throughout the study.  All the participants knew 
about this research project and my goals for making noticeable improvements; all that is, except 
for my students, who were unwitting participants.  Although I quote some of my students in my 
study, especially during my months of journaling, I never put their faces or names anywhere in 
my work.   
I received much feedback from my students during the year, almost all positive, fortunately.  I 
attribute my fantastic relationship and camaraderie with my students based on my months of 
working hard to build rapport with each student.  Some of my most insightful and beneficial 
comments have come from my students who always tell it like it is without fear of either hurting 
my feelings or suffering my wrath. This is telling and demonstrates the confidence my students 
have in confiding in me without fear of retribution. I am both awed and humbled by their many 
kinds and sometimes poignant comments made to me in confidence and most often through the 
text box where others cannot see or hear what is being discussed.   




While working to build a relationship with each student and inspire them to participate in 
our class discussions, I was also careful that I was teaching equity and social justice with 
students who come predominantly from difficult and socioeconomically challenged 
backgrounds. Knowing my audience and being aware of their home lives, making it easier for 
me to focus and teach more effectively to equity and social justice, as well as focus on improving 
my teaching of Social Studies to all my many ELLs.  What is difficult about teaching Social 
Studies to English language learners, is the sometimes very difficult vocabulary that we discuss 
with each topic and a new lesson. I strived to slow down and repeat as often as the clock would 
permit, all the many new vocabulary words that the students were expected to learn each day. 
How I Studied My Teaching 
In the first step of my teaching and thematic teaching analysis, I familiarized myself with 
all my accumulated data collected from almost eight months of student teaching.  I had amassed 
quite a bit of data in the form of daily self-reflection journaling, lesson plan production, 
observation notes, student and C.T. feedback, and video evidence.  After separating the above 
data into categories and subcategories, I coded, assigned preliminary data by assigning it codes, 
categories, subcategories, themes, and concepts, and ultimately into theories to describe the 
content.  I then searched for patterns using the above coding methods.  After reviewing the 
themes, I was able to define and name my overarching themes that led to my final data collection 
report. 
Figuring out how to best study my teaching while also trying to quantify and analyze my 
teaching to determine whether or not it was improving in the three key areas of my research 
project was something I feared would be very difficult.  As it turned out, I was very easily able to 
see vast improvements in my teaching in all three of my themes.  By using my daily journaling 




and highlighting where I saw improvements and growth.  This made it easier for me to determine 
which days I improved and those where I was stale or struggling to motivate my students or 
forgetting to demonstrate equity and social justice.  Fortunately, there were fewer of those days 
in my journal as my journaling progressed.  I started noticing that I was highlighting more and 
more as the weeks went by and my teaching improved all areas of my three themes. 
Thanks to all of the beneficial counseling I received from my C.T. daily as well as from 
my University Supervisor, I was better able to make on-the-spot improvements in my instruction. 
My University Supervisor noted a drastic improvement in my teaching and lesson planning about 
midway through the student teaching and midway through the 3rd quarter of the middle school’s 
school year.  I can see where I have grown tremendously as a teacher teaching equity, social 
justice, and using classroom management skills and strategies to get the most out of the little 
time we have with our students.  I have also learned a lot of new teaching techniques using 
educational technology to motivate my students to participate more and get more out of their 
lessons by reading and writing more. 
Credibility 
Validity and reliability are important aspects of social research and can be accounted for 
in a variety of ways (Torrance, 2012).  Both validity, the quality of being logically sound, and 
reliability, the degree to which accuracy can be considered dependable, are components of 
credibility, the quality of being trusted or believed in.  Eisner (1991) believes that the credibility 
of qualitative research is grown through a “confluence of evidence” that includes multiple types 
of data (p. 110).  Validity of research is one component of providing credibility and can be done 
through the triangulation of data (Lather, 1991).  Carter, Bryant-Lukosius, DiCesno, Blythe, and 
Neville (2014) explain that one method of triangulation is method triangulation which includes 




using multiple methods of data collection.  This is similar to Eisner’s method of structural 
corroboration (1991).  Eisner (1991) also believes that getting input and opinions from others in 
the same field serves as a means of consensual validation.  This helps to further demonstrate 
credibility.  
In my research, I used multiple methods of data collection to corroborate my findings. 
These different methods served as method triangulation based on the explanation from Carter et 
al. (2014).  The methods of data collection were through a series of counseling sessions and an 
interview with my Cooperating Teacher responsible for my student teaching, a daily teaching 
journal which documented my daily micro improvements, tails, and tribulations, struggles, errors 
and lessons learned, and best of all, my success stories.  I also used a series of lesson plans 
drafted throughout my practicum which demonstrated a marked improvement in preparation, 
learned strategies, improved academic language, and overall planning.  These artifacts allowed 
me to analyze the data through different means to ensure that I was correctly interpreting the data 
which resulted in “a broader understanding of the phenomenon” (Carter et al., 2014, p. 546).  In 
addition, to further strengthen my credibility, I also used member checks to provide a form of 
consensual validation. These member checks were conducted with the assistance of my 
Cooperating Teacher, Thad Conwell, as well as through formal teaching observations conducted 
by Dr. Darrel Camp.  I also have a letter written to myself and my C.T., thanking us for 
motivating her daughter to the point that she wanted to go to school every day to attend our class 









PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS 
Introduction 
I will introduce my collected data and use simple data analysis to prove whether or not I 
was able to satisfy and answer my research questions. The data collected and analyzed in this 
chapter was obtained throughout my year as a graduate student and a student-teacher of 7th 
grade Social Studies.  It was collected using multiple sources.  My research questions did not 
result in easier data to collect and quantify but rather resulted in qualitative data which is more 
nebulous and subjective. While trying to collect data for my three themes, I lost nights of sleep 
worrying about how I would demonstrate an improvement in teaching to social justice and equity 
through the lens of an ELL student in a Social Studies class.  I finally learned that I would have 
to use specific data sources to gauge my most often subtle improvements and failures while 
striving to improve in the three areas of my chosen research questions. 
As it turned out, once I figured out where to collect my data and how to collate it and 
organize it, I was then able to codify it using a coding chart (Appendix B).  Coding, 
categorizing, any time, and putting into themes and concepts the plethora of data I was able to 
collect simplified my data collection immensely.  After determining major themes, I was then 
able to group specific data into themes.  These themes emerged as I progressed through the data 
collection process. 
Some of the major sources for my data collection were my self-reflection journal, lesson 
plans, student assessment in the form of Padlet exercises, student feedback from the chat box, 
formal and informal counseling from my C.T. and University Supervisor, videos of my teaching 
throughout the year (probably the most easily analyzed data source), and my all-time favorite 




data source, my students’ feedback taken from the chat boxes of our classes, any time and verbal 
comments made to me during class.  I will explain my data collection and what the data revealed 
for each of the three themes and research questions in the next section and whether or not the 
data collected reveals and proves my success or failure in improving my teaching in each of the 
three areas where I was hoping to improve in. I am confident that the data will demonstrate a 
marked improvement in all of my areas of teaching I have attempted to improve. The data will 
reveal where I succeeded and where I failed, and hopefully demonstrate also where I can 
improve.  I do not expect to ever stop trying to improve in any of my teaching areas regardless of 
what the data tells me. 
Fortunately for my study and my teaching, the data did reveal an improvement in every 
area of my research project. Although the three areas I worked to improve in were subjective and 
hard to pinpoint successes or failures, I was able to collect enough verifiable data and small 
victories compared to the fewer and smaller failures, to lead me to the conclusion that I did 
improve over the past year of learning to teach better.  I am very confident in saying that 
knowing what I now know about teaching and my teaching, that I will continue to improve in not 
only the three chosen theme areas of my research but as a teacher overall.  There will always be 
room for improvement.  Considering the limitations of this year’s online distance learning 
situation and all the difficulties and obstacles we were dealing with; I am happy with the amount 
of data I was able to collect and use to demonstrate improvement in my teaching. I only wish that 
I had had more time with every student and could have differentiated and used more scaffolding 
in their learning.  I have had to adjust my teaching strategies as I was counseled and coached to 
make certain adjustments here and there.  My classroom management like all the other areas of 
my teaching has been a work in progress and is always evolving to improve. 





Data Analysis: Theme #1 
Table 2 





Lesson Plans: The plans were 
written with my ELL and 
transitioning ELL students 
with language difficulties in 
mind.  Over time, I saw an 
improvement in the plans 
from those which I had 
written earlier in the school 
year. 
Self-Reflection Journal: 
Written and maintained daily 
to identify and reveal errors, 
improvements, successes, and 
new strategies used while 
teaching for making 
improvements in the areas of 
Classroom Management. 
Journaling highlighted when 
my timing was off, when a 
new strategy did not work, 
and when my teaching was 
successful. 
 
Lesson Plans: My plans were 
starting to show more focus 
on getting my timing down 
and transitioning between 
learning activities. It was hard 
not knowing how to do more 
for my students who needed 
more attention when I was 
always short on time.  My 
plans were starting to 
demonstrate more vocabulary 
activities, focus on learning 
and engagement activities, 




This was my best proof of 
showing improvements and 
the best evidence for helping 
me learn to identify the errors 
and mistakes in my lesson 
planning and teaching 
strategies. I was best able to 
identify not only when but 
more importantly where my 
strategies were going wrong. 
A prime example of this was 
in identifying when my 
timing was off and the 
reasons for it.  
 
Lesson Plans 
 I had to learn how to write lesson plans that satisfied the requirements of my professors, 
Cooperating Teacher, University Supervisor, and edTPA while allowing me to answer my 




research questions.  After learning, writing, relearning, and adjusting here and there in the plans, 
I feel that I am still learning and will never truly stop improving on my lesson plans.  While they 
have greatly improved from last fall and even a few months ago, I know that the more I write 
them and the more feedback I receive in them, the more polished and confident I will become in 
writing and using them for my lessons.  Some of the areas I keep working on are the verbiage 
and requirements of each section.  I feel that I am getting much better at listing how much time it 
will take me to teach the areas that I have listed in my lesson plans.  I can see in my earlier 
lesson plans that my classroom management was almost nonexistent.  Before, I would 
miscalculate my timing and over the plan, never leaving myself enough time to get in all that I 
had planned to teach, always needing to cut my lessons short by activity or two.  This is a timing 
issue and one that I have improved on a lot but still strive to improve.  Like most of my lessons, I 
wrote them hoping that some of the students would have some knowledge of the topics, yet 
assuming that they would have almost no knowledge of the lesson topics and the latter ended up 
being the reality.  This caused me to spend too much time on my hooks and setting up each 
lesson.  I was lecturing too much and not giving enough learning activities, assessments, or 
learning how to get the students to peer share and then brief the class on what they learned.   
As a former instructor of adults, undergraduates, and graduate students, I am accustomed 
to more of a lecturing format where the students are assessed at the end of a week or a month of 
course.  I was not familiar with constantly assessing these much younger and less experienced 
students.  Adding these assessments into my lesson plans has meant adjusting all of my timing as 
well.  This is what I am working the hardest at improving in regard to my lesson plans.  This 
aspect of classroom management and timing is something I take pride in improving on as I get 
more experienced using my improved lesson plans.  In the end, there never seems to be enough 




time to share with the students all that I am hoping to share with them.  For now, I will continue 
to hone my lesson planning skills and make improvements as I can. (Appendices C-W) for the 
evolution of lesson plans) 
Self-Reflection Journal 
 I used a Self-Reflection Journal to log my daily observations, take field notes, track 
improvements and failures in my teaching to my three research themes, and illustrate my overall 
evolution as a teacher.  This Self-Reflection Journal ended up being the best and easiest way for 
me to reflect, chart, analyze, and see where I was growing as a teacher.  It also allowed me to 
highlight my errors, adjust, and improvements on the spot without the need to wait for more data 
to confirm or deny my observations.  My journal highlighted and exposed my many successes 
throughout the year of teaching.  I was able to highlight not only my stumbles and fumbles but 
also my home runs and successes.  I quickly discovered that seeing these successes in my journal 
was a motivating factor in my trying harder to improve in the areas of my three research 
questions and themes.  Those small victories kept me going and motivated me.  The same can be 
said about my failures.  After noting where I had failed, not been prepared, over planned, under 
planned, etc., I was more quickly and easily able to make on-the-spot adjustments and 
improvements in my teaching.   
 While I stated in the previous chapter that my videos were the best source of data for 
seeing improvements and failures, I have to say that in the end when all of the data is 
accumulated, collated, coded, and analyzed, It is the Self-Reflection Journal that paints the 
clearest picture of my evolution as a teacher.  Had I had more videos to log into my database for 
this research project, the case may be different, but as it turned out, nothing has revealed more 
about my progression as a teacher than the daily journal entries.  Although It is a long document 




(38pgs), it would have been much longer had I done a better job of logging my field observations 
earlier on in my student teaching year.  I may have also found a lot more errors in my journaling 
had I started earlier.  Most of my journal entries demonstrating learning and successes came after 
my errors and strategies used early in my student teaching. 
The journal data was coded using simple codes to identify patterns and trends in my 
teaching (Appendix A).  When I started coding, I found that I had too many and had to quickly 
start grouping them into subgroups of codes to analyze them more easily.  I came up with eleven 
final codes like, “Success”, “Happy”, “Proud”, “Frustration”, “Failure”, etc.  I then categorized 
those filtered down eleven codes into four main categories, then further filtered those four 
categories down to ten subcategories.  From those ten subcategories, I analyzed and pruned them 
down to five main themes or categories.  The hardest part of coding my research data for me was 
eliminating certain codes, categories, subcategories, and themes/concepts.  Had I had more time 
and unlimited space here, I would have had many more times the analysis than I felt forced to 
trim down here.  The result of my paring, trimming, and eliminating 
codes/categories/subcategories/themes/concepts, was the final overall theme of: “Improvement 
as a Teacher” (Appendix B).  In the end, all of my journaling and coding resulted in my overall 
improvement as a teacher while answering my three research questions. 
Videos 
 The few videos I made of my teaching during our seven months of online teaching were a 
variety of hour-long videos and ten-minute-long videos used for my edTPA.  The first videos of 
my teaching early in the school year showed a lot of mistakes being made while I learned how to 
teach online.  I noticed that the videos I was making of my teaching improved quickly.  The 
videos are the easiest and best way to see my improvements as a teacher.  The reason I said 




earlier that my self-reflection journal was the best data source is because of the small amount of 
video I have of my teaching compared to the vast amount of journaling I have outlining and 
illustrating my improvements.  Because of privacy issues, I was not able to use or keep a lot of 
my best video clips.  Some of these clips were of my best classes and best teaching.  The video 
clips also had the most interaction and differentiating and best teaching to equity and social 
justice to my ELL students.  Alas, I was not able to keep a lot of those clips due to students 
turning on their cameras and exposing their faces.  
Observations 
 During my many observations by my C.T. and University Supervisor, both formal and 
informal, I have been able to learn not only where I need to improve, but how.  One of the things 
I kept getting hammered on was my lecturing and “working too hard”, according to my C.T.  He 
wanted me to do less speaking and try to get the students to do most of the talking.  This is easier 
said than done when the students do not know each other, do not understand everything I am 
asking them to talk about, or are super shy and reserved.  The observations have revealed my 
biggest weakness, training to get kids who do not want to talk, to start talking, and to people they 
do not know.  My observations also pointed out that I needed to do more assessments.  Because I 
was spending so much time on lectures and subject matter, I left little to no time for assessments.  
The data from my observations was biting and to the point, but honest and accurate.  I have since 
taken steps to correct these deficiencies and try new strategies for getting students engaged and 
speaking as well as finding many new types of both formal and informal assessments to be used 
with every lesson.     
 




Data Analysis of Theme #2 
Table 3 






Lesson plans: Demonstrated 
that I was focusing more on 
my ELLs, knowing about 
their equity and social justice 
needs, and trying to help them 
as much as possible.   At 
times, I was frustrated at not 
being able to incorporate 
more helpful activities into 
my lesson plans to 
demonstrate more equity and 
social justice.  The plans were 
written with those students 
with language and economic 
difficulties in mind.  Over 
time, I saw an improvement 
in the plans from those which 
I had written earlier in the 
school year. 
Self-Reflection Journal: 
written and maintained daily 
to identify and reveal errors, 
improvements, successes, and 
new strategies used while 
teaching for making 
improvements in the areas of 
teaching to equity and social 
justice.  Journaling 
highlighted when I was wrong 
when new strategies worked 
and when they failed. 
Lesson plans: Were starting to 
show more focus on my ELLs 
and transitioning ELLs who 
needed more attention and 
help in language learning and 
scaffolding.  My plans were 
starting to demonstrate with 
consistency a penchant for 
differentiating towards those 
students with a need for more 
reading, writing, and 
vocabulary work. 
Self-Reflection Journaling: 
Showed most of my best 
proof of improvements and 
the best evidence for helping 
me learn to identify the errors 
and mistakes in my lesson 
planning and teaching 
strategies. I was best able to 
identify not only when but 
more importantly where my 
strategies were going wrong. 
A prime example of this was 
in identifying when my 
students were lacking 
adequate Wi-Fi to turn on 
their cameras or microphones 
or when their Chromebooks 
were not working correctly. 
 
Lesson Plans 
 While all of my lesson plans focused on teaching to equity and social justice, this focus 
on improving my teaching in these areas was much more nebulous and qualitative, harder to see 




where and when I improved or failed.  Having many ELL, transitioning ELL, and hard-of-
hearing students in my classes, allowed me to better focus on differentiating my lessons to better 
help these students who needed it.  Early on in my teaching, I was unaware of how to write 
lesson plans that differentiated and were sensitive to teaching to equity and social justice.  After 
many trials and errors, I feel that I did improve in this area due to becoming more aware of the 
different variables out there. 
One of my favorite ways of assuring that I was improving on my lesson plan writing in 
this area of differentiating and teaching to equity and social justice, was a trick I learned from 
Soltero (2011).  She suggested that teachers teaching ELLs and ESOL students teach a lot of 
academic vocabulary and choose vocabulary that are cognates for scaffolding and helping the 
students more easily learn the new words (Soltero, Sonia W., 2011).  I use this strategy with 
every lesson plan I write when trying to choose vocabulary words that are cognates.  The 
teaching strategies in the Soltero book are very useful and find their way into my lesson plans. 
Self-Reflection Journal Entries 
 In regard to showing improvements in teaching to equity and social justice, I can see that 
as I learned more about these subjects from both my university curriculum, readings, and 
teaching experiences, the more aware I became of my teaching to equity and social justice.  The 
more aware I was about these two areas, the more I was able to identify and address any 
shortcomings or neglect in my teaching and correct it before I regretted my errors.  I am most 
proud of being able to address these two vital areas in my teaching and demonstrate a higher 
level of understanding than at any time before in my teaching career.  My journal reveals and 
proves that while I was making errors in my other two research question areas, I was very 




focused on not making mistakes in addressing the equity and social justice needs of my 
economically challenged students.   
Because so many of my students come from economically challenged households, I 
found myself constantly faced with issues that made learning and teaching more difficult.  For 
example, the students were constantly dealing with Wi-Fi problems, not having enough 
bandwidth to handle the student turning on their camera or microphone.  The students were 
constantly getting dropped and cut off from the class.  Then there was the occasional being 
pulled out of class to run errands, help with a sibling, or leave class to go eat and not return.  My 
favorite was the time one of my students told me that he had to go unload the dishwasher for his 
mother right in the middle of class. 
These types of occurrences and technical difficulties made it more difficult to teach and 
maintain a rhythm as well as maintain my composure, bite my tongue, and stay positive.  I was 
so focused on trying to teach equity and social justice that I found myself being much more 
patient with the students who showed up late with excuses and reasons why they were not in 
class the day before or had not completed their schoolwork.  I quickly learned with the help of 
my C.T. to not be surprised when these things happened and to just keep going.  It made me a 
better teacher learning how to deal with the many difficult situations some of my students were 
living with every day.  My heart goes out to them.  I only wish that I could help every one of 
them with the problems that keep them out of class.   
Video 
 As stated above in my first theme, I did not have a lot of video evidence to work with, but 
what little I had showed my mistakes and my successes very clearly.  Demonstrations of teaching 
to equity and social justice are not very clear on video unless I am doing something very wrong.  




Fortunately, I found no cases of grievous errors in my teaching either.  I did come across some 
instances when I had students not able to turn on their cameras or microphones due to lack of 
bandwidth or internet connections in their homes.  The video demonstrates and proves that I just 
tried to be professional, positive, and supportive with my students experiencing the problems.  
Then there were the times when I had students disappear on me by signing in at the beginning of 
class and then leaving the room or just ignoring the lesson.  This was confirmed to me by more 
than one student when we started in-person learning again in the spring.  The students did not 
have any parental oversight during the day and went off to play video games instead of attending 
class.  This was difficult and something I had to learn to deal with as a teacher teaching online to 
middle schoolers.  I also learned how difficult some of the student’s home lives were during the 
brief moments they did turn on their cameras and microphones.  I saw just enough to know that I 
had to keep doing my best to support them and teach with as much equity and social justice as 
possible.     
Observations  
 Figuring out how to best study my teaching while also trying to quantify and analyze my 
teaching to determine whether or not it was improving in the three key areas of my research 
project was something I feared would be very difficult.  I was very easily able to see vast 
improvements in my teaching in all three of my themes.  By using my daily journaling and 
highlighting where I saw improvements and growth.  This made it easier for me to determine 
which days I improved and those where I was stale or struggling to motivate my students or 
forgetting to demonstrate equity and social justice.  Fortunately, there were fewer of those days 
in my journal as my journaling progressed.  I started noticing that I was highlighting more and 
more as the weeks went by and my teaching improved all areas of my three themes. 




 I think that I paid better attention to certain aspects of my teaching in regard to equity 
and social justice due to the difficulties in teaching to blank screens.  I would hope that after 
teaching this way for a year, that my special attention to the above three areas would become 
muscle memory for my teaching practices.  Because I knew that I was focused on my classroom 
management skills improvement, teaching to equity and justice, and also trying to enhance 
engagement and motivation for my Emerging Language Learners during my teaching of Social 
Studies; I think I may have subconsciously put more efforts into my lesson plans and being 
cognizant of showing equity in particular to social justice during my teaching.  My lesson plans 
also demonstrated a marked improvement in differentiating and being more aware of my 
students who were ELL and IEP students.  
Data Analysis of Theme #3 
Table 4 
Code Description Examples 
Language Difficulties 






Lesson plans: Demonstrated 
that I was focusing more on 
my ELLs learning Social 
Studies.  At times, I was 
frustrated at not being able to 
incorporate more helpful 
activities into my lesson 
plans.  The plans were written 
with those students with 
language difficulties in mind. 
Self-Reflection Journal: 
Written and maintained daily 
to identify and reveal errors, 
improvements, successes, and 
new strategies used while 
teaching for making 
improvements in the areas of 
teaching Social Studies to my 
ELLs.  Journaling highlighted 
Lesson plans: Demonstrated 
that I was focusing more on 
my ELLs learning the 
academic language needed for 
Social Studies.  My plans 
started to show more focus on 
academic vocabulary for my 
ELLs and transitioning ELLs 
and their need for more 
reading, writing, and 
vocabulary work. 
Self-Reflection Journaling: 
This was my best proof of 
improvement and the best 
evidence for helping me learn 
to identify the errors and 
mistakes in my lesson 
planning and teaching 
strategies. I was best able to 




when my timing was off, 
when a new strategy did not 
work, and when I had 
successes with my 
transitioning ELLs and ELLs.  
Over time, I saw an 
improvement in the plans 
from those which I had 
written earlier in the year. 
identify not only when but 
more importantly where my 
strategies were going wrong. 
A prime example of this was 
in identifying when I was 
speaking too fast or moving 
from one topic to another 
while trying to get in too 
much lesson content in the 
little amount of time I had. I 
had to learn how to slow 
down and speak clearly and to 
also do less speaking and 
more learning activities where 
the students could engage 
with one another. 
 
Lesson Plans 
 As with my second theme above, it was much easier to learn how to start crafting my 
lesson plans and differentiate between my ELLs and transitioning ELLs who were the majority 
in my classes.  I did not take any of these needs into consideration when planning classes at the 
beginning of the year, but as I learned more about the needs of my students and strategies for 
helping them, I was able to incorporate these strategies into my lesson plans.  I see a real 
improvement in them for teaching academic language in Social Studies to English Language 
Learners.  Of all the improvements I have made in writing lesson plans, I feel the most pride in 
having improved in this area. I initially was more worried about my timing and learning content 
than teaching vocabulary, but after researching this research question and theme, I discovered 
that teaching academic language and vocabulary to these students was vital to their success and 
growth in learning English.  I tried to use as many of the strategies from the Soltero book 
(Schoolwide Approaches to Educating ELLs, 2011) as I could while planning my classes.  I 




especially liked her idea of using cognates as a scaffolding technique when giving the students 
new vocabulary.  This and her suggestion about letting students use their first language as much 
as necessary in learning until they become comfortable with transitioning over full time to 
English.  I saw this work well with the 6th-grade classes I was student teaching. 
 My lesson plans have shown how I adapted my train of thought and in particular, my 
teaching strategies to place special emphasis on those ELLs, IEPs, and students who might not 
have the equity at home which other more fortunate students have regarding technology and 
assistance from family members when conducting their asynchronous assignments.  I am 
confident that my lesson plans will demonstrate a drastic improvement overall in this area of my 
research project.  I can quickly see a marked improvement in how they are written, the tone used 
in conveying the messages I was trying to put out, and the academic language used to get across 
the lesson’s messages.  I also improved greatly in finding better ways to assess these students 
and demonstrate learning. 
Self-Reflection Journal Entries 
 My journal entries ended up being my most important data source again for answering 
the third of my three research questions.  Watching my videos and reading through my 
observation reviews, I was not able to see anything specific to my emerging linguists and ELLs.  
There was plenty about engagement, but that was a running theme in all of my observations.  My 
journal entries demonstrate running themes of where I went wrong and where I succeeded in 
teaching Social Studies to the transitioning ELLs and ELL students.  One of the things that stood 
out from my journal entries was the amount of rapport I was able to build with my students by 
demonstrating to them that I cared about their situations, their backgrounds, their culture, and 
their struggles for learning in a foreign language and a language that’s not easy to learn.  I was 




able to do this by communicating with those students in their first language and allowing them to 
relax a bit without the pressure of always being stressed about the new language.  The small 
reprieve I gave them paid dividends and made learning much more fun and better.  There are 
quite a few journal entries scattered throughout the months of journaling that prove my point.  I 
tried to paint a picture of this data set through daily self-assessment journaling which highlighted 
my successes and failures with my newly learned teaching strategies and techniques. 
Video 
 The videos I took reveal how I improve in certain areas, but I had a hard time finding 
anything definitive that stood out to me regarding the improvement to teaching my ELLs and 
transitioning ELLs.  The only thing I saw was my use of Spanish at times to define words for the 
students who did not understand the new vocabulary.  I found myself doing a lot of translating on 
the spot for very brief moments just long enough to get the point across to the student who did 
not understand the new word.  I always feared that my non-Spanish speaking students would not 
understand what I was saying or doing if I spent too much time speaking Spanish.  I also wanted 
my ELLs to keep working on their English, knowing that after class, they would be speaking 
Spanish with their parents and family members the rest of the day.  In the end, the videos did not 
help me much to prove any real improvement in this area of my research other than show a lot of 
rapport building with my students. 
Observations 
  I have already had fantastic success in teaching my ELLs. I enjoy the challenge of 
building the necessary rapport and connection with my ELLs and transitioning ELLs.  I had one 
student tell me that my class was her favorite of all the classes she was enrolled in.  I am happy 
to report that this was not an isolated comment. Since using my newly acquired online teaching 




strategies, I have seen a marked difference in-class participation and level of positivity from all 
my students.  I have even incorporated some of my online strategies into our face-to-face classes.  
Although we suffer from a lack of time with these in-person classes, I feel that I have been able 
to make connections and earn the confidence of most of my students.   
The students I teach are mostly Emerging Bilingual Linguists with substandard reading, 
writing, and speaking abilities for their level of education. They are coming from immigrant 
families and need all the equity they can be afforded to succeed. The research I have been 
studying and the articles I have been reading on this topic of teaching for equity, has opened my 
eyes to how I may have been neglecting before, the equity my students deserved and needed to 
receive equality in my classrooms.  The data I have collected to identify this non-quantifiable 
subject is a marked increase in the motivation levels to participate in our class lessons and the 
discussions we have with every lesson.  Also, I am seeking feedback from not only my students 
who give it to me daily but also from my Cooperating Teacher, whom I receive daily feedback 
about my progress.  The ELLs tend to be more reserved due to the language barrier and lack of 
confidence to participate, so I have to work that much harder to get them to open up and 
participate.  Then, there is the speaking through a mask that exacerbates the problem and makes 
the students all the more difficult to hear and understand. 
Thanks to all of the beneficial counseling I received from my C.T. daily as well as from 
my University Supervisor, I was better able to make on-the-spot improvements in my instruction. 
My University Supervisor noted a drastic improvement in my teaching and lesson planning about 
midway through the student teaching and midway through the 3rd quarter of the middle school’s 
school year.  I can see where I have grown tremendously as a teacher teaching equity, social 
justice, and using classroom management skills and strategies to get the most out of the little 




time we have with our students.  I have also learned a lot of new teaching techniques using 
educational technology.  I have found that using Ed Tech motivates the students to participate 
more and that the students get more out of their lessons by reading and writing more. 
Observation Notes 
The Observation notes I was able to collect from my formal and informal observations 
were incredibly helpful and instrumental in my growth as a teacher.  The observation feedback I 
received from my C.T. and University Supervisor demonstrated that I still have a ways to go in 
my question of being the teacher I want to be.  It was pointed out that I need to improve in 
several areas, such as student engagement and assessing the students.  These two areas are 
always foremost on my mind as I write my lesson plans and start each class.  I will use the 
observation feedback from my formal observations with my C.T. and University Supervisor to 
motivate me to improve, always striving to improve on the areas they pointed out as areas 
needing more attention.  These formal observations can be found in the appendixes under 
Observation Notes.   
My observations also come in the form of my Self Improvement Journal.  It details my 
daily successes and failures regarding trying to use better classroom management strategies 
while teaching online classes and teaching more to equity and social justice.  Also, I noted my 
observations regarding how I was improving my teaching of Social Studies to classes consisting 
of many ELLs.  All the above was a challenge due to my extensive experience with teaching 
graduate-level students in a face-to-face classroom.  To say that teaching young online students 
is challenging is a grave understatement. 





The observation of my teaching turned out to be more difficult than I had expected due to 
unforeseen circumstances.  The COVID-19 forced us into a virtual classroom with every class 
being conducted online via Zoom.  This alone made things difficult for most everyone, especially 
for those students who come from economically disadvantaged households who do not have 
access to nice computers, speedy internet access, or maybe most importantly, an adult at their 
side to guide and help them with their studies.  To add to our already difficult teaching 
experience, we had to contend with an ice storm that knocked out power, burst water pipes, 
damaged people’s homes and property and exacerbated the already difficult COVID-19 situation 
we were already struggling to deal with daily.  This ice storm kept us from teaching for a whole 
week and canceled my first formal observation and forced us to reschedule all future 
observations.  It also ruined my timeline for a block of classes I was to teach, forcing me to 
rewrite all new lesson plans for a whole new block of instruction.  To say that it put a lot of extra 
stress and work on me is a gross understatement.  Once we were able to get back on our new 
schedule and figure out what classes I would and could be observed teaching, it was all downhill.  
I will learn from the multiple formal observations from both my C.T. and University Supervisor 
as well as the feedback from my students and informal reviews from my C.T.  I will also use the 
progression and improvements in my lesson planning and journal entries as a springboard to 











After conducting all of the research, gathering all of the data, analyzing the data, and finally, 
concluding; I can honestly say that I have improved in all three of my research areas I set out to 
study and improve upon.  I had said that I see the most improvement in classroom management, 
but I am more aware of teaching to equity and social justice even more.  Because I have been 
living and working with students who are ELLs and bilinguals, I am confident that I learned 
more about teaching Social Studies to ELLs, but only because I was teaching a topic I had never 
taught before.  For that reason, more than any, I became aware of my improvements in teaching 
Social Studies to ELLs.  I can say that I have vastly improved on teaching Social Studies to 
every kind of student, regardless of their abilities and disabilities. 
I do not want to make the cliche excuses that everyone teaching this past year can make about 
trying to teach during a pandemic and the Covid-19 virus.  My teaching experience has been 
primarily with adults and in person.  I can honestly say that this was my first attempt at teaching 
online as well as to middle school tweens, so I had no idea how I would do or what I would learn 
during my year of teaching primarily online.  My goal of learning and improving while 
identifying my shortcomings as a teacher were most definitely met.   
Discussion 
 Although the research I conducted was invaluable for approaching and trying to answer 
my three research questions, I cannot help but feel that trying to implement and experiment with 
the learning was the most effective way for me to improve as a teacher.  Had I only read the 
research and not implemented it, I would have had a difficult time improving.  The outcomes of 
what I learned were more obvious than I had initially thought they would be.  I learned that most 




of the literature on teaching strategies is effective and worth trying, but I also learned that 
nothing is foolproof in the world of pedagogy.  I learned that I could learn new strategies, 
implement them, practice them, and improve my teaching.  The biggest lesson I learned from 
researching, implementing, tailoring, and experimenting with the new teaching strategies and 
tactics was that I can continue to improve on my teaching to any age group and any subject I end 
up teaching.   
 My interpretation of the successes and failures of my research and teaching can be 
summarized by saying that I had a lot of successes interspersed with a lot of failures.  It was the 
many failures that led me to improve more than my early successes.  Thankfully, my failures 
were fewer and fewer as the year went on.  Of course, when we returned to the classroom, there 
were many new failures and a whole new set of learning opportunities.  The successes I had 
carrying out my action research inspired me to continue learning and trying to improve.  The 
difficulties I encountered in completing the action research were many and varied, but most had 
to do with the pandemic and teaching to blank screens for most of the year.  Collecting research 
was not easy to do while teaching online, but I was able to get most of my data sources that were 
not affected by whether or not I was teaching online or not.  
 I learned many important teaching strategies and resources from this study.  The study 
allowed me to not only educate myself in the three areas of my study but possibly more 
important, how to find new teaching resources that will help me improve my teaching.  I also 
learned that I need to continue to improve my teaching in all three areas of my research areas and 
those identified by my C.T. and University Supervisor.  Teaching differentiation, social justice, 
and equity take being aware of what I am doing and saying constantly.  My classroom 
management skills will come with repetition and time spent teaching at this level.  It is the areas 




I need to improve on as pointed out by my C.T. and University Supervisor that I am mostly 
focusing on and trying to learn. 
Limitations 
 As stated above, to bemoan the fact that we were teaching virtual classes and to primarily 
blank screens would be too easy.  I used that as a challenge to try and win rapport and 
engagement with the students.  What little I received was a reward in itself and always made me 
feel like I had accomplished something.  Dealing with the many technical issues was another 
area I was unfamiliar with and learned a lot from my online teaching, trying to fix or find 
workable solutions to the many problems that our students faced daily.  When we can see each 
other’s mouths again when speaking and hear each other without being muffled by masks, our 
lives as teachers will be vastly easier.   
Another area that was a huge limitation was the constant problems of participation, 
communication (from both the students and my university), misinterpretation (mostly between 
me and the university and what they expected), and misunderstandings (from all of the above 
participants).  Being virtual and 100% online meant doing everything via email, Zoom, or 
Google Meets, all digital.  Without that in-person, face-to-face communication, it was incredibly 
difficult to know what was expected of me or where I stood, and how I was progressing, or even 
if I was improving or progressing.  I was always stressed about forgetting or not knowing about 
what I was supposed to be doing or have done by what date.  Our instructors were in the same 
difficult positions and were worse off, I am sure.  I remember always feeling fortunate that I did 
not have their jobs and responsibilities.  This goes for my C.T. as well.  I have always understood 
that he was juggling as many if not more responsibilities as I was as a student.  I have been in 
positions of leadership many times during my previous career and know the stresses and 




responsibilities that go along with these positions.  I am fortunate to have had the professors and 
C.T. I had during this program.  I cannot thank them enough. 
 Some areas that were not limitations, but rather benefits were the access to incredible 
amounts of information from the university digital library and the plethora of other digital 
resources (ERIC, Google Scholar, Newsela, JSTOR, etc.) I was incredibly fortunate to have 
access to this digital age we now live in.  Also, the face-to-face time during the last quarter with 
my C.T. was instrumental in reiterating all of the areas I needed to improve as well as the many 
pieces of advice and counsel received. I may have benefited from all of the many difficulties, 
limitations, and frustrations listed above while trying to learn and teach during a pandemic.  I had 
like to think so.  
Implications 
 The implications of my research are first and foremost my having learned more about 
teaching to equity, social justice, and classroom management in less than one year, than I had 
learned in all my years as an undergraduate and graduate before starting this program.  I also 
learned more in the past year than in the decades of teaching adults.  Teaching to middle 
schoolers and conducting the research I did has resulted in my learning and being exposed to 
more new teaching techniques and strategies than I had ever been exposed to before in the many 
years of education.  Beyond the achieved learning outcomes, the experiences I have had doing 
the research and student teaching have made me a better teacher and a better researcher.   
 During my many hours of teaching for my practicum, I have discovered many new 
interesting as well as fun ways in which to better engage and motivate my very shy and reclusive 
7th graders. Through my research, readings, and experiences, I have learned more than a few 
unique and very creative ways in which to get my Social Studies classes to not only participate in 




the class discussions and lessons, but to share their personal feelings, thoughts, and most 
importantly, their experiences with their peers and myself, their teacher.  I have seen firsthand 
how the class has started to thaw after such a long time out of the classroom, not being able to 
speak with a teacher or chat with a classmate.  The first couple of months back in the classroom 
were an awakening and thawing out of the brain period for most of these students.  It is a shame 
that the school year ended just as the students were coming out of their lethargy.  It was nice 
seeing the students gel and start to open up with the confidence to speak up and participate. 
Recommendations 
 The recommendations I have for my continuing education and improvement in teaching 
are simple.  I am going to continue to improve in my three research areas as well as the many 
areas prescribed by my C.T. and University Supervisor.  I am learning new teaching strategies 
almost daily and after having the time to try them all out and see which ones work for me and 
which ones do not, I will have a much better array of strategies and techniques in getting my 
students engaged and assessing their understanding and retention of what I am teaching.  I will 
continue to push my students to engage with one another and learn from each other while at the 
same time participating in more classroom activities and discussions.  
Summary 
In the future and moving forward after learning what I have learned from completing this action 
research project, I will be more aware of my teaching practices, future research, policy, etc.  My 
goals for my first year of teaching in the public school system are to continue improving on 
differentiated instruction, teaching to social justice and equity, finding new and better strategies 
for getting students engaged with one another, and improving my classroom management skills 
by being more aware of my time management and student needs.  I have learned that a lot in the 




past year, but above all, I have learned that I am a better teacher and better at researching than 
ever. 
In conclusion, I truly believe that any teacher, no matter how experienced or 
knowledgeable, can improve their teaching practices by identifying one or more ways in which 
they could or should improve and then execute the steps laid out above to conduct an Action 
Research Project on their own. We can all find ways to gain more knowledge and understanding 
about most anything, and with a bit of research and reading, can learn to improve in the areas we 
want to see improvements.   I also believe that the criteria for being a good teacher are the same 
for being a good leader.  To be a good teacher or leader, I must first be a good learner and 
follower.  For this reason, I will never stop being a student.  I am constantly trying to learn and 
feel that I often learn as much if not more from my students as they learn from me.  Also, after 
spending over a quarter-century in the Army, I am confident in saying that I have learned well 






































Appendices: C-V (Lesson Plans) 
Appendix C 
*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching 
them. You should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan     Teacher Candidate: Erik Anderson                     Date of Lesson: 17NOV20 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Oceania and world geography 
Lesson #1       of   4            Time Allotted for this Lesson:50mins 
Standards: 
7.13 Construct and use 
maps, graphs, charts, 
models, and databases 





Central Focus:  
To learn about world geography and 
Oceania, its countries, peoples, 
cultures, and handling of the climate 
change that is slowly causing the 
drowning of their island nations and 




Know: what Oceania is and be able to 
identify the different countries that 
make up Oceania. 
Understand: that Oceania is made up of 
a lot of different island nations. 
Do: Analyze/Explain/Evaluate what 
climate change means to Oceania and 
what is being done about it. 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
We have already taught the lessons on Pangea and the world’s 7 continents and where they are on the globe. 
 




Academic language that will be used in lesson: Lecture, discussion, videos, readings, Q & A, vocabulary 
review before the readings and assignments are assigned. 
 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: The use of the Socratic Questioning method 
with formative assessment, videos, and short articles read together in class along the way as well as 
assigned for asynchronous homework assignments. 
 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on Oceania will be complimenting previous 





How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) Our classes do not currently have any students with IEPs, but 
there is a large portion of the classes that are ELLs. Because many of our students do not possess strong 
English skills, we will be discussing the videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s 
videos and readings. This will not only give the students a heads up about potentially new vocabulary, but 
also serve as a review for those who have heard the vocabulary before. 
 










Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Videos, and digital 
articles read by the website’s audio text reader, Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure 
they are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 
you’ll include / watch for to monitor student 
learning 
Time Motivation/Hook:  
Pre lesson assessment of class knowledge of 
subject matter. Class will be given three 
questions to answer together as a class: 
1. What is Oceania? 
2. How many countries of Oceania can you 
name? 
3. What is currently Oceania’s biggest 
problem? 
 
Presents a short video 
(https://youtu.be/R80eBIdUyOs  on how the 
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will answer Pre lesson assessment 
questions together as a class. 
 
Students will answer questions from the teacher 
about the short video they just watched. 
Because the students will not have their cameras 
on, it will be impossible to monitor students’ 
engagement as they watch the short video. 




Oceania islands are drowning and how the 
inhabitants are handling it. 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 






 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Discuss the video and conduct a vocabulary 








Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Discuss the video and partake in vocabulary 








 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Read the Newsela article with class and discuss 









Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Read the Newsela article with class and discuss 




 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Closure: 
After reading the article w/class and watching 
the second video, class will receive synchronous 
assignment of questions to answer pertaining to 
the article and video and submit via Canvas. 
Class will have the remaining time left in class 
to work on this assignment. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: None 
Closure: 
After reading the article w/class and watching 
the second video, class will receive synchronous 
assignment of questions to answer pertaining to 
the article and video and submit via Canvas. 
Class will have the remaining time left in class 
to work on this assignment. 




Before being dismissed by the teacher, the class 
will be assigned their asynchronous assignment 









Before being dismissed by the teacher, the class 
will be assigned their asynchronous assignment 
for the following day. 
 
 
 Closure:  
After reading the article and watching the 
second video, assign synchronous assignment of 
questions to answer and submit via Canvas. 
Teacher will give students the remaining 
amount of time to work on their synchronous 
assignment. 
Before dismissing, the class will be assigned 





After reading the article w/class and watching 
the second video, class will receive synchronous 
assignment of questions to answer pertaining to 
the article and video and submit via Canvas. 
Class will have the remaining time left in class 
to work on this assignment. 
Before being dismissed by the teacher, the class 
will be assigned their asynchronous assignment 
for the following day. 
 





This will probably not happen due to a few students who rarely attend classes and when they do, they are 
usually lost and tuned out. Also, none of our students elect to turn on their cameras, therefore, we cannot 
monitor or help those who appear to need assistance.  
When the students do the homework and asynchronous assignments, we see the work being submitted into 
the Canvas portal. 
Reflection: 
2.  Describe any changes you made as you were teaching the lesson. I would have fixed the video sound 
and picture clarity sooner. I would have paid more attention to the students’ chat box for feedback and need 
of assistance as well. 
Reflection: 
3.  What would you change about this lesson plan before you teach it again?  Pay attention to situations 
where students either did not learn or already knew. I would find more visual aids and maybe another short 
video for them. 
Reflection:   
4.  How did the results of this lesson influence the way that you will teach in the future? 
The results of this lesson influenced my teaching greatly, as it was the first in a series on this topic that I 
would be teaching, and I learned more in this lesson than in any of the following lessons taught. I learned 
mostly about tech issues that I had to fix in order to properly share my screen with my students and make 
sure to click certain boxes I never knew existed in order to have better video and sound for my students. I 
also needed to do a better job of watching the clock and set a timer to keep me from going over on my 
allotted time. I had to give the students enough time to work on the assignments before they had to move to 
their next classes. I learned a lot from this lesson. 
 





*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching 
them. You should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan     Teacher Candidate: Erik Anderson                     Date of Lesson: 18NOV20 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Oceania and world geography 
Lesson #2       of   4            Time Allotted for this Lesson:50mins 
Standards: 
7.14 Explain how 
technological 
developments, societal 
decisions, and personal 
practices influence 
sustainability in the 
Eastern Hemisphere. 
Central Focus:  
To learn about world geography and 
Oceania, its countries, peoples, 
cultures, and handling of the climate 
change that is slowly causing the 
drowning of their island nations and 




Know: what Oceania is and be able to 
identify the different countries that 
make up Oceania. 
Understand: that Oceania is made up of 
a lot of different island nations. 
Do: Analyze/Explain/Evaluate what 
climate change means to Oceania and 
what is being done about it. 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
We have already taught the lessons on Pangea and the world’s 7 continents and where they are on the globe. 





Academic language that will be used in lesson: Lecture, discussion, videos, readings, Q & A, vocabulary 
review before the readings and assignments are assigned. 
 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: The use of the Socratic Questioning method 
with formative assessment, videos, and short articles read together in class along the way as well as 
assigned for asynchronous homework assignments. 
 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on Oceania will be complimenting previous 





How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) Our classes do not currently have any students with IEPs, but 
there is a large portion of the classes that are ELLs. Because many of our students do not possess strong 
English skills, we will be discussing the videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s 




videos and readings. This will not only give the students a heads up about potentially new vocabulary, but 
also serve as a review for those who have heard the vocabulary before. 
 
 





Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Videos, and digital 
articles read by the website’s audio text reader, Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure 
they are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 
you’ll include / watch for to monitor student 
learning 
Time Motivation/Hook:  
Pre lesson assessment of class knowledge of 
subject matter. Class will be given three 
questions to answer together as a class: 
1. Where is Oceania? 
2. How many countries of Oceania can you 
name? 




Students will answer the Pre lesson assessment 
questions together as a class. 
 
Students will answer questions from the teacher 
about the short video they just watched. 





Presents a short video 
(https://youtu.be/bEguf9D2LBQ on how the 
Oceania islands are drowning and how the 
inhabitants are handling it. 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 






Because the students will not have their cameras 
on, it will be impossible to monitor students’ 
engagement as they watch the short video. 
 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Discuss the video and conduct a vocabulary 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Discuss the video and partake in vocabulary 











 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Read the Newsela article with class and discuss 









Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Read the Newsela article with class and discuss 




 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Closure: 
After reading the article w/class and watching 
the second video, class will receive synchronous 
assignment of questions to answer pertaining to 
the article and video and submit via Canvas. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: None 
Closure: 
After reading the article w/class and watching 
the second video, class will receive synchronous 
assignment of questions to answer pertaining to 
the article and video and submit via Canvas. 




Class will have the remaining time left in class 
to work on this assignment. 
Before being dismissed by the teacher, the class 
will be assigned their asynchronous assignment 









Class will have the remaining time left in class 
to work on this assignment. 
Before being dismissed by the teacher, the class 
will be assigned their asynchronous assignment 




 Closure:  
After reading the article and watching the 
second video, assign synchronous assignment of 
questions to answer and submit via Canvas. 
Teacher will give students the remaining 
amount of time to work on their synchronous 
assignment. 
Before dismissing, the class will be assigned 
their asynchronous assignment for the following 
day. 
Closure: 
After reading the article w/class and watching 
the second video, class will receive synchronous 
assignment of questions to answer pertaining to 
the article and video and submit via Canvas. 
Class will have the remaining time left in class 
to work on this assignment. 
Before being dismissed by the teacher, the class 
will be assigned their asynchronous assignment 
for the following day. 






Did all the students meet the learning target?  How do you know? 
This will probably not happen due to a few students who rarely attend classes and when they do, they are 
usually lost and tuned out. Also, none of our students elect to turn on their cameras, therefore, we cannot 
monitor or help those who appear to need assistance.  
When the students do the homework and asynchronous assignments, we see the work being submitted into 
the Canvas portal. 
Reflection: 
2.  Describe any changes you made as you were teaching the lesson. I may have made some small 
corrections as to trying to pay attention to the students’ chat box to see if they needed help or had questions. 
Reflection: 
3.  What would you change about this lesson plan before you teach it again?  Pay attention to situations 
where students either did not learn or already knew. I would find more visual aids and maybe another short 
video for them. I would do a better job at making sure that the video could be heard and seen more clearly 
from the beginning as well. 
Reflection:   
4.  How did the results of this lesson influence the way that you will teach in the future? I learned that 
having all of your class artifacts and notes prepared ahead of time will save you time during class which 
you can spend on focusing on which students need help and how to better assist them. I built my slides 
during the class, and it slowed me down. This time, my slides were prepared, and I used a timer which kept 
me on pace and allowed me to give my students more time to work on their asynchronous assignments with 
the time left over after the video and discussion (lecture). 





*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching 
them. You should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan     Teacher Candidate: Erik Anderson                     Date of Lesson: 19NOV20 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Oceania and world geography 
Lesson #3       of   4            Time Allotted for this Lesson:50mins 
Standards: 
7.15 Explain how the 
change in global 
weather is affecting the 
people living on the 
island of Kiribati and 
other Oceania island 
nations and what they 
are planning to do 
about it. 
Central Focus:  
To learn about world geography and 
Oceania, its countries, peoples, 
cultures, and handling of the climate 
change that is slowly causing the 
drowning of their island nations and 




Know: what Kiribati is and where it is 
located and know that it is one of the 
countries that make up Oceania. 
Understand: that Kiribati is going to be 
underwater soon and that everyone will 
be a climate refugee soon. 
Do: Analyze/Explain/Evaluate what 
climate change means to the island 
nations of Oceania and what is being 
done about it around the world. 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents.  
 




How I know the students have this: 
We have already taught the lessons on Pangea and the world’s 7 continents and where they are on the globe. 
 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: Lecture, discussion, videos, readings, Q & A, vocabulary 
review before the readings and assignments are assigned. 
 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: The use of the Socratic Questioning method 
with formative assessment, videos, and short articles read together in class along the way as well as 
assigned for asynchronous homework assignments. 
 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on Oceania will be complimenting previous 





How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) Our classes do not currently have any students with IEPs, but 
there is a large portion of the classes that are ELLs. Because many of our students do not possess strong 
English skills, we will be discussing the videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s 




videos and readings. This will not only give the students a heads up about potentially new vocabulary, but 
also serve as a review for those who have heard the vocabulary before. 
 
 





Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Videos, and digital 
articles read by the website’s audio text reader, Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure 
they are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 
you’ll include / watch for to monitor student 
learning 
Time Motivation/Hook:  
Pre lesson assessment of class knowledge of 
subject matter. Class will be given three 
questions to answer together as a class: 
1. What is Oceania’s biggest country? 
2. What Oceania country is also a 
continent? 
3. What is climate change? 
 
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will answer the Pre lesson assessment 
questions together as a class. 
 
Students will answer questions from the teacher 
about the short video they just watched. 





Presents a short video 
(https://youtu.be/hJm7kLzEmdE on how the 
Oceania islands are drowning and how the 
inhabitants are handling it. 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 






Because the students will not have their cameras 
on, it will be impossible to monitor students’ 
engagement as they watch the short video. 
 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Discuss the video and conduct a vocabulary 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Discuss the video and partake in vocabulary 











 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Read the Newsela article with class and discuss 









Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Read the Newsela article with class and discuss 




 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Play two short videos, discuss afterwards with 
Q & A. 
We will then read an article on the subject 
matter before having students work on their 
assessment of answering questions. 
 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: None 
Play two short videos, discuss afterwards with Q 
& A. 
We will then read an article on the subject matter 
before having students work on their assessment 
of answering questions. 
 












 Closure:  
After reading the article and watching the 
second video, assign synchronous assignment of 
questions to answer and submit via Canvas. 
Teacher will give students the remaining 
amount of time to work on their synchronous 
assignment. 
Before dismissing, the class will be assigned 









After reading the article w/class and watching 
the second video, class will receive synchronous 
assignment of questions to answer pertaining to 
the article and video and submit via Canvas. 
Class will have the remaining time left in class 
to work on this assignment. 
Before being dismissed by the teacher, the class 
will be assigned their asynchronous assignment 
for the following day. 
 






2.  Describe any changes you made as you were teaching the lesson. None that I can remember. 
Reflection: 
3.  What would you change about this lesson plan before you teach it again?  Pay attention to situations 
where students either did not learn or already knew. 
I would find more visual aids and maybe another short video for them. 
Reflection:   
4.  How did the results of this lesson influence the way that you will teach in the future? I seem to have 
learned my biggest lessons teaching the first two lessons and am now fine tuning my timing which can 
always improve and now am focusing on trying to improve classroom management and instigate student 
participation. I am always striving to get the most participation out of my online students as possible. It is 















*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching 
them. You should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan     Teacher Candidate: Erik Anderson                     Date of Lesson: 20NOV20 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Oceania and world geography 
Lesson #4       of   4            Time Allotted for this Lesson:50mins 
Standards: 7.16 Explain 
how changes in 
transportation and 
communication 
technology affects the 
spatial connections among 
human settlements and the 
diffusion of ideas and 
cultural practices. 
Central Focus:  
To learn about world geography and 
Oceania, its countries, peoples, 
cultures, and handling of the climate 
change that is slowly causing the 
drowning of their island nations and 




Know: what and where Palau is and 
be able to identify the different 
countries that make up Oceania. 
Understand: What a Climate Refugee 
is and why they are refugees. 
Do: Analyze/Explain/Evaluate what 
climate change means to Oceania and 
what is being done about it. 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
We have already taught the lessons on Pangea and the world’s 7 continents and where they are on the globe. 





Academic language that will be used in lesson: Lecture, discussion, videos, readings, Q & A, vocabulary 
review before the readings and assignments are assigned. 
 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: The use of the Socratic Questioning method 
with formative assessment, videos, and short articles read together in class along the way as well as 
assigned for asynchronous homework assignments. 
 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on Oceania will be complimenting previous 





How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) Our classes do not currently have any students with IEPs, but 
there is a large portion of the classes that are ELLs. Because many of our students do not possess strong 
English skills, we will be discussing the videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s 




videos and readings. This will not only give the students a heads up about potentially new vocabulary, but 
also serve as a review for those who have heard the vocabulary before. 
 
 





Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Videos, and digital 
articles read by the website’s audio text reader, Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll observe 
and check with students to be sure they are 
engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 
you’ll include / watch for to monitor student 
learning 
Time Motivation/Hook:  
Pre lesson assessment of class knowledge of 
subject matter. Class will be given three questions 
to answer together as a class: 
1. Where is Palau? 
2. What Oceania countries are drowning? 
3. What are the drowning island countries of 
Oceania doing to combat climate change? 
 
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will answer the Pre lesson 
assessment questions together as a class and 
discuss. 
 





Presents a short video 
(https://youtu.be/7Ni4gcl4tpE on how the 
Oceania islands are drowning and how the 
inhabitants are handling it. 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they are 






Students will answer questions from the 
teacher about the short video they just 
watched. 
Because the students will not have their 
cameras on, it will be impossible to monitor 
students’ engagement as they watch the short 
video. 
 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Discuss the video and conduct a vocabulary 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Discuss the video and partake in vocabulary 











 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Read the Newsela article with class and discuss 









Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Read the Newsela article with class and 




 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Closure:  
After reading the article and watching the 
second video, assign synchronous 
assignment of questions to answer and 
submit via Canvas. Teacher will give 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Closure: 
After reading the article w/class and watching 
the second video, class will receive 
synchronous assignment of questions to 
answer pertaining to the article and video and 
submit via Canvas. Class will have the 




students the remaining amount of time to 
work on their synchronous assignment. 
Before dismissing, the class will be assigned 
















remaining time left in class to work on this 
assignment. 
Before being dismissed by the teacher, the 
class will be assigned their asynchronous 
assignment for the following day. 
 
 
 Closure:  
After reading the article and watching the second 
video, assign synchronous assignment of questions 
to answer and submit via Canvas. Teacher will 
Closure: 
After reading the article w/class and watching 
the second video, class will receive 
synchronous assignment of questions to 




give students the remaining amount of time to 
work on their synchronous assignment. 
Before dismissing, the class will be assigned their 







answer pertaining to the article and video and 
submit via Canvas. Class will have the 
remaining time left in class to work on this 
assignment. 
Before being dismissed by the teacher, the 
class will be assigned their asynchronous 
assignment for the following day. 
 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson: Students will be required to watch a video and read a short article and then 





Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: Following 
State’s Standards for 7th grade Social Studies as well as continuing the study of world geography and 








drive participation. I will continue to work on classroom management and time management in order to 
give my students the time they need to work on our synchronous and even asynchronous assignments 
during the last few minutes of our classes. 
 
Appendix G 
*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching 
them. You should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan     Teacher Candidate: Erik Anderson                     Date of Lesson: 16NOV20 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Oceania and world geography 
Lesson #1       of   4            Time Allotted for this Lesson:50mins 
Standards: 
7.13 Construct and use 
maps, graphs, charts, 
models, and databases 
to make analytical 
inferences and 
predictions regarding 
Central Focus:  
To learn about world geography and 
Oceania, its countries, peoples, 
cultures, and handling of the climate 
change that is slowly causing the 
drowning of their island nations and 
forcing the mass relocation to other 
countries. 
Learning Targets: 
Know: what Oceania is and be able to 
identify the different countries that 
make up Oceania. 
Understand: that Oceania is made up of 
a lot of different island nations. 






 Do: Analyze/Explain/Evaluate what 
climate change means to Oceania and 
what is being done about it. 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
We have already taught the lessons on Pangea and the world’s 7 continents and where they are on the globe. 
 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: Lecture, discussion, videos, readings, Q & A, vocabulary 
review before the readings and assignments are assigned. 
 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: The use of the Socratic Questioning method 
with formative assessment, videos, and short articles read together in class along the way as well as 
assigned for asynchronous homework assignments. 
 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on Oceania will be complimenting previous 
lessons on Pangea and world continents. 
 
 






How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) Our classes do not currently have any students with IEPs, but 
there is a large portion of the classes that are ELLs. Because many of our students do not possess strong 
English skills, we will be discussing the videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s 
videos and readings. This will not only give the students a heads up about potentially new vocabulary, but 
also serve as a review for those who have heard the vocabulary before. 
 
 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? Newsela article: Discover Oceania’s 14 
countries (URL:Newsela - Discover Oceania's 14 Countries), YouTube video: Oceania/Oceania 
Continent/Oceania Geography (URL:Oceania/Oceania Continent/Oceania Geography - YouTube) and Map 
of Oceania, Oceania Continent    (URL: https://youtu.be/fKp5aqQ5mSQ);  
Canvas LMS Questions: 1. What is Oceania?; 2. Where is Oceania?; 3. What is the biggest country in 
Oceania?; 4. What island nations did you find most interesting and why?; 5. What is the biggest problem 
facing the inhabitants of Oceania’s island nations? 
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 








Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Videos, and digital 
articles read by the website’s audio text reader, Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 
you’ll include / watch for to monitor student 
learning 
Time Motivation/Hook:  
Presents a short video on how the Oceania 
islands (Oceania/Oceania Continent/Oceania 
Geography - YouTube) are drowning and how 
the inhabitants are handling it. 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 







Students will answer questions from the teacher 
about the short video they just watched. 
Because the students will not have their cameras 
on, it will be impossible to monitor students’ 
engagement as they watch the short video. 




 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Discuss the video and conduct a vocabulary 








Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Discuss the video and partake in vocabulary 




 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Read the Newsela article: Discover Oceania’s 
14 countries (URL:Newsela - Discover 
Oceania's 14 Countries) with class and discuss 







Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Read the Newsela article with class and discuss 










 Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Play a five-minute-long 
video:https://youtu.be/fKp5aqQ5mSQ (map 
of Oceania, Oceania Continent), discuss 









Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: None 
Watch a five-minute-long video 
(https://youtu.be/fKp5aqQ5mSQ (map of 
Oceania, Oceania Continent),discuss w/class 
afterwards with Q & A. 
 
 
 Closure:  
After reading the article and watching the 
second video, assign synchronous assignment of 
questions (1. What is Oceania?; 2. Where is 
Oceania?; 3. What is the biggest country in 
Oceania?; 4. What island nations did you find 
Closure: 
After reading the article w/class and watching 
the second video, class will receive synchronous 
assignment of questions to answer pertaining to 
the article and video and submit via Canvas.  




most interesting and why?; 5. What is the 
biggest problem facing the inhabitants of 
Oceania’s island nations?) to answer and submit 
via Canvas. The Teacher will give students the 
remaining amount of time to work on their 
synchronous assignment. 
Before dismissing, the class will be assigned 








(1. What is Oceania?; 2. Where is Oceania?; 3. 
What is the biggest country in Oceania?; 4. What 
island nations did you find most interesting and 
why?; 5. What is the biggest problem facing the 
inhabitants of Oceania’s island nations?) 
Class will have the remaining time left in class 
to work on this assignment. 
Before being dismissed by the teacher, the class 
will be assigned their asynchronous assignment 
for the following day. 
 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson: Students will be required to watch a video and read a short article and then 











3.  What would you change about this lesson plan before you teach it again?  Pay attention to situations 
where students either did not learn or already knew. 
I did not have my Interactive Notebook slides built before class and built them with the students. This really 
slowed down the class, but I wanted the students to see how I was accessing the internet from inside of 
Canvas and my INB in order to search the net for images to input into my INB. I wanted the students to 
participate in this learning and building process. My C.T. recommended for time expediency, to have my 
slides prepared ahead of time. This will leave more time to let the students work on their assignment for the 
lesson. 
 
Reflection:   
4.  How did the results of this lesson influence the way that you will teach in the future? 
Greatly. I will always have my INB slides ready and now I use a timer to remind me to wrap up the lesson 
and give the students more time to work on the lesson’s assignment. 
 
Appendix H 
*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching 
them. You should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan     Teacher Candidate: Erik Anderson                     Date of Lesson: 2MAR21 
 




Lesson Title/Description: What are the Terracotta Warriors of China? 
Lesson #1      of   7            Time Allotted for this Lesson:50mins 
Standards: 
7.13 Construct and use 
maps, graphs, charts, 
models, and databases 





Central Focus:  
To learn about Asian geography, 
China’s people, history (Terracotta 
Soldiers), culture, and languages.  To 
learn questioning, seeking out relevant 
information, and analyzing information 
IOT make sense of the world around 
us.   
Learning Targets:  
Explain what the Terracotta Soldiers 
are and why they are so important to 
China. Describe what a terracotta 
soldier is and looks like. 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents, particularly Asia.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
There will be a short Q & A discussion about Asia, China, and the Terracotta Soldiers to conduct an 
informal assessment in order to learn the level of background knowledge the students already possess. 
Because this is a topic that is little known about in the U.S., it is unlikely the students will have much if any 
background knowledge of these soldiers. 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: Archeologist, Dynasty, Confucianism, Buddhism, Taoism, 
Burial ground, Tomb   
 




Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: Lecture with discussion and Q & A, using 
the Socratic Questioning method with Summative and Formative assessments, short videos, and short 
articles read together in class after watching videos. In addition, videos and readings will be assigned for 
asynchronous homework assignments.  
Prereading vocabulary review will take place before the lesson with review along the way as needed. 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on China will be complimenting previous 
lessons on Pangea, world continents and bodies of water, map reading and projection, as well as all other 
lessons the students have had concerning world geography in Social Studies, their other classes, and in their 
personal lives. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) Our class currently has 2 IEP students and a large portion of 
the class that are ELLs and Bilinguals. Because many of our students do not possess strong English reading 
and writing skills, we will be discussing the videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the 
lesson’s videos and readings in order to assure understanding as well as give students the chance to ask 
questions for clarity. This will not only give the students a heads up about potentially new vocabulary, but 
also serve as a review for those who have heard this academic language and vocabulary before. 
 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? Video: What are the Terracotta 
Soldiers of China? (URL: https://youtu.be/RsUE-ZtcUFg ) and a Newsela article about the Terracotta 
Soldiers at: (https://newsela.com/read/lib-xian-tombs-qin-dynasty/id/32973/ ) There will also be an LMS 




Assessments & Questions: 1. Explain what the Terracotta Soldiers are and why they are so important to 
China. 2. Describe what a terracotta soldier is and looks like. Answer your synchronous assignment 
questions in the text box below the video in Canvas. Do not forget to click the “Submit Assignment” button 
to receive credit for your work.    
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 
subject matter and think about what they have just learned or should have learned. 
 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Video, Digital Interactive 
Notebook (INB), and Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 






Teacher will discuss with the class what they 
know about mummies and their burial sites (like 
King Tutt’s famous tomb). Teacher will segue 
into a short discussion on the Terracotta 
Soldiers of Xian, China, asking students to 
share what they know about China and the 
Terracotta Soldiers.  
Motivation/Hook: 
Students will answer questions from the teacher 
about what they know about mummies and 
ancient burial grounds and the things that get 
buried with the kings. They will discuss with the 
teacher what they know about China and the 
Terracotta Soldiers when asked to provide 
feedback, share opinions and knowledge, tell 




Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
 
anecdotes, and experiences about what they 
know about the topic. 
Because the students will most likely not have 
their cameras on, it will be impossible to monitor 







Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Introduce the students to the lesson’s new 
vocabulary and conduct a vocabulary review 
activity, asking each student to use one of the 
new vocabulary words in a sentence of their 
choosing. This is to demonstrate understanding 
and share the knowledge with the rest of the 
class. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 
Students will take part in the vocabulary 
activity/review and use the new vocabulary in 
sentences of their choosing and own creation. 
This will help the students to learn the 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Teacher will play a short video: 
(https://youtu.be/RsUE-ZtcUFg) and ask for 
feedback and discussion afterwards. Also, a 
short review of new academic language and 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Students will watch a short video: 
(https://youtu.be/RsUE-ZtcUFg) and participate 
in a short discussion afterwards, providing 
feedback on what they just saw. 




vocabulary and any other new words that may 




Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
The video will be followed by a Newsela article 
about the Terracotta Soldiers at: 
(https://newsela.com/read/lib-xian-tombs-qin-
dynasty/id/32973/ )  which the teacher will read 
with the students and then follow it with a short 
discussion and vocabulary review to clarify any 
misunderstandings. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
The video will be followed by a Newsela article 
about the Terracotta Soldiers at: 
(https://newsela.com/read/lib-xian-tombs-qin-
dynasty/id/32972/?collection id=339&search id
=68cd1bfb-5da5-4113-a5f0-f62d973944ad )  
which the students will read with the class and 
then follow it with a short discussion and 
vocabulary review to clarify any 
misunderstandings. 
 Closure:  
After watching the reviewing vocabulary, 
watching the video, reading an article, 
discussing the video, article, and vocabulary, 
the teacher will assign synchronous assignment: 
1. Explain what the Terracotta Soldiers are and 
why they are so important to China. 2. Describe 
what a terracotta warrior is and looks like. 
Answer your synchronous assignment questions 
Closure: 
After watching the reviewing vocabulary, 
watching the video, reading an article, discussing 
the video, article, and vocabulary, the students 
will be assigned their synchronous assignment: 
1. Explain what the Terracotta Soldiers are and 
why they are so important to China. 2. Describe 
what a terracotta warrior is and looks like. 
Answer your synchronous assignment questions 




in the text box below the video in Canvas. Do 
not forget to click the “Submit Assignment” 
button to receive credit for your work. The 
Teacher will give students the remaining 
amount of class time to work on their 
synchronous assignment. 
 
Before dismissing, the class will be assigned 
their asynchronous assignment for the following 
day (Watch the video on the What is China 
Doing with its Pandas?: 
(https://youtu.be/wpOLmrURwoM ) and read 
the article at: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
611208/download?wrap=1 ) In the text box in 
Canvas, below the article link, answer the 
following questions about China's efforts to 
save their pandas:1. Explain whether you think 
it is important to save animals? 2. Explain 
whether you think China will be successful in 
its attempts to save its pandas? 
in the text box below the video in Canvas. Do 
not forget to click the “Submit Assignment” 
button to receive credit for your work. The 
students will have the remaining amount of class 
time to work on their synchronous assignment. 
 
Before being dismissed by the teacher, the class 
will be assigned their asynchronous assignment 
for the following day (Watch the video on the 
What is China Doing with its Pandas?: 
(https://youtu.be/wpOLmrURwoM ) and read 
the article at: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
611208/download?wrap=1 ) In the text box in 
Canvas, below the article link, students will 
answer the following questions about China's 
efforts to save their pandas:1. Explain whether 
you think it is important to save animals? 2. 
Explain whether you think China will be 
successful in its attempts to save its pandas? 
3. What are some things you can do to help 
protect endangered animals that live in Oregon?  




3. What are some things you can do to help 




Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson:  
Students will be required to watch a video and read the article and then write a 5-sentence summary about 
what they saw and read about the Terracotta Soldiers and what they heard in the teacher’s lecture and class 





Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: Following 
State’s Standards for 7th grade Social Studies as well as continuing the study of world geography and 
studies of world cultures. Using Constructionist, Dewan, Piaget, and Vygotsky’s learning philosophies, I 
am using a “hands-on” approach to learning, letting the students bring their own personal life experiences 
and knowledge of China into the class in order to scaffold and model new learning for not only themselves, 








How I know the students have this: 
There will be a short discussion about what the class has learned about China and Asia and what the class 
might already know about the Silk Road. This will be a Q & A which will segue into the vocabulary review 
at the beginning of the lesson.  
 
Academic language that will be used in the lesson: Emperor, Kingdom, Empire, Commerce, Trade, Trade 
route, Economic development. 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: Lecture with discussion and Q & A, using 
the Socratic Questioning method with Summative and Formative assessments, short videos, and short 
articles read together in class after watching videos. In addition, videos and readings will be assigned for 
asynchronous homework assignments.  
Prereading vocabulary review will take place before the lesson with review along the way as needed. 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on China will be complimenting previous 
lessons on Pangea, world continents, maps, as well as all other lessons the students have had concerning 
world geography and China. 
 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) This class currently has 3 IEPs and 11 ELLs. There are a 
number of ways we are teaching these IEPs and ELLs in the virtual environment. We will be discussing the 
videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s article is read to make sure that the 




students have a fresh review of the vocabulary right before being exposed to it. We will use Google 
Translate, Speech-to-text capabilities, Closed Captioning, Digital Interactive Notebooks (INBs), a Special 
Education Teacher (when available), and a front loading of the difficult and new vocabulary throughout the 
lesson and before all readings. There will be time for students to ask questions before the lesson’s video, 
article reading, and assigning of synchronous work to be completed in class or after class.  
 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? Newsela Article: The New (Iron) Silk 
Road (https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3611200/download?wrap=1 ), YouTube video: 
(https://youtu.be/vn3e37VWc0k), LMS Assessments & Questions: After reading this article and watching 
the video, answer the following questions about the Silk Road in one paragraph that answers both 
questions: 
1.What is the historical significance of the Silk Road and how did it generate trade and commerce between 
kingdoms and empires of the time.    
2. How does Interstate 5, running through Salem, compare to the Silk Road?  Explain your thoughts.    
Your paragraph should be at least 5 sentences long.  
    
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 








Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Video, Digital Interactive 
Notebook (INB), and Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 








Teacher will lead a short discussion on what the 
students remember from our previous lessons on 
China as well as what they already know about 
the Silk Road from other lessons and their 
personal lives. Then, they will add this 
information to the Padlet sticky notes from the 




Because the students will most likely not have 
their cameras on, it will be impossible to 
monitor students’ engagement as they 
participate in the class discussion. 
Motivation/Hook:  
 
Students will participate in a short discussion on 
what the students remember from our previous 
lessons on China as well as what they already 
know about the Silk Road from other lessons and 
their personal lives. Then, they will add this 
information to the Padlet sticky notes from the 




Because the students will most likely not have 
their cameras on, it will be impossible to monitor 
students’ engagement as they participate in the 
class discussion. 















Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Teacher introduces the students to the lesson’s 
vocabulary activity, reviewing the lesson’s 
vocabulary and asking the students to use the 
vocabulary in sentences of their choosing. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 
Students will take notes and screenshots of the 
new vocabulary in their Digital INBs, ask 






Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 The teacher will play the video: The Silk Road: 
(https://youtu.be/vn3e37VWc0k). Following the 
video, there will be a vocabulary review and 
short discussion about the video on the Silk 
Road of China. The teacher will ask the students 
questions and review the lesson. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 The students will watch the video: The Silk 
Road: (https://youtu.be/vn3e37VWc0k). 
Following the video, there will be a vocabulary 
review and short discussion about the video on 
the Silk Road of China that the students will 
participate in and answer questions about. 








Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
After the video, vocabulary review, and 
discussion about the video, the teacher will read 
a short article: The New (Iron) Silk Road 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
611200/download?wrap=1) along with the 
class, stopping when necessary for vocabulary 
review and comprehension discussion. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
After the video, vocabulary review, and 
discussion about the video, the students will read 
a short article: The New (Iron) Silk Road 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
611200/download?wrap=1) along with the rest 
of the class, stopping when necessary for 








After watching the video, reviewing the lesson’s 
vocabulary, and reading an article together, and 
discussing the video, vocabulary, and article, 
the teacher will assign a synchronous 
assignment of questions to be answered and 
submitted from Canvas 1. What is the historical 
significance of the Silk Road and how did it 
generate trade and commerce between 
kingdoms and empires of the time.  2. How does 
Interstate 5, running through Salem, compare to 
the Silk Road?  Explain your thoughts.    
Closure: 
After watching the video, reviewing the lesson’s 
vocabulary, and reading an article together, and 
discussing the video, vocabulary, and article, the 
students will receive their synchronous 
assignment of questions to be answered and 
submitted from Canvas (1. What is the historical 
significance of the Silk Road and how did it 
generate trade and commerce between kingdoms 
and empires of the time. 2. How does Interstate 
5, running through Salem, compare to the Silk 
Road?  Explain your thoughts.  The students’ 
paragraphs should be at least 5 sentences long..) 




The students’ paragraphs should be at least 5 
sentences long..) and are to be answered and 
submitted via Canvas. The Teacher will give 
students the remaining amount of class time to 
work on their synchronous assignments. 
 
 
to be answered and submitted via Canvas. The 
Teacher will give students the remaining amount 




Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson:  
Students will be required to answer the Essential Question (EQ) of the day and the Learning Target (see 
above) after watching a video, reading an article, and participating in a vocabulary activity and class 
discussion led by the teacher. The students will be assigned a set of questions that relate directly to the 
lesson’s EQ and Learning Target. The students will also be assessed using the Padlet application at the 
beginning of the class and again at the end to determine learning and understanding. 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: Following 
State’s Standards for 7th grade Social Studies as well as continuing the study of world geography and 
studies of world cultures. Using Constructionist, Dewan, Piaget, and Vygotsky’s learning philosophies, I 
am using the students’ knowledge as an asset for learning and peer tutoring their classmates, letting the 
students bring their own personal life experiences and knowledge of Asia and China into the class in order 
to scaffold and model new learning for not only themselves but their classmates and peers as well. 
 






How I know the students have this: 
The teacher will have a pre-lesson discussion with the class about how much they already know about 
Communism, Urbanization, Economy, and Rural. The teacher will also describe what it means to be an 
agrarian economy and what it means to be more urban and industrial.  
 
Academic language that will be used in lesson: Government, Agrarian, Agricultural, Economy, Poverty, 
Production, Urbanization, Cultural traditions, Urbanization, Growth Domestic Product (GDP). 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: Lecture with discussion and Q & A, using 
the Socratic Questioning method with Summative and Formative assessments, short videos, and short 
articles read together in class after watching videos. In addition, videos and readings will be assigned for 
asynchronous homework assignments.  
Prereading vocabulary activity/review will take place before the lesson with review along the way as 
needed. 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on China will be complimenting and relating 
to previous lessons on world continents and other lessons the students have had concerning world 
geography, culture, different forms of government and economic systems, and historical occurrences. 
 
 




How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) Our classes do not currently have any students with IEPs or 
504s, but there is a large portion of the classes that are ELLs and Bilinguals. Because many of our students 
do not possess strong English reading and writing skills, we will be discussing the videos, readings, and 
challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s videos and readings in order to assure understanding as well as 
give students the chance to ask questions for clarity. This will not only give the students a heads up about 
potentially new vocabulary but also serve as a review for those who have heard this academic language and 
vocabulary before. 
 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? YouTube video: China, the largest 
migration in history (URL: https://youtu.be/KNXg-kYk-LU ); PDF article: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3611207/download?wrap=1 ) 
LMS Assessments & Questions: After reading the article do the following in the textbook below: 
Define the following words from the article: Communist; Urbanization; Rural; Economy; Then answer the 
following questions in the textbox in your Canvas: 
1. What might be some of the advantages as well as the disadvantages of living in these new cities created 
by the Chinese government? 
2. Describe how you would feel if you and your family were required by the government to move to a new 
city and give up your way of life. 
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 
subject matter and think about what they have just learned or should have learned. 







Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Video, Digital Interactive 
Notebook (INB), and Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 





Teacher will initiate a short discussion with the 
students about how they would feel if the U.S. 
government were to one day tell them that they 
had to leave their houses and move to another 
part of the country.  Why do the students think 
that China is telling thousands of Chinese 
citizens that they have to move? 
 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
Motivation/Ho 
Students will participate in a short discussion 
with the teacher and class about how they would 
feel if the U.S. government were to one day tell 
them that they had to leave their houses and 
move to another part of the country.  Why do the 
students think that China is telling thousands of 
Chinese citizens that they have to move? 
 
Because the students will most likely not have 
their cameras on, it will be impossible to monitor 
students’ engagement as they participate in the 
class discussion. 




with the students after the video to be sure they 






Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: Vocabulary Activity 
Teacher will introduce area content vocabulary 
and familiarize the class with the vocabulary 
needed for understanding the lesson, using 
academic language specific to Social Studies. 
The teacher will ask the students to use the new 
vocabulary in a sentence of their choosing. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 
Students will discuss the new vocabulary and 
use each new word in a sentence to demonstrate 
that they understand the new words. 
10 
mins 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Play video: China, the largest migration in 
history (URL: https://youtu.be/KNXg-kYk-LU). 
Following the video, there will be a short 
review of new academic language and 
vocabulary, followed by a short discussion 
about the video with the students.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Students will watch a video: China, the largest 
migration in history (URL: 
https://youtu.be/KNXg-kYk-LU). Following the 
video, students will review new academic 
language and vocabulary. This will be followed 
by a short discussion about the video with the 
class and teacher which the students will 
participate in.   






Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Teacher will read with the class a short article: 
China Moving People 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
611207/download?wrap=1 ); After the article, 
the teacher will lead a brief vocabulary review 
as well as discuss what the students read, 
thought, and understood about the article. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: None 
Students will read with the teacher and class a 
short article: China Moving People 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
611207/download?wrap=1 ); After the article, 
students will participate in a brief vocabulary 
review with the teacher, as well as discuss what 





Closure: After watching the video, reading the 
article with the class, and conducting multiple 
vocabulary activities and reviews, the teacher 
will assign the synchronous assignment of 
questions for the students to answer:  
Define the following words from the article: 
Communist; Urbanization; Rural; Economy; 
Then answer the following questions in the 
textbox in your Canvas: 
1. What might be some of the advantages as 
well as the disadvantages of living in these new 
cities created by the Chinese government? 
Closure: After watching the video, reading the 
article with the class, and conducting multiple 
vocabulary activities and reviews, students will 
be assigned their synchronous assignment of 
questions for the students to answer:  
Define the following words from the article: 
Communist; Urbanization; Rural; Economy; 
Then answer the following questions in the 
textbox in your Canvas: 
1. What might be some of the advantages as well 
as the disadvantages of living in these new cities 
created by the Chinese government? 






*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor prior to teaching 
them. You should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
 
Lesson Plan     Teacher Candidate: Erik Anderson                     Date of Lesson: 9MAR21 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Should People Climb Mount Everest? 
Lesson #3       of   7            Time Allotted for this Lesson:50mins 
Standards: 
7.15 Explain how the 
physical and human 
characteristics of places 
and regions connect to 
human identities and 
cultures. 
Central Focus:  
Learn and become aware of China’s 
geography, people, history, culture, and 
government. 
Learning Targets: 
Students will be able to explain why 
climbing Mt. Everest is not a great idea 
and identify the reasons why climbing 
Mt. Everest is either a positive or 
negative thing to do.  
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents with special attention to Asia and 
China.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
The teacher will have a pre-lesson discussion with the class about how much they know and remember from 
our classes about China’s geography, where we discussed the Tibetan Plateau where Mt. Everest is located.   





Academic language that will be used in lesson: Tibetan Plateau, Eco-tourists,  
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: Lecture with discussion and Q & A, using 
the Socratic Questioning method with Summative and Formative assessments, short videos, and short 
articles read together in class after watching videos. In addition, videos and readings will be assigned for 
asynchronous homework assignments.  
Prereading vocabulary review will take place before the lesson with review along the way as needed. 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on China and Asia will be complimenting 
previous lessons on Pangea and world continents as well as all other lessons the students have had 
concerning world geography, culture, different forms of government and economic systems, and historical 
occurrences. 
 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) Our classes do not currently have any students with IEPs or 
504s, but there is a large portion of the classes that are ELLs and Bilinguals. Because many of our students 
do not possess strong English reading and writing skills, we will be discussing the videos, readings, and 
challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s videos and readings in order to assure understanding as well as 
give students the chance to ask questions for clarity. This will not only give the students a heads up about 




potentially new vocabulary but also serve as a review for those who have heard this academic language and 
vocabulary before. 
 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? YouTube video: How to Climb Mt. 
Everest (URL: https://youtu.be/Veou4qXS0Lo ); Newsela article: Should People Climb Mt. Everest?  
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3611199/download?wrap=1 ) 
LMS Assessments & Questions: After reading the article do the following in the textbook below: 
Write a 5-sentence paragraph in which you summarize the video and article (tell the reader what the article 
and video were about) in the text box below.  Your summary paragraph should answer the 5 W's (Who, 
What. When, Where, and Why) of the article. 
 
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 




Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Video, Digital Interactive 
Notebook (INB), and Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 
you’ll include/watch for to monitor student 
learning 







Teacher will initiate a short discussion with the 
students about what it would be like to climb 
the world’s tallest mountain.  How cold and 
windy would it be?  Would it be very 
dangerous?  What clothing and food would you 
pack for such a trip?  How long would it take? 
Has anyone ever died trying to climb this 
mountain?  If so, what happened? 
 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 







Students will participate in a short discussion 
with the teacher and the rest of the class about 
what it would be like to climb the world’s tallest 
mountain.  How cold and windy would it be? 
Would it be very dangerous?  What clothing and 
food would you pack for such a trip?  How long 
would it take?  Has anyone ever died trying to 
climb this mountain?  If so, what happened? 
 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 









Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: Vocabulary Activity 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 




Teacher will introduce area content vocabulary 
and familiarize the class with the vocabulary 
needed for understanding the lesson, using 
academic language specific to Social Studies. 
The teacher will ask the students to use the new 
vocabulary in a sentence of their choosing. 
Students will discuss the new vocabulary and 
use each new word in a sentence to demonstrate 
that they understand the new words. 
10 
mins 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Teacher will play a short video: How to Climb 
Mt. Everest (URL: 
https://youtu.be/Veou4qXS0Lo). Following the 
video, there will be a short review of new 
academic language and vocabulary, followed by 
a short discussion about the video with the 
students.   
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Students will watch a short video: How to Climb 
Mt. Everest (URL: 
https://youtu.be/Veou4qXS0Lo). Following the 
video, the students will participate in a short 
review of new academic language and 
vocabulary, followed by a short discussion about 
the video with the class.   
15 
mins 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Teacher will read with the class a short article: 
Should People Climb Mt. Everest?  
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
611199/download?wrap= ); After the article, the 
teacher will lead a brief vocabulary review as 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: None 
Students will read with the teacher and class a 
short article: Should People Climb Mt. Everest? 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
611199/download?wrap=1 ); After the article, 
students will participate in a brief vocabulary 




well as discuss what the students read, thought, 
and understood about the article. 
review with the teacher, as well as discuss what 





Closure: After watching the video, reading the 
article with the class, and conducting multiple 
vocabulary activities and reviews, the teacher 
will assign the synchronous assignment of 
questions for the students to answer: Write a 5-
sentence paragraph in which you summarize the 
video and article (tell the reader what the article 
and video were about) in the text box 
below.  Your summary paragraph should 
answer the 5 W's (Who, What. When, Where, 
and Why) of the article. 
Closure: After watching the video, reading the 
article with the class, and conducting multiple 
vocabulary activities and reviews, the students 
will receive their synchronous assignment of 
questions for the students to answer: Write a 5-
sentence paragraph in which you summarize the 
video and article (tell the reader what the article 
and video were about) in the text box 
below.  Your summary paragraph should answer 
the 5 W's (Who, What. When, Where, and Why) 
of the article. 
 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson:  
Students will be required to watch a video and then answer a set of questions about what they watched in 











7.15 Explain how the 
physical and human 
characteristics of places 
and regions connect to 
human identities and 
cultures. 
Central Focus:  
Learn and become aware of China’s 
people, history, culture, and 
government.  
Learning Targets: 
I can define what censorship is and 
explain why China is censoring its 
citizens. 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents with special attention to Asia and 
China. Basic knowledge of what the internet is and some of the content to be found using the internet. 
 
How I know the students have this: 
The teacher will have a pre-lesson discussion with the class about how they use the internet every day and 
what kinds of freedoms they have and what they would think, and feel should the government revoke those 
liberties and freedoms and tell them what they could and could not see and do on the internet. Remember 
how you felt when the power went out and you could not access the internet. Imagine NO GOOGLE or G-
Drive. How would we conduct online schooling? No Facebook? No Instagram? No YouTube?  
 
Academic language that will be used in the lesson: Censorship, Big brother, China Democracy Party 
(CDC), Firewall, Party elites, Virtual Private Network (VPN),  
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: Lecture with discussion and Q & A, using 
the Socratic Questioning method with Summative and Formative assessments, short videos, and short 




articles read together in class after watching videos. In addition, videos and readings will be assigned for 
asynchronous homework assignments.  
Prereading vocabulary review will take place before the lesson with review along the way as needed. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on China will be complimenting previous 
lessons on the world continents as well as all other lessons the students have had concerning world 
geography. The students will also bring in their own personal “funds of knowledge” to be used as an asset 
for help the rest of the class better learn about the subject and lesson content. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) This class currently has 3 IEPs and 11 ELLs. There are a 
number of ways we are teaching to these IEPs and ELLs in the virtual environment. We will be discussing 
the videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s article is read to make sure that the 
students have a fresh review of the vocabulary right before being exposed to it. We will use Google 
Translate, Speech-to-text capabilities, Closed Captioning, Digital Interactive Notebooks (INBs), a Special 
Education Teacher (when available), and a front loading of the difficult and new vocabulary throughout the 
lesson and before all readings. There will be time for students to ask questions before the lesson’s video, 
article reading, and assigning of synchronous work to be completed in class or after class.  
 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? Video: China’s Great Firewall of 
Censorship (https://youtu.be/Po9qrFyZOM8 ). There will also be a PDF article: China’s Internet 
Crackdown (https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3611206/download?wrap=1 ).  LMS 
Assessments & Questions: When finished reading, answer the following questions in the textbook below. 1. 
What censorship? 2. Explain why China is censoring its citizens? 





The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 




Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Video, Digital Interactive 
Notebook (INB), and Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 







The teacher will start a short discussion on 
China’s government and its censorship policies, 
asking students to share what they know about 
China and its governments’ restrictive policies. 
Can you imagine getting 10yrs in prison for 
sending an email from your Yahoo account?  
 
Motivation/Hook: 
The students will participate in a short 
discussion on China’s government and its 
censorship policies, asking students to share 
what they know about China and its 
governments’ restrictive policies.  
 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 




Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
 
with the students after the video to be sure they 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
The teacher will lead the lesson’s vocabulary 
review activity with the students, getting as 
much participation as possible, asking the 
students to use each of the new vocabulary 
words in a sentence of their own choosing. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 
The students will participate in a vocabulary 
review activity with the class and teacher, 
participating as much as possible, asking 
questions when necessary, and using each of the 






Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Teacher will play a short video: China’s Great 
Firewall of Internet Censorship 
(https://youtu.be/Po9qrFyZOM8). After the 
video, the teacher will hold a short vocabulary 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
The students will watch a short video: China’s 
Great Firewall of Internet Censorship 
(https://youtu.be/Po9qrFyZOM8). After the 
video, the students will participate in a short 




review and discuss what the students saw in the 
video. 
vocabulary review and discuss what they saw in 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
The teacher will read a short article along with 
the students: China’s Internet Crackdown 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
611206/download?wrap=1 ).  After the reading, 
the teacher will conduct a short review of any 
new vocabulary words and discuss the reading 
with the students. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: None 
The students will read a short article along with 
the teacher: China’s Internet Crackdown 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
611206/download?wrap=1 ).  After the reading, 
the students will participate in a short review of 
any new vocabulary words and discuss the 





After reviewing the vocabulary multiple times, 
watching the short video, reading the article, 
and discussing the vocabulary and article, the 
teacher will assign the synchronous questions: 
1. What is censorship? 2. Explain why China is 
censoring its citizens? 
The students’ answers are to be submitted via 
Canvas. The Teacher will give students the 
remaining amount of class time to work on their 
synchronous assignments. 
Closure: 
After reviewing the vocabulary, watching the 
video, reading the article, and discussing the 
vocabulary and article, the students will be 
assigned their synchronous assignment of 
questions: 1. What is censorship?  2. Explain 
why China is censoring its citizens?  
The students’ answers are to be submitted via 
Canvas. The students will have the remaining 
amount of class time to work on their 
synchronous assignments. 








Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson:  
Students will be required to answer the Essential Question (EQ) of the day and the Learning Target (see 
above) after watching a video, reading an article, and participating in a vocabulary activity and class 
discussion led by the teacher. The students will be assigned a set of questions that relate directly to the 
lesson’s EQ and Learning Target. The students will also be assessed using the Padlet application at the 





Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: Following 
State’s Standards for 7th grade Social Studies as well as continuing the study of world geography and 
studies of world cultures. Using Constructionist, Dewan, Piaget, and Vygotsky’s learning philosophies, I 
am using the students’ knowledge as an asset for learning and peer tutoring their classmates, letting the 
students bring their own personal life experiences and knowledge of Asia and China into the class in order 









How I know the students have this: 
The teacher will have a pre-lesson discussion with the class about how they use the internet every day and 
what kinds of freedoms they have and what they would think, and feel should the government revoke those 
liberties and freedoms and tell them what they could and could not see and do on the internet. Remember 
how you felt when the power went out and you could not access the internet. Imagine NO GOOGLE or G-
Drive. How would we conduct online schooling? No Facebook? No Instagram? No YouTube?  
 
Academic language that will be used in the lesson: Censorship, Big brother, China Democracy Party 
(CDC), Firewall, Party elites, Virtual Private Network (VPN),  
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: Lecture with discussion and Q & A, using 
the Socratic Questioning method with Summative and Formative assessments, short videos, and short 
articles read together in class after watching videos. In addition, videos and readings will be assigned for 
asynchronous homework assignments.  
Prereading vocabulary review will take place before the lesson with review along the way as needed. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on China will be complimenting previous 
lessons on the world continents as well as all other lessons the students have had concerning world 
geography. The students will also bring in their own personal “funds of knowledge” to be used as an asset 
for help the rest of the class better learn about the subject and lesson content. 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) This class currently has 3 IEPs and 11 ELLs. There are a 




number of ways we are teaching to these IEPs and ELLs in the virtual environment. We will be discussing 
the videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s article is read to make sure that the 
students have a fresh review of the vocabulary right before being exposed to it. We will use Google 
Translate, Speech-to-text capabilities, Closed Captioning, Digital Interactive Notebooks (INBs), a Special 
Education Teacher (when available), and a front loading of the difficult and new vocabulary throughout the 
lesson and before all readings. There will be time for students to ask questions before the lesson’s video, 
article reading, and assigning of synchronous work to be completed in class or after class.  
 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? Video: China’s Great Firewall of 
Censorship (https://youtu.be/Po9qrFyZOM8 ). There will also be a PDF article: China’s Internet 
Crackdown (https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3611206/download?wrap=1 ).  LMS 
Assessments & Questions: When finished reading, answer the following questions in the textbook below. 1. 
What censorship? 2. Explain why China is censoring its citizens? 
 
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 




Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Video, Digital Interactive 
Notebook (INB), and Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 




Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Include evidence of student engagement that 







The teacher will start a short discussion on 
China’s government and its censorship policies, 
asking students to share what they know about 
China and its governments’ restrictive policies. 
Can you imagine getting 10yrs in prison for 
sending an email from your Yahoo account?  
 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
 
Motivation/Hook: 
The students will participate in a short 
discussion on China’s government and its 
censorship policies, asking students to share 
what they know about China and its 
governments’ restrictive policies.  
 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
The teacher will lead the lesson’s vocabulary 
review activity with the students, getting as 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 
The students will participate in a vocabulary 
review activity with the class and teacher, 




much participation as possible, asking the 
students to use each of the new vocabulary 
words in a sentence of their own choosing. 
participating as much as possible, asking 
questions when necessary, and using each of the 






Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Teacher will play a short video: China’s Great 
Firewall of Internet Censorship 
(https://youtu.be/Po9qrFyZOM8). After the 
video, the teacher will hold a short vocabulary 
review and discuss what the students saw in the 
video. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
The students will watch a short video: China’s 
Great Firewall of Internet Censorship 
(https://youtu.be/Po9qrFyZOM8). After the 
video, the students will participate in a short 
vocabulary review and discuss what they saw in 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
The teacher will read a short article along with 
the students: China’s Internet Crackdown 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
611206/download?wrap=1 ).  After the reading, 
the teacher will conduct a short review of any 
new vocabulary words and discuss the reading 
with the students. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application: None 
The students will read a short article along with 
the teacher: China’s Internet Crackdown 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
611206/download?wrap=1 ).  After the reading, 
the students will participate in a short review of 
any new vocabulary words and discuss the 
reading together as a class. 








After reviewing the vocabulary multiple times, 
watching the short video, reading the article, 
and discussing the vocabulary and article, the 
teacher will assign the synchronous questions: 
1. What is censorship? 2. Explain why China is 
censoring its citizens? 
The students’ answers are to be submitted via 
Canvas. The Teacher will give students the 





After reviewing the vocabulary, watching the 
video, reading the article, and discussing the 
vocabulary and article, the students will be 
assigned their synchronous assignment of 
questions: 1. What is censorship?  2. Explain 
why China is censoring its citizens?  
The students’ answers are to be submitted via 
Canvas. The students will have the remaining 




Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson:  
Students will be required to answer the Essential Question (EQ) of the day and the Learning Target (see 
above) after watching a video, reading an article, and participating in a vocabulary activity and class 
discussion led by the teacher. The students will be assigned a set of questions that relate directly to the 
lesson’s EQ and Learning Target. The students will also be assessed using the Padlet application at the 










7.15 Explain how the 
physical and human 
characteristics of places 
and regions connect to 
human identities and 
cultures. 
Central Focus:  
Learn about Asian geography, China’s 
people, history, culture, trade, and 
commerce.  
Learning Targets: 
I can explain how China became a 
Global Power.  
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography, trade, commerce, and general knowledge of Asia and China.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
There will be a short discussion about what the class has learned about China and Asia and what the class 
might already know about the economic strength of China. This will be a Q & A which will segue into the 
vocabulary review at the beginning of the lesson.  
 
Academic language that will be used in the lesson: Commerce, Trade, Economic development, Communist 
Rule, People’s Republic of China (PRC), Mao Zedong (founder & 1st Chairman of PRC, guerrilla fighter, 
Revolutionary), Great Leap Forward (GLF 1958), The Cultural Revolution, Deng Xiao Ping (succeeded 
Mao), Tiananmen Square (1989), World Trade Organization (WTO), Imperialism 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: Lecture with discussion and Q & A, using 
the Socratic Questioning method with Summative and Formative assessments, short videos, and short 




articles read together in class after watching videos. In addition, videos and readings will be assigned for 
asynchronous homework assignments.  
Prereading vocabulary review will take place before the lesson with review along the way as needed. 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on China will be complimenting previous 
lessons on world continents, maps, as well as all other lessons the students have had concerning world 
geography and China. 
 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) This class currently has 3 IEPs and 11 ELLs. There are a 
number of ways we are teaching to these IEPs and ELLs in the virtual environment. We will be discussing 
the videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s article is read to make sure that the 
students have a fresh review of the vocabulary right before being exposed to it. We will use Google 
Translate, Speech-to-text capabilities, Closed Captioning, Digital Interactive Notebooks (INBs), a Special 
Education Teacher (when available), and a front loading of the difficult and new vocabulary throughout the 
lesson and before all readings. There will be time for students to ask questions before the lesson’s video, 
article reading, and assigning of synchronous work to be completed in class or after class.  
 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? PDF Article: The Rise of China as a 
Global Power: (https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3612296?wrap=1 ), YouTube video, 9 
Moments that Defined China : (https://youtu.be/8aJ-ytBZC4U ); LMS Assessments & Questions:  




After reading this article and watching the video, answer the following questions: 1. How did China become 
a Global Power? 2. Summarize the main idea of the article in a 5-sentence paragraph about China's rise to 
power among the world's countries. A good summary answers the 5 W's (Who, What, When, Where, and 
Why). Answer the questions in the text box in Canvas.  
 
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 




Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Video, Digital Interactive 
Notebook (INB), and Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 








Teacher will lead a short discussion about why 
the students believe or think that China has 
become an economic superpower. Do the 
students know where most of their clothes, 
Motivation/Hook: 
 
Students will take part in a short discussion 
about why the students believe or think that 
China has become an economic superpower. Do 
the students know where most of their clothes, 




video game and cell phone components are 
made? Why is China so economically strong? 
What happened to China to allow for this power 
surge? 
 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 






video game and cell phone components are 
made? Why is China so economically strong? 




Because the students will most likely not have 
their cameras on, it will be impossible to monitor 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Teacher introduces the students to the lesson’s 
vocabulary activity, reviewing the lesson’s 
vocabulary and asking the students to use the 
vocabulary in sentences of their choosing. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 
Students will take notes and screenshots of the 
new vocabulary in their Digital INBs, ask 
questions, and participate in class discussions. 
 








Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 The teacher will play the video: The 9 
Moments That Defined China: 
(https://youtu.be/8aJ-ytBZC4U). Following the 
video, there will be a vocabulary review and 
short discussion about the video on the 9 
Moments that Defined China. The teacher will 
ask the students questions and review the lesson 
and its vocabulary. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 The students will watch the video: The 9 
Moments That Defined China: 
(https://youtu.be/8aJ-ytBZC4U). Following the 
video, there will be a vocabulary review and 
short discussion about the video on the 9 
Moments that Defined China. The students will 
ask and answer questions and review the lesson 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
After the video, vocabulary review, and 
discussion about the video, the teacher will read 
a short article: The Rise of China as a Global 
Power:(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269
/files/3612296?wrap=1 ), After reading the 
article, the teacher will review the reading and 
vocabulary and check for comprehension. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
After the video, vocabulary review, and 
discussion about the video, the students will read 
a short article along with the class: The Rise of 
China as a Global Power: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/48269/files/3
612296?wrap=1  ) After reading the article, the 
students will review the reading and vocabulary 




After watching the video, reviewing the lesson’s 
vocabulary, and reading an article together, and 
Closure:  
After watching the video, reviewing the lesson’s 
vocabulary, and reading an article together, and 







discussing the video, vocabulary, and article, 
the teacher will assign a synchronous 
assignment of questions to be answered and 
submitted from Canvas. 1. How did China 
become a Global Power? 2. Summarize the 
main idea of the article in a 5-sentence 
paragraph about China's rise to power among 
the world's countries. A good summary answers 
the 5 W's (Who, What, When, Where, and 
Why). Answer the questions in the text box in 
Canvas.  
 
The students’ paragraphs should be at least 5 
sentences long..) and are to be answered and 
submitted via Canvas. The Teacher will give 
students the remaining amount of class time to 
work on their synchronous assignments. 
 
 
discussing the video, vocabulary, and article, the 
students will assign a synchronous assignment of 
questions to be answered and submitted from 
Canvas. 1. How did China become a Global 
Power? 2. Summarize the main idea of the 
article in a 5-sentence paragraph about China's 
rise to power among the world's countries. A 
good summary answers the 5 W's (Who, What, 
When, Where, and Why). Answer the questions 
in the text box in Canvas.  
 
The students’ paragraphs should be at least 5 
sentences long..) and are to be answered and 
submitted via Canvas. The Teacher will give 
students the remaining amount of class time to 
work on their synchronous assignments. 
 
 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson:  
Students will be required to answer the Essential Question (EQ) of the day and the Learning Target (see 
above) after watching a video, reading an article, and participating in a vocabulary activity and class 





Lesson Title/Description: What is China’s Space Program up to Lately? 
Lesson #6   of   7            Time Allotted for this Lesson:50mins 
Standards: 
7.15 Explain how the 
physical and human 
characteristics of places 
and regions connect to 
human identities and 
cultures. 
Central Focus:  
Learn about Asian geography, China’s 
people, history, culture, technology, 
China’s space program  
Learning Targets: I can explain what 
China is doing with their space 
program. 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography, trade, commerce, and general knowledge of Asia and China.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
There will be a short discussion about what the class has learned about China and Asia and what the class 
might already know about Space programs, both in the United States and in China. This will be a Q & A 
which will segue into the vocabulary review at the beginning of the lesson.  
 
Academic language that will be used in the lesson: Province, Commerce, Economic Development, Satellite, 
Technology, China Academy of Space Technology, Agricultural Development, Urban Planning, Water 
Resources Management.   
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: Lecture with discussion and Q & A, using 
the Socratic Questioning method with Summative and Formative assessments, short videos, and short 




articles read together in class after watching videos. In addition, videos and readings will be assigned for 
asynchronous homework assignments.  
Prereading vocabulary review will take place before the lesson with review along the way as needed. 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on China will be complimenting previous 
lessons on maps and other lessons the students have had concerning world geography and China emerging 
as a world power and dominant player in geopolitics. 
 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) This class currently has 3 IEPs and 11 ELLs. There are a 
number of ways we are teaching to these IEPs and ELLs in the virtual environment. We will be discussing 
the videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s article is read to make sure that the 
students have a fresh review of the vocabulary right before being exposed to it. We will use Google 
Translate, Speech-to-text capabilities, Closed Captioning, Digital Interactive Notebooks (INBs), a Special 
Education Teacher (when available), and a front loading of the difficult and new vocabulary throughout the 
lesson and before all readings. There will be time for students to ask questions before the lesson’s video, 
article reading, and assigning of synchronous work to be completed in class or after class.  
 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? Newsela  Article: China Launches 
Moon Mission (https://newsela.com/read/china-launches-moon-mission  ), YouTube video: The Rise of 
China’s Unbelievable Space Program (https://youtu.be/OMAmTpflL-E ); LMS Assessments & Questions: 




After reading this article and watching the video, answer the following questions about China’s Space 
Program: 
In the text box in Canvas, write a 5-sentence paragraph that summarizes the most important information 
from the article. Answer the question: 1. What is China doing with its Space Program? 2. Write a good 
summary in a paragraph or two giving the 5 W's about the video we watched and the article we read (Who, 
What, When, Where and Why). Your paragraph should be at least 5 sentences long.  
    
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 




Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Video, Digital Interactive 
Notebook (INB), and Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 








Teacher will lead a short discussion about the 
Space Programs in both the United States and 
Motivation/Hook: 
 
Students will participate in a short discussion 
about the Space Programs in both the United 




segue into that of China’s, asking students to 
share what they already know, asking the 
students to share their knowledge and 
experiences with the topic before moving on to 
the vocabulary review, video, and article about 
China’s Space Program. 
 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 







States and segue into that of China’s, answering 
questions and sharing what they already know, 
about space programs and will share their 
knowledge and experiences with the class before 
moving on to the vocabulary review, video, and 
article about China’s Space Program. 
 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Teacher introduces the students to the lesson’s 
vocabulary activity, reviewing the lesson’s 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 
Students will take notes and screenshots of the 
new vocabulary in their Digital INBs, ask 




vocabulary and asking the students to use the 
vocabulary in sentences of their choosing. 
questions, and participate in class discussions. 
Students will use the new vocabulary words in 







Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 The teacher will play the video: The Rise of 
China’s Unbelievable Space Program 
(https://youtu.be/OMAmTpflL-E ); Following 
the video, there will be a vocabulary review and 
short discussion about the video on China’s 
Space Program. The teacher will ask the 
students questions and review the lesson. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 The students will watch the video: The Rise of 
China’s Unbelievable Space Program 
(https://youtu.be/OMAmTpflL-E ); Following 
the video, there will be a vocabulary review and 
short discussion about the video on China’s 
Space Program. The students will participate and 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
After the video, vocabulary review, and 
discussion about the video, the class will read a 
short Newsela article, China Launches Moon 
Mission (https://newsela.com/read/china-
launches-moon-mission ) with the class, 
stopping when necessary for vocabulary review 
and comprehension discussion.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
After the video, vocabulary review, and 
discussion about the video, the class will read a 
short Newsela article, China Launches Moon 
Mission (https://newsela.com/read/china-
launches-moon-mission ) with the class, 
stopping when necessary for vocabulary review 
and comprehension discussion. 











After watching the video, reviewing the lesson’s 
vocabulary, and reading an article together, and 
discussing the video, vocabulary, and article, 
the teacher will assign a synchronous 
assignment of questions to be answered and 
submitted from Canvas. Students will answer 
the following questions about China’s Space 
Program:1. What is China doing with its Space 
Program? 2. Write a good summary in a 
paragraph or two giving the 5 W's about the 
video we watched and the article we read (Who, 
What, When Where and Why). Your paragraph 





After watching the video, reviewing the lesson’s 
vocabulary, and reading an article together, and 
discussing the video, vocabulary, and article, the 
students will be assigned their synchronous 
assignment of questions to be answered and 
submitted from Canvas. Students will answer the 
following questions about China’s Space 
Program:1. What is China doing with its Space 
Program? 2. Write a good summary in a 
paragraph or two giving the 5 W's about the 
video we watched and the article we read (Who, 
What, When Where and Why). Your paragraph 
should be at least 5 sentences long.  
 
 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson:  






Lesson Plan     Teacher Candidate: Erik Anderson                     Date of Lesson: 16MAR21 
 
Lesson Title/Description: What is China’s Space Program up to Lately? 
Lesson #7       of   7            Time Allotted for this Lesson:50mins 
Standards: 
7.15 Explain how the 
physical and human 
characteristics of places 
and regions connect to 
human identities and 
cultures. 
Central Focus:  
Learn about Asian geography, China’s 
people, history, culture, technology, 
China’s space program  
Learning Targets: Students will be able 
to explain what China is doing with 
their space program. 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography, trade, commerce, and general knowledge of Asia and China.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
There will be a short discussion about what the class has learned about China and Asia and what the class 
might already know about Space programs, both in the United States and in China. This will be a Q & A 
which will segue into the vocabulary review at the beginning of the lesson.  
 
Academic language that will be used in the lesson: Province, Commerce, Economic Development, Satellite, 
Technology, China Academy of Space Technology, Agricultural Development, Urban Planning, Water 
Resources Management.   





Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: Lecture with discussion and Q & A, using 
the Socratic Questioning method with Summative and Formative assessments, short videos, and short 
articles read together in class after watching videos. In addition, videos and readings will be assigned for 
asynchronous homework assignments.  
Prereading vocabulary review will take place before the lesson with review along the way as needed. 
 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: These lessons on China will be complimenting previous 
lessons on maps and other lessons the students have had concerning world geography and China emerging 
as a world power and dominant player in geopolitics. 
 
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) Our classes do not currently have any students with IEPs or 
504s, but there is a large portion of the classes that are ELLs and Bilinguals. Because many of our students 
do not possess strong English reading and writing skills, we will be discussing the videos, readings, and 
challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s videos and readings in order to assure understanding as well as 
give students the chance to ask questions for clarity. This will not only give the students a heads up about 
potentially new vocabulary, but also serve as a review for those who have heard this academic language and 
vocabulary before. 
 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson? Newsela  Article: China Launches 
Moon Mission (https://newsela.com/read/china-launches-moon-mission  ), YouTube video: The Rise of 




China’s Unbelievable Space Program (https://youtu.be/OMAmTpflL-E ); LMS Assessments & Questions: 
After reading this article and watching the video, answer the following questions about China’s Space 
Program: 
In the text box in Canvas, write a 5-sentence paragraph that summarizes the most important information 
from the article. A good summary paragraph answers the 5 W's (Who, What, When, Where and Why). Your 
paragraph should be at least 5 sentences long.  
    
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 




Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, Video, Digital Interactive 
Notebook (INB), and Canvas LMS. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 








Teacher will lead a short discussion about the 
Space Programs in both the United States and 
Motivation/Hook: 
 
Students will participate in a short discussion 
about the Space Programs in both the United 




segue into that of China’s, asking students to 
share what they already know, asking the 
students to share their knowledge and 
experiences with the topic before moving on to 
the vocabulary review, video, and article about 
China’s Space Program. 
 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 







States and segue into that of China’s, answering 
questions and sharing what they already know, 
about space programs and will share their 
knowledge and experiences with the class before 
moving on to the vocabulary review, video, and 
article about China’s Space Program. 
 
Because the students will be at their homes on 
their Chromebooks, it will be impossible to 
observe the students, but the teacher can check 
with the students after the video to be sure they 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Teacher introduces the students to the lesson’s 
vocabulary activity, reviewing the lesson’s 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 
Students will take notes and screenshots of the 
new vocabulary in their Digital INBs, ask 




vocabulary and asking the students to use the 
vocabulary in sentences of their choosing. 
questions, and participate in class discussions. 
Students will use the new vocabulary words in 







Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 The teacher will play the video: The Rise of 
China’s Unbelievable Space Program 
(https://youtu.be/OMAmTpflL-E ); Following 
the video, there will be a vocabulary review and 
short discussion about the video on China’s 
Space Program. The teacher will ask the 
students questions and review the lesson. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
 The students will watch the video: The Rise of 
China’s Unbelievable Space Program 
(https://youtu.be/OMAmTpflL-E ); Following 
the video, there will be a vocabulary review and 
short discussion about the video on China’s 
Space Program. The students will participate and 





Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
After the video, vocabulary review, and 
discussion about the video, the class will read a 
short Newsela article, China Launches Moon 
Mission (https://newsela.com/read/china-
launches-moon-mission ) with the class, 
stopping when necessary for vocabulary review 
and comprehension discussion.  
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
After the video, vocabulary review, and 
discussion about the video, the class will read a 
short Newsela article, China Launches Moon 
Mission (https://newsela.com/read/china-
launches-moon-mission ) with the class, 
stopping when necessary for vocabulary review 
and comprehension discussion. 











After watching the video, reviewing the lesson’s 
vocabulary, and reading an article together, and 
discussing the video, vocabulary, and article, 
the teacher will assign a synchronous 
assignment of questions to be answered and 
submitted from Canvas. Students will answer 
the following questions about China’s Space 
Program: In the text box in Canvas, write a 5-
sentence paragraph that summarizes the most 
important information from the article. A good 
summary paragraph answers the 5 W's (Who, 
What, When Where and Why). Your paragraph 





After watching the video, reviewing the lesson’s 
vocabulary, and reading an article together, and 
discussing the video, vocabulary, and article, the 
students will be assigned their synchronous 
assignment of questions to be answered and 
submitted from Canvas. Students will answer the 
following questions about China’s Space 
Program: In the text box in Canvas, write a 5-
sentence paragraph that summarizes the most 
important information from the article. A good 
summary paragraph answers the 5 W's (Who, 
What, When Where and Why). Your paragraph 
should be at least 5 sentences long.  
 
 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson:  





Lesson #1   of   7            Time Allotted for this Lesson:45mins 
Standards: 
7.13 Construct and use 
maps, graphs, charts, 
models, and databases 





Central Focus:  
To learn and be able to identify key 
geographical features in Africa in order 
to better understand Africa's past, 
present, and future.  
 
Learning Targets: 
I will be able to identify key 
geographical features in Africa in order 
to better understand Africa's past, 
present, and future.   
 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
There will be a learning activity (Map of Africa) to assess their knowledge of the lesson’s subject matter. 
This will be used to gauge their understanding of Africa. This along with what students might already know 
about Africa. This assessment will complement the vocabulary review at the beginning of the lesson. There 
will also be a check on student assets to see who is bringing knowledge of the lesson topic to the class. 
The academic language that will be used in lessons: Continent, Border, Mediterranean Sea, the Red Sea, the 
Indian Ocean, The Atlantic Ocean, fertile delta.  
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: The video, article, vocabulary, and 
assessment, will all support previously learned and new academic language.  Also, videos and readings will 




be assigned for asynchronous homework assignments. Prereading vocabulary review will take place before 
the lesson’s article reading with review along the way as needed both during and after any assessments. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson:  
The lesson will all draw on the students’ “Funds of Knowledge/assets, prior knowledge”, and/or personal 
experiences with the lesson material (especially those students with knowledge of Africa) which will assist 
them in answering questions, volunteering knowledge that will benefit the whole class and furthering their 
own knowledge.  
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) The classes may have a student or two on an IEP as well as 
students with hearing disabilities. We have a plan in place to make sure the students get their hearing aids 
and the FM device is paired with student’s earbuds. The majority are transitioning ELLs with a few still in 
the ELL program. There are several ways we are teaching these IEPs and ELLs. We will be discussing the 
videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s article is read to make sure that the 
students have a fresh review of the vocabulary right before being exposed to it. We will use Google 
Translate, Speech-to-text capabilities, Closed Captioning, Digital Interactive Notebooks (INBs), a Special 
Education Teacher (when available), and a front-loading of the difficult and new vocabulary throughout the 
lesson and before all readings. There will be time for students to ask questions before the lesson’s video, 
article reading, and assigning of synchronous work to be completed in class or after class.  There will also 
be Instructional Assistants (IAs) available to assist any IEP/504/ELL student should they need further 
assistance. 




What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?: YouTube video: Geography of Africa: 
( https://youtu.be/nEFybyiLkD0  ); Map of Africa game: https://online.seterra.com/en/vgp/3450 ); To 
complete the following map game to identify some of Africa's major physical features: Lake Malawi, 
Namib Desert, Mozambique Channel, Indian Ocean, Sahara Desert, Cape of Good Hope, Niger River, 
Madagascar, Mount Kilimanjaro, Zambezi River, Lake Victoria, Red Sea, Nile River, Atlantic Ocean, Strait 
of Gibraltar, Atlas Mountains, Lake Tanganyika, Mount Kenya, Horn of Africa, Congo River, 
Mediterranean Sea, and the Kalahari Desert 
 Newsela article:Africa: Physical Geography: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5296946?wrap=1 )LMS Question: What does the author 
want me to understand? 
The author wants me to understand that ________________________________________ 
The question is designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and subject 
matter and think about what they have just read and learned or should have learned.    
The question is designed to reveal the levels of knowledge each student brings to class and demonstrate 
whether or not they already possess assets regarding the lesson block’s subject matter. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, pencils, notebooks, 
Videos, digital articles, Canvas LMS, and assessment/exercise handouts provided by the teacher. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 
you’ll include/watch for to monitor student 
learning 



























The teacher will start with a brief review of the 
lessons just taught concerning Oceania and 
China before that. The teacher will use these 
briefs to segue into the lesson topic of why It is 
important to study Africa, its geography, 
culture, and history. The Essential Question and 
Central Focus for the day’s lesson will also be 
introduced and discussed.  Also, the students 
will have the opportunity to ask questions or 
discuss any other information they would like to 
share on the topic.  
The teacher will monitor students’ engagement 
by walking around the class, engaging the 
students in discussion as they participate in the 






The Teacher will then present a short video:  
Geography of Africa: 
Motivation/Hook:  
The students will receive a brief review of the 
lessons just covered concerning Oceania and 
China before that. The students will use these 
briefs as scaffolding into the new lesson block 
and topic of why It is important to study Africa, 
its geography, culture, and history. Students will 
answer the Essential Question and Central Focus 
for the day’s lesson.  Also, the students will have 
the opportunity to ask questions or discuss any 
other information they would like to share on the 
topic.  
The teacher will monitor students’ engagement 
by walking around the class, engaging the 
students in discussion as they participate in the 






The students will watch a short video: 
Geography of Africa: 






(https://youtu.be/nEFybyiLkD0 ). The teacher 
will observe the students and ensure that they 
are focused and paying attention and engaged in 
the learning. After the video, there will be a 
brief Q & A for clarifying any confusion about 
vocabulary or any questions from the students. 
(https://youtu.be/nEFybyiLkD0 ). The students 
will be focused and pay attention and be engaged 
in the learning. After the video, there will be a 
brief Q & A for clarifying any confusion or 
answering any questions about vocabulary the 




After watching the video, students will be 
directed to go to the 
link:https://online.seterra.com/en/vgp/3450 
Students are to complete the following map 
game to identify some of Africa's major 
physical features: Lake Malawi, Namib Desert, 
Mozambique Channel, Indian Ocean, Sahara 
Desert, Cape of Good Hope, Niger River, 
Madagascar, Mount Kilimanjaro, Zambezi 
River, Lake Victoria, Red Sea, Nile River, 
Atlantic Ocean, Strait of Gibraltar, Atlas 
Mountains, Lake Tanganyika, Mount Kenya, 
Horn of Africa, Congo River, Mediterranean 
Sea, and the Kalahari Desert.   
After watching the video, students will be 
directed to go to the 
link:https://online.seterra.com/en/vgp/3450 
Students are to complete the following map 
game to identify some of Africa's major physical 
features: Lake Malawi, Namib Desert, 
Mozambique Channel, Indian Ocean, Sahara 
Desert, Cape of Good Hope, Niger River, 
Madagascar, Mount Kilimanjaro, Zambezi 
River, Lake Victoria, Red Sea, Nile River, 
Atlantic Ocean, Strait of Gibraltar, Atlas 
Mountains, Lake Tanganyika, Mount Kenya, 
Horn of Africa, Congo River, Mediterranean 
Sea, and the Kalahari Desert.  







Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
The teacher will have the students read the short 
article: Africa: Physical Geography 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5
296946?wrap=1 ) After reading the article 
reading, there will be a Q & A to discuss the 
article and answer any questions which the 
students may have. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
The students will read along with the class the 
short article: Africa: Physical Geography 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5
296946?wrap=1 ) After reading the article 
reading, there will be a Q & A to discuss the 
article and answer any questions which the 





After watching the video, conducting the map 
learning activity, and reading the article, 
students will answer the synchronous 
assignment. Synchronous work will be 
submitted via Canvas. The Teacher will give 
students the remaining amount of time to work 
on their synchronous assignments. 
Before dismissing, the class will be assigned 
their asynchronous assignment for the week. 
 
Closure:  
After watching the video, conducting the map 
learning activity, and reading the article, students 
will answer the synchronous assignment. 
Synchronous work will be submitted via Canvas. 
The Teacher will give students the remaining 
amount of time to work on their synchronous 
assignments. 
Before dismissing, the class will be assigned 
their asynchronous assignment for the week.  
 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson: There will be an assessment for each class (Padlet exercise, identify a 
landmark from the previous lesson, Kahoot! activity, a map quiz/activity, and an Exit Ticket answering the 






*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor before assignments 
teaching them. You should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
Lesson Plan     Teacher Candidate: Erik Anderson                     Date of Lesson: 25MAY21 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Africa Climate 
Lesson #2   of   7            Time Allotted for this Lesson:45mins 
Standards: 
7.13 Construct and use 
maps, graphs, charts, 
models, and databases 





Central Focus:  
To learn and be able to identify key 
geographical features in Africa to 
better understand Africa's past, present, 
and future.  
 
Learning Targets: 
I can identify the major climate regions 
of Africa to better understand how 
climate affects the people lives who 
choose to live there.  
 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
There will be a learning activity (Kahoot on Africa Climate) to assess their knowledge of the lesson’s 
subject matter. This will be used to gauge their understanding of Africa. This along with what students 




might already know about Africa. This assessment will complement the vocabulary review at the beginning 
of the lesson. There will also be a check on student assets to see who is bringing knowledge of the lesson 
topic to the class. 
The academic language that will be used in lessons: Climate Zones, Desert, Sahel, Savanna, Rain Forest, 
Semi-arid, Saharan, Sahelian, wet tropical, and equatorial. 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: The video, article, vocabulary, and 
assessment, will all support previously learned and new academic language.  Also, videos and readings will 
be assigned for asynchronous homework assignments. Prereading vocabulary review will take place before 
the lesson’s article reading with review along the way as needed both during and after any assessments. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson:  
The lesson will all draw on the students’ “Funds of Knowledge/assets, prior knowledge”, and/or personal 
experiences with the lesson material (especially those students with knowledge of Africa) which will assist 
them in answering questions, volunteering knowledge that will benefit the whole class and furthering their 
knowledge.  
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) The classes may have a student or two on an IEP as well as 
students with hearing disabilities. We have a plan in place to make sure the students get their hearing aids 
and the FM device is paired with student’s earbuds. The majority are transitioning ELLs with a few still in 
the ELL program. There are several ways we are teaching these IEPs and ELLs. We will be discussing the 
videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s article is read to make sure that the 
students have a fresh review of the vocabulary right before being exposed to it. We will use Google 




Translate, Speech-to-text capabilities, Closed Captioning, Digital Interactive Notebooks (INBs), a Special 
Education Teacher (when available), and a front-loading of the difficult and new vocabulary throughout the 
lesson and before all readings. There will be time for students to ask questions before the lesson’s video, 
article reading, and assigning of synchronous work to be completed in class or after class.  There will also 
be Instructional Assistants (IAs) available to assist any IEP/504/ELL student should they need further 
assistance. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?: YouTube video:Climate of Africa                                  
( https://youtu.be/Xpbhd3GSEVw ); Newsela article:Climate Map of Africa: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/4252855/download?wrap=1  )LMS Questions: 1. Explain 
how Africa's diverse climate has a major influence on the people and animals who live here. 
2. Based on the information, explain which climate zone you would expect most people to choose to live in 
Africa.  Support your answer with supporting details from the article.   





4. Thinking about Africa's diverse climate, how does it compare to the climate of Oregon?    
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 
subject matter and think about what they have just read and learned or should have learned.    




The questions are designed to reveal the levels of knowledge each student brings to class and demonstrate 
whether or not they already possess assets regarding the lesson block’s subject matter. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, pencils, notebooks, 
Videos, digital articles, Canvas LMS, and assessment/exercise handouts provided by the teacher. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 

















The teacher will start with a brief review of the 
previous lesson just taught concerning Africa’s 
geography. The teacher will use this review to 
segue into the lesson topic and why this lesson 
on Africa’s climate is so important in our study 
of Africa, its geography, culture, and history. 
The Essential Question and Central Focus for 
the day’s lesson will also be introduced and 
discussed.  Also, the students will have the 
opportunity to ask questions or discuss any 
other information they would like to share on 
the topic.  
Motivation/Hook:  
Students will receive a brief review of the 
previous lesson just taught concerning Africa’s 
geography. Students will use this review to 
segue into the lesson topic and why this lesson 
on Africa’s climate is so important in our study 
of Africa, its geography, culture, and history. 
The Essential Question and Central Focus for the 
day’s lesson will also be introduced and 
discussed.  Also, the students will have the 
opportunity to ask questions or discuss any other 
information they would like to share on the 
topic.  











The teacher will monitor students’ engagement 
by walking around the class, engaging the 
students in discussion as they participate in the 
class topics and activities to monitor learning. 
 
The Teacher will then present a short video:  
Climate of Africa: 
(https://youtu.be/Xpbhd3GSEVw ). The teacher 
will observe the students and ensure that they 
are focused and paying attention and engaged in 
the learning. After the video, there will be a 
brief Q & A for clarifying any confusion about 
vocabulary or any questions from the students. 
The teacher will monitor students’ engagement 
by walking around the class, engaging the 
students in discussion as they participate in the 
class topics and activities to monitor learning. 
 
The students will watch a short video:  Climate 
of Africa: (https://youtu.be/Xpbhd3GSEVw ). 
The teacher will observe the students and ensure 
that they are focused and paying attention and 
engaged in the learning. After the video, there 
will be a brief Q & A for clarifying any 
confusion about vocabulary or any questions 




After watching the video, students will read the 
article: Climate Map of Africa: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/4
252855/download?wrap=1) After reading the 
article, the teacher will have the class team up to 
pair share and come up with 2 things learned 
and 1 thing they found interesting about the 
video and article. 
After watching the video, students will read the 
article: Climate Map of Africa: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/4
252855/download?wrap=1)  After reading the 
article, the students will team up to pair share 
and come up with 2 things learned and 1 thing 
they found interesting about the video and 
article. 







The teacher will have the students work on their 
synchronous assignments for the rest of the 
remaining class time and answer the questions: 
1. Explain how Africa's diverse climate has a 
major influence on the people and animals who 
live here. 2. Based on the information from the 
video and article, explain which climate zone 
you would expect most people to choose to live 
in Africa. Support your answer with supporting 
details from the article. 3. List 2-3 
characteristics of each of Africa's main climate 
zones: Desert, Sahel, Savanna, Rain Forest. 4. 
Thinking about Africa's diverse climate, how 
does it compare to the climate of Oregon?    
The students will work on their synchronous 
assignment for the remaining time left and 
answer the questions: 1. Explain how Africa's 
diverse climate has a major influence on the 
people and animals who live here. 2. Based on 
the information from the video and article, 
explain which climate zone you would expect 
most people to choose to live in Africa. Support 
your answer with supporting details from the 
article. 3. List 2-3 characteristics of each of 
Africa's main climate zones: Desert, Sahel, 
Savanna, Rain Forest. 4. Thinking about Africa's 
diverse climate, how does it compare to the 




Review/Wrap up/Q & A:  
Before dismissing, the teacher will remind the 
class about their asynchronous assignment for 
the week and ask for their exit tickets 
(answering the Essential Question of the Day: 
What are the major climate regions of Africa?  
 
Review/Wrap up/Q & A:  
Before dismissing, the students will be reminded 
about their asynchronous assignment for the 
week and be asked for their exit tickets 
(answering the Essential Question of the Day: 
What are the major climate regions of Africa?  
 






*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor before teaching 
them. You should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
Lesson Plan     Teacher Candidate: Erik Anderson                     Date of Lesson: 27MAY21 
 
Lesson Title/Description: Sahara Desert 
Lesson #3   of   7            Time Allotted for this Lesson:45mins 
Standards: 
7.13 Construct and use 
maps, graphs, charts, 
models, and databases 





Central Focus:  
To learn about world geography, 




I will know what Africa’s Sahara 
Desert is and understand why It is 
important. 
 
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents.  
 
How I know the students have this: 




There will be an assessment given testing the students’ knowledge of the lessons’ subject matter. This will 
be used to gauge their retention and understanding of Africa’s Sahara Desert. This along with what students 
might already know about Africa and the Sahara Desert.  
The academic language that will be used in lessons: Barren, Red Sea, Mediterranean, Desert, Floods, Oasis, 
Fertile, Dead Sea, Black Sea, Persian Gulf, Hunters-Gatherers. 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: The video, article, vocabulary, and 
assessments, will all support previously learned and new academic language.  Also, videos and readings 
will be assigned for asynchronous homework assignments. Prereading vocabulary review will take place 
before the lesson’s article reading review along the way as needed both during and after any assessments. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson: The lesson will all draw on any “Funds of 
Knowledge/assets, prior knowledge” the students may have. I do not know the students well enough yet to 
know who has personal experiences with the lesson material which will assist them in answering questions, 
volunteering knowledge that will benefit the whole class, and furthering their own knowledge.  
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) The classes may have a student or two on an IEP as well as 
students with hearing disabilities. We have a plan in place to make sure the students get their hearing aids 
and the FM device is paired with student’s earbuds. The majority are transitioning ELLs with a few still in 
the ELL program. There are several ways we are teaching these IEPs and ELLs. We will be discussing the 
videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s article is read to make sure that the 
students have a fresh review of the vocabulary right before being exposed to it. We will use Google 




Translate, Speech-to-text capabilities, Closed Captioning, Digital Interactive Notebooks (INBs), a Special 
Education Teacher (when available), and a front-loading of the difficult and new vocabulary throughout the 
lesson and before all readings. There will be time for students to ask questions before the lesson’s video, 
article reading, and assigning of synchronous work to be completed in class or after class.  There will also 
be Instructional Assistants (IAs) available to assist any IEP/504/ELL student should they need further 
assistance. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?: YouTube video: When the Sahara was 
Green: (https://youtu.be/ZQP-7BPvvq0   ); Learning Activity Questions:  
1. Where does the name, “Sahara” come from and what does it mean? 
2. Which countries have part of the Sahara Desert? 
3. Is the Sahara the largest desert in the world? If not, which deserts are larger? 
4. How many square miles does the Sahara desert cover? 
5. What are the four water sources in North Africa and the Sahara desert? 
6. What are the three rivers of North Africa and the Sahara desert? 
7. What are the four seas that touch North Africa and the Sahara desert? 
8. Why are floods so important to farming? 
9. The Sahara desert is almost as large in size as what two countries? 
10. What kind of wealth does the Sahara desert possess? 
 
 
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 
subject matter from the presentation and work together in small groups and think about what they have just 
learned from reading the presentation on the Sahara Desert.   
The questions are designed to reveal the levels of knowledge each student brings to class and demonstrate 
whether or not they already possess assets regarding the lesson block’s subject matter. 




Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, pencils, notebooks, 
Videos, and digital articles read by the website’s audio text reader, Canvas LMS, and assessment/exercise 
handouts provided by the teacher. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 



















The teacher will review the previous two classes 
of the Africa block with the students before the 
teacher will ask the students about their 
knowledge of the desert and if they know 
anything about the world’s biggest hot desert. 
This discussion will segue into the day’s lesson 
on the world’s largest hot desert. The teacher 
will also use as a hook, five interesting facts 
about the Sahara Desert. 
 
The teacher will monitor students’ engagement 
by walking around the class, engaging the 
students in discussion as they participate in the 
class topics and activities to monitor learning. 
Review/Motivation/Hook:  
The students will review the previous two 
classes of the Africa block with the class, giving 
their input and comments as warranted. The 
students will share their knowledge of deserts 
and if they know anything about the world’s 
biggest hot desert. This discussion will segue 
into the day’s lesson on the world’s largest hot 
desert. The students will share their personal 
experiences and opinions about the five facts 
about the Sahara Desert with the class. 
 
The teacher will monitor students’ engagement 
by walking around the class, engaging the 
students in discussion as they participate in the 
class topics and activities to monitor learning. 







The Teacher will then present a short video:  
When the Sahara was Green: 
(https://youtu.be/ZQP-7BPvvq0 ). The teacher 
will observe the students to ensure that they are 
focused and paying attention and engaged in the 
learning. After the video, there will be a brief Q 
& A for clarifying any confusion about 
vocabulary or any questions from the students. 
The students will watch a short video: When the 
Sahara was Green: (https://youtu.be/ZQP-
7BPvvq0 ). The students will stay focused and 
pay attention and engaged in the learning. After 
the video, there will be a brief Q & A for 
clarifying any confusion about vocabulary or any 




Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
The teacher will have the students work 
together in teams and read through the Sahara 
Desert presentations to answer the 10 questions 
listed in the second slide of the presentation.    
The teacher will try and get as much student 
engagement as possible in order to work 
together in answering the questions. 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
The students will work together in teams and 
read through the Sahara Desert presentation to 
answer the 10 questions listed in the second slide 
of the presentation. The students will work 
together to answer the questions. The students 
will work together as much as possible and help 




Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Review: The teacher will have each small group 
give their answers to one or more of the ten 
questions from the learning activity. The teacher 
will remind the students to accomplish their 
Teaching OR Group OR 
Independent Application:  
Review: The students will give one or more 
answers to the ten questions when their group is 
called on to share their answers with the class.  
The students will be reminded to accomplish 




asynchronous work for the week as well as any 
outstanding synchronous assignments yet to be 
completed. 
 
their asynchronous work for the week as well as 








Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson: There will be an assessment for each class (Padlet exercise, identify a 
landmark from the previous lesson, Kahoot! activity, a map quiz/activity, and an Exit Ticket answering the 
essential question of the day to demonstrate learning). Students will be required to answer the daily 
assignment questions given as synchronous work.  The students will be expected to answer all the 
assignment questions before the next lesson in the lesson block if they do not finish the assessment before 
the end of class. The teacher will observe these assessments and be available for any questions and 
confusion the students may have regarding the assessment questions. 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: Following 
State’s Standards for 7th grade Social Studies as well as continuing the study of world geography and 
studies of world cultures. Using Jean Piaget’s theory of Cognitive Development and Assimilation (Ormrod, 
J.E. 2020, pgs. 285-291) and Lev Vygotsky’s Sociocultural Theory and Theory of Cognitive Development 
(Ormrod, J.E. 2020 pgs 312-335) using the students’ previous knowledge and assets for learning and peer 
tutoring their classmates by sharing. By letting the students bring their own personal life experiences and 
knowledge of the lessons’ subject material into the class to scaffold and model new learning for not only 
themselves but their classmates and peers as well. 






How I know the students have this: 
There will be an assessment given testing the students’ knowledge of the lessons’ subject matter. This will 
be used to gauge their retention and understanding of the Early Empires of Africa. This along with what 
students might already know about Africa and the early empires of Africa.  
The academic language that will be used in lessons:  
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: The video, article, vocabulary, and 
assessments, will all support previously learned and new academic language.  Also, videos and readings 
will be assigned for asynchronous homework assignments. Prereading vocabulary review will take place 
before the lesson’s article reading with review along the way as needed both during and after any 
assessments. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson:  
The lesson will all draw on the students’ “Funds of Knowledge/assets, prior knowledge”, and/or personal 
experiences with the lesson material which will assist them in answering questions, volunteering knowledge 
that will benefit the whole class and furthering their own knowledge.  
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) The classes may have a student or two on an IEP as well as 
students with hearing disabilities. We have a plan in place to make sure the students get their hearing aids 
and the FM device is paired with student’s earbuds. The majority are transitioning ELLs with a few still in 
the ELL program. There are several ways we are teaching these IEPs and ELLs. We will be discussing the 
videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s article is read to make sure that the 




students have a fresh review of the vocabulary right before being exposed to it. We will use Google 
Translate, Speech-to-text capabilities, Closed Captioning, Digital Interactive Notebooks (INBs), a Special 
Education Teacher (when available), and a front-loading of the difficult and new vocabulary throughout the 
lesson and before all readings. There will be time for students to ask questions before the lesson’s video, 
article reading, and assigning of synchronous work to be completed in class or after class.  There will also 
be Instructional Assistants (IAs) available to assist any IEP/504/ELL student should they need further 
assistance. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?: YouTube video: African Kingdoms: 
(https://youtu.be/sDtnc06woyg ); PDF article: The Songhai Empire: The Rise and Fall of a Great Western 
African Empire: (https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5306544?wrap=1  ) LMS Questions: What 
does the author want me to understand? The author wants me to 
understand___________________________________________________________ 
Early Africa Empire Interactive Site Activity: http://thegoldroad.org/map.aspx  
 
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 
subject matter and think about what they have just learned or should have learned.    
The questions are designed to reveal the levels of knowledge each student brings to class and demonstrate 
whether or not they already possess assets regarding the lesson block’s subject matter. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, pencils, notebooks, 
Videos, and digital articles read by the website’s audio text reader, Canvas LMS, and assessment/exercise 
handouts provided by the teacher. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 




Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Include evidence of student engagement that 























The teacher will review the previous two classes 
of the Africa block with the students, allowing 
them to interact and ask questions and share 
their knowledge. The teacher will then 
introduce the day’s lesson and why It is an 
important part of Africa’s history and culture. 
The teacher will also introduce the class to the 





The teacher will monitor students’ engagement 
by walking around the class, engaging the 
students in discussion as they participate in the 





The students will review the previous two 
classes of the Africa block with the teacher and 
other classmates. The students will then be 
introduced to the day’s lesson and taught why It 
is an important part of Africa’s history and 
culture. The students will also be introduced to 






The teacher will monitor students’ engagement 
by walking around the class, engaging the 
students in discussion as they participate in the 























The Teacher will then present a short video:   
African Kingdoms: 
(https://youtu.be/sDtnc06woyg ). The teacher 
will observe the students to ensure that they are 
focused and paying attention and engaged in the 
learning. After the video, there will be a brief Q 
& A for clarifying any confusion about 








The students will then watch a short video:   
African Kingdoms: 
(https://youtu.be/sDtnc06woyg ). The students 
will stay focused and pay attention and engaged 
in the learning. After the video, there will be a 
brief Q & A for clarifying any confusion about 





The teacher will direct the students to go to the 
link: Early Africa Empire Interactive Site 
Activity: (http://thegoldroad.org/map.aspx) and 
use the interactive site to explore and learn 
about the early empires of Africa.  
The students will go to the link: Early Africa 
Empire Interactive Site Activity: 
(http://thegoldroad.org/map.aspx) and use the 
interactive site to explore and learn about the 
early empires of Africa.  







The teacher will read an article with the class: 
The Songhai Empire: The Rise and Fall of a 
Great Western African Empire: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5
306544?wrap=1  ) After the article reading, 
there will be a Q & A to discuss the video and 
article and answer any questions which the 
students may have. The teacher will ask the 
students to pair-share the most important and 
interesting things they learned from the video 
and article, sharing their knowledge and 
opinions with the class. 
 
The students will read an article with the class: 
The Songhai Empire: The Rise and Fall of a 
Great Western African Empire: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5
306544?wrap=1  ) After the article reading, there 
will be a Q & A to discuss the video and article 
and answer any questions which the students 
may have. The students will pair-share the most 
important and interesting things they learned 
from the video and article, sharing their 





The teacher will assign the synchronous 
assignment and question: What does the author 
want me to understand? “The author wants me 
to understand __________________________.” 
The response is to be submitted via Canvas. The 
Teacher will give students the remaining 
amount of time to work on their synchronous 
assignment. Before dismissing, the class will be 
reminded about their weekly asynchronous 
The students will be assigned their synchronous 
assignment and question: What does the author 
want me to understand? “The author wants me to 
understand_____________________________.” 
The response is to be submitted via Canvas. The 
students will have the remaining amount of time 
to work on their synchronous assignment. Before 
being dismissed, students will be reminded about 
their weekly asynchronous assignment and asked 




assignment and asked to answer the Essential 
Question of the Day (What were the Early 
Empires of Africa?) as an exit ticket. 
to answer the Essential Question of the Day 
(What were the Early Empires of Africa?) as an 
exit ticket. 
 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson: There will be an assessment for each class (Padlet exercise, identify a 
landmark from the previous lesson, Kahoot! activity, a map quiz/activity, and an Exit Ticket answering the 
essential question of the day to demonstrate learning). Students will be required to answer the daily 
assignment questions given as synchronous work.  The students will be expected to answer all the 
assignment questions before the next lesson in the lesson block if they do not finish the assessment before 
the end of class. The teacher will observe these assessments and be available for any questions and 
confusion the students may have regarding the assessment questions. 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: Following 
State’s Standards for 7th grade Social Studies as well as continuing the study of world geography and 
studies of world cultures. Using Jean Piaget’s theory of Cognitive Development and Assimilation (Ormrod, 
J.E. 2020, pgs. 285-291) and Lev Vygotsky’s Sociocultural Theory and Theory of Cognitive Development 
(Ormrod, J.E. 2020 pgs. 312-335) using the students’ previous knowledge and assets for learning and peer 
tutoring their classmates by sharing. By letting the students bring their own personal life experiences and 
knowledge of the lessons’ subject material into the class to scaffold and model new learning for not only 
themselves but their classmates and peers as well. 






How I know the students have this: 
There will be an assessment given testing the students’ knowledge of the lessons’ subject matter. This will 
be used to gauge their retention and understanding of Mansa Musa and the Mali Empire. This along with 
what students might already know about Africa and Mansa Musa and the Mali Empire.  
The academic language that will be used in lessons: Mecca, Empire, Wealth, Ancient, Magician, Legend, 
Mansa, Keita, Islam, Muslims, Quran, Mosques.  
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: The video, article, vocabulary, and 
assessments, will all support previously learned and new academic language.  Also, videos and readings 
will be assigned for asynchronous homework assignments. Prereading vocabulary review will take place 
before the lesson’s article reading with review along the way as needed both during and after any 
assessments. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson:  
The lesson will all draw on the students’ “Funds of Knowledge/assets, prior knowledge”, and/or personal 
experiences with the lesson material (especially those students with knowledge of Africa) which will assist 
them in answering questions, volunteering knowledge that will benefit the whole class and furthering their 
knowledge.  
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) The classes may have a student or two on an IEP as well as 
students with hearing disabilities. We have a plan in place to make sure the students get their hearing aids 
and the FM device is paired with student’s earbuds. The majority are transitioning ELLs with a few still in 




the ELL program. There are several ways we are teaching these IEPs and ELLs. We will be discussing the 
videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s article is read to make sure that the 
students have a fresh review of the vocabulary right before being exposed to it. We will use Google 
Translate, Speech-to-text capabilities, Closed Captioning, Digital Interactive Notebooks (INBs), a Special 
Education Teacher (when available), and a front-loading of the difficult and new vocabulary throughout the 
lesson and before all readings. There will be time for students to ask questions before the lesson’s video, 
article reading, and assigning of synchronous work to be completed in class or after class.  There will also 
be Instructional Assistants (IAs) available to assist any IEP/504/ELL student should they need further 
assistance. 
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?: YouTube video: The Empire of Mali:    
( https://youtu.be/4-Un2xx6Pzo ); PDF article: The Ancient Kingdom of Mali, ruled by the Lion  King: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/4252868?wrap=1  ) LMS Questions:1. Why did you think so 
many people across the ancient world were surprised that Mansa Musa had such an advanced and powerful 
empire? 2. Why did Mansa Musa bring so many powerful people with him on his trip to Mecca? 3. Why 
would Mansa Musa want to get Mali recognized as a powerful empire? 4. Why was the Mali empire's 
location so important to surrounding lands?  
Learning Activity: Wealthiest People throughout History: https://storage.googleapis.com/titlemax-
media/11050209-wealthiest-historical-figures-how-much-worth-todays-dollars-7_90percomp.png  ) Answer 
the following questions after accessing the link. 
What information surprised you? 
-What information did you already know? 




-What do you know about any of the other people listed on this graphic?  
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 
subject matter and think about what they have just learned or should have learned.    
The questions are designed to reveal the levels of knowledge each student brings to class and demonstrate 
whether or not they already possess assets regarding the lesson block’s subject matter. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, pencils, notebooks, 
Videos, and digital articles read by the website’s audio text reader, Canvas LMS, and assessment/exercise 
handouts provided by the teacher. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 













The teacher will review the previous lessons in 
the block on Africa and segue into the day’s 
lesson on Mana Musa and the empire of Mali. 
The teacher will direct the students to go to the 




7 90percomp.png) The teacher will have the 
Motivation/Hook:  
The students will review with the teacher the 
previous lessons in the block on Africa and use 
the review as a segue into the day’s lesson on 
Mana Musa and the empire of Mali. The 
students will be directed to go to the link: 


















students work in pairs or teams of three to 
answer the following questions after accessing 
the link: What information you learned from the 
website surprised you? What information did 
you already know? What do you know about 
any of the other people listed on this graphic?   
 
The teacher will then present a short video:  The 
Empire of Mali: (https://youtu.be/4-
Un2xx6Pzo ). The teacher will observe the 
students and ensure that they are focused and 
paying attention and engaged in the learning. 
After the video, there will be a brief Q & A for 
clarifying any confusion about vocabulary or 
any questions from the students. 
7_90percomp.png) The students work in pairs or 
teams of three to answer the following questions 
after accessing the link: What information you 
learned from the website surprised you? What 
information did you already know? What do you 
know about any of the other people listed on this 
graphic?  
The students will then watch a short video:  The 
Empire of Mali: (https://youtu.be/4-Un2xx6Pzo). 
The students stay focused and paying attention 
and engaged in the learning. After the video, 
there will be a brief Q & A for clarifying any 
confusion about vocabulary or any questions 




After the video and Q &A, the teacher will 
present and read the article: The Ancient 
Kingdom of Mali, ruled by the Lion  King: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/4
252868?wrap=1) After the article, the teacher 
will conduct a short Q & A discussion to do a 
quick check on learning and understanding. 
After the video and Q &A, the students will read 
an article with the teacher: The Ancient 
Kingdom of Mali, ruled by the Lion  King: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/4
252868?wrap=1) After the article, the students 
will take part in a short Q & A discussion to do a 
quick check on learning and understanding.  








After the learning activity, video, and reading of 
the article, the teacher will assign the day’s 
synchronous assignment and have the students 
answer questions from the lesson’s activities: 1. 
Why did you think so many people across the 
ancient world were surprised that Mansa Musa 
had such an advanced and powerful empire? 2. 
Why did Mansa Musa bring so many powerful 
people with him on his trip to Mecca? 3. Why 
would Mansa Musa want to get Mali recognized 
as a powerful empire? 4. Why was the Mali 
empire's location so important to surrounding 
lands?  
Closure:  
After the learning activity, video, and reading of 
the article, the students will be assigned the 
day’s synchronous assignment and answer 
questions from the lesson’s activities: 1. Why 
did you think so many people across the ancient 
world were surprised that Mansa Musa had such 
an advanced and powerful empire? 2. Why did 
Mansa Musa bring so many powerful people 
with him on his trip to Mecca? 3. Why would 
Mansa Musa want to get Mali recognized as a 
powerful empire? 4. Why was the Mali empire's 




These answers are to be submitted via Canvas. 
The Teacher will give students the remaining 
amount of time to work on their synchronous 
assignments. Before dismissing, the class will 
be assigned their asynchronous assignment for 
the week and asked to answer an assessment 
question (What would you do if your home 
were slowly drowning?) as an exit ticket. 
These answers are to be submitted via Canvas. 
The students will have the remaining amount of 
time to work on their synchronous assignments. 
Before being dismissed, students will be 
assigned their asynchronous assignment for the 
week and asked to answer an assessment 
question (What would you do if your home were 
slowly drowning?) as an exit ticket. 







*Lesson plans should be submitted to your mentor teacher and supervisor before teaching 
them. You should receive feedback and approval to teach these.  
Lesson Plan     Teacher Candidate: Erik Anderson                     Date of Lesson: 10JUN21 
 
Lesson Title/Description: African Chocolate Crisis 
Lesson #6   of   7            Time Allotted for this Lesson:45mins 
Standards: 
7.13 Construct and use 
maps, graphs, charts, 
models, and databases 





Central Focus:  
To learn about world geography, 




I will be able to describe what the 
chocolate crisis is in Africa and how it 
influences the world's production of 
chocolate.   
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents.  
 
How I know the students have this: 




There will be an assessment given testing the students’ knowledge of the lessons’ subject matter. This will 
be used to gauge their retention and understanding of Africa’s Chocolate Crisis and chocolate production in 
Africa. This along with what students might already know about African chocolate production and the 
chocolate crisis in Africa.  
The academic language that will be used in lessons: Cocoa, Colonization, Cultivate, Infrastructure, 
Manufacture, and Sustainable. 
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: The video, article, vocabulary, and 
assessments, will all support previously learned and new academic language.  Also, videos and readings 
will be assigned for asynchronous homework assignments. Prereading vocabulary review will take place 
before the lesson’s article reading with review along the way as needed both during and after any 
assessments. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson:  
The lesson will all draw on the students’ “Funds of Knowledge/assets, prior knowledge”, and/or personal 
experiences with the lesson material (especially those students with knowledge of Africa) which will assist 
them in answering questions, volunteering knowledge that will benefit the whole class and furthering their 
knowledge.  
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) The classes may have a student or two on an IEP as well as 
students with hearing disabilities. We have a plan in place to make sure the students get their hearing aids 
and the FM device is paired with student’s earbuds. The majority are transitioning ELLs with a few still in 
the ELL program. There are several ways we are teaching these IEPs and ELLs. We will be discussing the 




videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s article is read to make sure that the 
students have a fresh review of the vocabulary right before being exposed to it. We will use Google 
Translate, Speech-to-text capabilities, Closed Captioning, Digital Interactive Notebooks (INBs), a Special 
Education Teacher (when available), and a front-loading of the difficult and new vocabulary throughout the 
lesson and before all readings. There will be time for students to ask questions before the lesson’s video, 
article reading, and assigning of synchronous work to be completed in class or after class.  There will also 
be Instructional Assistants (IAs) available to assist any IEP/504/ELL student should they need further 
assistance. 




What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?: YouTube video: Chocolate made in 
Africa:( https://youtu.be/h3UmoH6PWds  ); and YouTube video: Africa’s Very Chocolate: 
(https://youtu.be/GfayQdVpTM4 ); Article: The world loves chocolate, but that love is hurting rainforests: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5277910?wrap=1 ); article: Chocolate Crisis: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5250913?wrap=1 ); article: West Africa’s rainforests have  
become victims of the chocolate industry: (https://newsela.com/read/cocoa-chocolate-
deforestation/id/35114/?collection_id=339) Be prepared to answer the following questions based on what 
you have learned about Africa's influence on the world's chocolate production: 
1. Why is important for the African nations to make chocolate within their own borders as opposed to 
merely sending the cocoa beans to other countries to have the chocolate to be made elsewhere? 
2. Why might cocoa-producing countries be so poor despite all the money foreign countries make by selling 
chocolate?   
3. Explain your thoughts as to whether or not the Cocoa Action initiative discussed in the article will 
improve cocoa farmers' quality of life?   
4. How are the effects of colonization of European nations against Africa still being felt with this issue of 
cocoa beans?   
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 
subject matter and think about what they have just learned or should have learned.    
The questions are designed to reveal the levels of knowledge each student brings to class and demonstrate 
whether or not they already possess assets regarding the lesson block’s subject matter. 




Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, pencils, notebooks, 
Videos, and digital articles read by the website’s audio text reader, Canvas LMS, and assessment/exercise 
handouts provided by the teacher. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… 
Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 
Include evidence of student engagement that 
















The teacher will review the previous lessons in 
the block on Africa and segue into the day’s 
lesson on the chocolate crisis in Africa. The 
teacher will ask the students about their 
knowledge of where chocolate comes from and 
try to enlist as much of the students’ assets as 
possible into the short discussion before diving 
into the lesson. 
 
The teacher will then present two short videos: 
Chocolate made in Africa: 
(https://youtu.be/h3UmoH6PWds  ); and 
YouTube video: Africa’s Very Chocolate: 
(https://youtu.be/GfayQdVpTM4 ). The teacher 
will observe the students and ensure they are 
Motivation/Hook:  
The students will take part in the review of the 
previous lessons in the block on Africa and the 
day’s lesson on the chocolate crisis in Africa. 
The students will share their knowledge of 
where chocolate comes from and share their 
assets and stories of what they know about the 
topic with the class.  
 
 
The students will watch two short videos: 
Chocolate made in Africa: 
(https://youtu.be/h3UmoH6PWds  ); and 
YouTube video: Africa’s Very Chocolate: 
(https://youtu.be/GfayQdVpTM4 ). The students 
will stay focused and pay attention and engaged 




focused and paying attention and engaged in the 
learning. After the video, there will be a brief Q 
& A for clarifying any confusion about 
vocabulary or any questions from the students. 
in the learning. After the video, there will be a 
brief Q & A for clarifying any confusion about 




After the video, the teacher will present and 
read the article: The world loves chocolate, but 
that love is hurting rainforests: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5
277910?wrap=1) and West Africa’s rainforests 
have become victims of the chocolate industry: 
(https://newsela.com/read/cocoa-chocolate-
deforestation/id/35114/?collection id=339).  
After the article, the teacher will conduct a short 
Q & A discussion to do a quick check on 
learning and understanding of the new 
vocabulary and lesson content. 
After the video, the students will read the article: 
The world loves chocolate, but that love is 
hurting rainforests: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5
277910?wrap=1) and West Africa’s rainforests 
have become victims of the chocolate industry: 
(https://newsela.com/read/cocoa-chocolate-
deforestation/id/35114/?collection id=339). 
After the article, the students will participate in a 
short Q & A discussion to do a quick check on 
learning and understanding of the new 




After the video and article, the teacher will ask 
questions about each and clear up any confusion 
about vocabulary or lesson content before 
moving into the learning activity. The teacher 
will introduce another article: (Chocolate Crisis: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5
250913?wrap=1 ). The students will work in 
After the video and article, the students will be 
asked questions for questions to clear up any 
confusion about vocabulary or lesson content 
before moving into the learning activity. The 
students will read another article: (Chocolate 
Crisis: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5




teams and read the article before answering the 
questions from the reading. The teacher and 
other students will be available to answer 
questions and help those in need during the 
interactive reading activity. 
250913?wrap=1 ). The students will work in 
teams and read the article before answering the 
questions from the reading. The students can ask 
for help from other students or the teacher during 





After the videos, readings, and synchronous 
engagement learning activity, the teacher will 
go over the answers to the questions with the 
students. 
Before dismissing, the class will be reminded 
about their asynchronous assignment for the 
week and asked to answer the Essential 
Question of the Day (What is the chocolate 
crisis in Africa?) as an exit ticket. 
Review/Closure:  
After the videos, readings, and synchronous 
engagement learning activity, the teacher will go 
over the answers to the questions with the 
students. 
Before dismissing, the class will be reminded 
about their asynchronous assignment for the 
week and asked to answer the Essential Question 
of the Day (What is the chocolate crisis in 
Africa?) as an exit ticket. 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson: There will be an assessment for each class (Padlet exercise, identify a 
landmark from the previous lesson, Kahoot! activity, a map quiz/activity, and an Exit Ticket answering the 
essential question of the day to demonstrate learning). Students will be required to answer the daily 
assignment questions given as synchronous work.  The students will be expected to answer all the 
assignment questions before the next lesson in the lesson block if they do not finish the assessment before 
the end of class. The teacher will observe these assessments and be available for any questions and 
confusion the students may have regarding the assessment questions. 





Lesson #7 of   7            Time Allotted for this Lesson:45mins 
Standards: 
7.13 Construct and use 
maps, graphs, charts, 
models, and databases 





Central Focus:  
To learn about world geography, 




 I can identify the problems facing 
African elephants in order to determine 
the effects of the illegal ivory trade on 
the modern-day countries of West 
Africa.  
Prerequisite Knowledge and/or Skills: 
Basic World Geography and general knowledge of the earth’s continents.  
 
How I know the students have this: 
There will be an assessment given testing the students’ knowledge of the lessons’ subject matter. This will 
be used to gauge their retention and understanding of the effects of the illegal ivory trade on the modern-
day countries of West Africa. This along with what students might already know about the illegal ivory 
trade and poaching problems in Africa.  
The academic language that will be used in lessons: Natural Resources, Poaching, Ivory Trade, Illegal, 
Black Market, Sub-Saharan, Cyanide, Conservation,  
 
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language: The video, article, vocabulary, and 
assessments, will all support previously learned and new academic language.  Also, videos and readings 




will be assigned for asynchronous homework assignments. Prereading vocabulary review will take place 
before the lesson’s article reading with review along the way as needed both during and after any 
assessments. 
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary 
connections that will be made during the lesson:  
The lesson will all draw on the students’ “Funds of Knowledge/assets, prior knowledge”, and/or personal 
experiences with the lesson material (especially those students with knowledge of Africa) which will assist 
them in answering questions, volunteering knowledge that will benefit the whole class and furthering their 
knowledge.  
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity, 
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.) The classes may have a student or two on an IEP as well as 
students with hearing disabilities. We have a plan in place to make sure the students get their hearing aids 
and the FM device is paired with student’s earbuds. The majority are transitioning ELLs with a few still in 
the ELL program. There are several ways we are teaching these IEPs and ELLs. We will be discussing the 
videos, readings, and challenging vocabulary before the lesson’s article is read to make sure that the 
students have a fresh review of the vocabulary right before being exposed to it. We will use Google 
Translate, Speech-to-text capabilities, Closed Captioning, Digital Interactive Notebooks (INBs), a Special 
Education Teacher (when available), and a front-loading of the difficult and new vocabulary throughout the 
lesson and before all readings. There will be time for students to ask questions before the lesson’s video, 
article reading, and assigning of synchronous work to be completed in class or after class.  There will also 
be Instructional Assistants (IAs) available to assist any IEP/504/ELL student should they need further 
assistance. 




What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?: YouTube video: Poachers Threaten 
the Survival of the African Elephant: ( https://youtu.be/mb_rQwBw4gs ); and YouTube video: Illegal Ivory: 
Where does it come from?: ( https://youtu.be/Lit2DbeT-9U  ); Article: The Ivory War: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/4252873/download?wrap=1  ); and article: Chocolate Crisis: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/5250913?wrap=1 ); Be prepared to answer the following 
questions based on what you have learned about poaching in Africa and the Illegal Ivory Trade going on 
there:: 
1. Why is important for the African nations to protect their animals and other natural resources?  
2. Why do you think foreign nations seem to take advantage of Africa and its resources?   
3. Explain your thoughts as to how Africa could protect its animals and other natural resources.   
4. What does the State of Oregon do to protect its animal resources?  
The questions are designed to force the students into conducting a review of the lesson’s material and 
subject matter and think about what they have just learned or should have learned.    
The questions are designed to reveal the levels of knowledge each student brings to class and demonstrate 
whether or not they already possess assets regarding the lesson block’s subject matter. 
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:  Students’ Chromebooks, pencils, notebooks, 
Videos, and digital articles read by the website’s audio text reader, Canvas LMS, and assessment/exercise 
handouts provided by the teacher. 
 Procedure:  TEACHER DOES… Procedure:  STUDENTS DO… 




Include “look for” and other ways you’ll 
observe and check with students to be sure they 
are engaged in the learning. 
Include evidence of student engagement that 

















The teacher will review the previous lessons in 
the block on Africa and segue into the day’s 
lesson on the illegal ivory trade and poaching 
going on in Africa. The teacher will ask the 
students about their knowledge of ivory and 
poaching and try to enlist as much of the 
students’ assets as possible into the short 
discussion before diving into the lesson. 
 
 
The teacher will then present two short videos: 
Poachers Threaten the Survival of the African 
Elephant: ( https://youtu.be/mb rQwBw4gs ) 
and YouTube video: Illegal Ivory: Where does 
it come from?: ( https://youtu.be/Lit2DbeT-9U). 
The teacher will observe the students and ensure 
they are focused and paying attention and 
engaged in the learning. After the video, there 
will be a brief Q & A for clarifying any 
Motivation/Hook:  
The students will review with the teacher the 
previous lessons in the block on Africa and 
segue into the day’s lesson on the illegal ivory 
trade and poaching going on in Africa. They will 
ask and answer questions and share what they 
may already know about the topic of ivory and 
poaching. The students will share as much of 
their assets as possible into the short discussion 
before diving into the lesson. 
 
 
The students will watch two short videos: 
Poachers Threaten the Survival of the African 
Elephant: ( https://youtu.be/mb_rQwBw4gs ) 
and YouTube video: Illegal Ivory: Where does it 
come from?: ( https://youtu.be/Lit2DbeT-9U). 
The students will stay focused and pay attention 
and engaged in the learning. After the video, 
there will be a brief Q & A for clarifying any 




confusion about vocabulary or any questions 
from the students. 
confusion about vocabulary or any questions 




After the video, the teacher will present and 
read the article: The Ivory War: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/4
252873/download?wrap=1 ).  After the article, 
the teacher will conduct a short Q & A 
discussion to do a quick check on learning and 
understanding of the new vocabulary and lesson 
content. 
After the video, the students will read the article: 
The Ivory War: 
(https://sk.instructure.com/courses/49646/files/4
252873/download?wrap=1 ).  After the article, 
there will be a short Q & A discussion to do a 
quick check on learning and understanding of 




After the videos and article, the teacher will ask 
questions about each and clear up any confusion 
about vocabulary or lesson content before 
moving into the learning activity. The teacher 
will have the students work in teams to come up 
with three things they learned or found 
interesting about the two videos and article on 
the ivory trade and poaching in Africa. The 
students will work in teams and help one 
another answer the questions before presenting 
to the class their answers. The teacher will 
After the videos and article, the students will be 
asked questions about each and clear up any 
confusion about vocabulary or lesson content. 
The teacher will have the students work in teams 
to come up with three things they learned or 
found interesting about the two videos and 
article on the ivory trade and poaching in Africa. 
The students will work in teams and help one 
another answer the questions before presenting 
to the class their answers. The teacher will 
review the answers with the students and the 
class. 









Synchronous work/Review/Closure:  
After the videos, readings, and engaging 
learning activity, the teacher will assign the 
synchronous work to compliment the day’s 
lesson. The students will answer the following 
questions: Based on what you have learned 
about poaching in Africa and the Illegal Ivory 
Trade going on there:1. Why is important for 
the African nations to protect their animals and 
other natural resources? 2. Why do you think 
foreign nations seem to take advantage of 
Africa and its resources? 3. Explain your 
thoughts as to how Africa could protect its 
animals and other natural resources. 4. What 
does the State of Oregon do to protect its animal 
resources? 
 The teacher will remind the students to 
complete their asynchronous assignment for the 
week (Europe Expansion in Africa). Students 
will be asked to answer the Essential Question 
Synchronous work/Review/Closure:  
After the videos, readings, and engaging learning 
activity, the students will be assigned the 
synchronous work to compliment the day’s 
lesson. The students will answer the following 
questions: Based on what you have learned 
about poaching in Africa and the Illegal Ivory 
Trade going on there:1. Why is important for the 
African nations to protect their animals and other 
natural resources? 2. Why do you think foreign 
nations seem to take advantage of Africa and its 
resources? 3. Explain your thoughts as to how 
Africa could protect its animals and other natural 
resources. 4. What does the State of Oregon do 
to protect its animal resources? 
 The teacher will remind the students to 
complete their asynchronous assignment for the  
week (Europe Expansion in Africa). Students 
will be asked to answer the Essential Question of 




of the Day (What is the ivory trade in Africa?) 
as an exit ticket. 
the Day (What is the ivory trade in Africa?) as 
an exit ticket. 
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected 
during/as a result of this lesson: There will be an assessment for each class (Padlet exercise, identify a 
landmark from the previous lesson, Kahoot! activity, a map quiz/activity, and an Exit Ticket answering the 
essential question of the day to demonstrate learning). Students will be required to answer the daily 
assignment questions given as synchronous work.  The students will be expected to answer all the 
assignment questions before the next lesson in the lesson block if they do not finish the assessment before 
the end of class. The teacher will observe these assessments and be available for any questions and 
confusion the students may have regarding the assessment questions. 
 
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices: Following 
State’s Standards for 7th grade Social Studies as well as continuing the study of world geography and 
studies of world cultures. Using Jean Piaget’s theory of Cognitive Development and Assimilation (Ormrod, 
J.E. 2020, pgs. 285-291) and Lev Vygotsky’s Sociocultural Theory and Theory of Cognitive Development 
(Ormrod, J.E. 2020 pgs 312-335) using the students’ previous knowledge and assets for learning and peer 
tutoring their classmates by sharing. By letting the students bring their own personal life experiences and 
knowledge of the lessons’ subject material into the class to scaffold and model new learning for not only 








Self-Reflection Journal  
11/2: First entry into journal for Chapter three. I am a “Dewian” theorist who believes 
wholeheartedly that our experiences are what drives us to learn more than anything.  
I am learning from my lit review that is currently ongoing, that a lot of other educators tend to 
agree with my Constructivist and Behaviorist philosophy of teaching. 
Since I have already been teaching for decades, I tend to rely on what has worked in the past 
for me and my peers. That’s not to say that I can’t or won’t learn new and better ways of 
teaching, but to this point, I am still learning the lingo and terminology of pedagogy. 
I am hoping to use this daily journaling, “self-reflection journaling” to expedite and improve 
my chapter three of my Action Research Project. 
I am learning that classroom management is a difficult thing to accomplish during normal 
face to face classroom interactions, much less, when classes are virtual and all online and 
even harder when the students are all but invisible. There are many hurdles and challenges to 
contend with. The many articles are validating most of the points in my thesis and confirming 
what I believed to be true at the start, that students in a virtual classroom, should be mandated 
to have their cameras on at a minimum and not be allowed to to sign in and then immediately 
check out so they can receive attendance credit without actually being present. 
I am looking for studies that can either validate or disagree with my thesis. I have found both 
thus far in the fifteen or so articles which I've perused.  
I do need to learn more knowledge, skills, and a disposition that will allow me to better 
manage my time and my classrooms and create more participation.  
To date, my classes have very little if any participation. I primarily blame the turned off 
cameras. 




My vision is to have everyone in class to participate. I need the skills and knowledge to make 
this happen somehow. 
Using icebreakers, a pet parade, favorite foods, candy, what everybody is doing for 
Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas. Any topic that gets the attention of the students we use 
to get them to participate. 
11/3 
Didn’t learn much about my Action Research Project today, although I finished an article 
review and started a long one. I did learn that there is a lot of research and case studies to go 
through on classroom management. 
I also taught my first lessons to my 7th graders. They were lessons on the Chinese Dynasties. 
More on this later. 
11/4 
I learned today that there’s a better way to format chapter 2 of my Action Research Project. I 
see now after reading an example of another student’s ARP, that chapter two can be a 
summary of my research articles. I have fifteen articles which I’ve used and can easily briefly 
summarize each article into my chapter two while discussing why I used each article. This 
will facilitate my writing and keep me from writing too much. 
I also taught more lessons to my Wednesday/Friday cohort. I taught my 7th graders lessons on 
the Chinese Dynasties. The same lesson from yesterday. 
11/5 
Today, I was allowed to teach my 7th graders a class on one of my favorite topics and a 
subject which I enjoyed studying as an undergraduate working toward my B.A. in Asian 
Studies and Political Science at the University of Oregon.  




I would always ask myself, what am I going to do with all of this knowledge on the history of 
Japan, China, India, and the rest of Asia?  
I never imagined that one day I’d be teaching some of the stuff I never imagined needing after 
my finals exams over 30yrs years ago.  
My Cooperating Teacher (C.T.), allowed me to teach two lessons on the Chinese dynasties. 
Therefore, I taught the first lesson two times to the Tuesday/Thursday cohort and again to the 
Wednesday/Friday cohorts. I taught each lesson four times and did this twice, for a total of 
eighth lessons taught this week after teaching tomorrow. 
11/6 
Today, I taught the last lessons on Chinese Dynasties. I was pleasantly surprised that we got a 
lot more class participation today than on the previous days. The kids did seem interested in 
some of the lessons’ videos and subject matter. They especially liked some of the subject 
matter that had to do with inventions which came from China. The students are always 
amazed when they learn that something so famous or well known, came from a place other 
than the United States. They are slowly learning that the world doesn’t revolve around us. 
Also, they are learning why the name of China, in Chinese, is the “middle kingdom.” I told 
them on day one, that the Chinese were a much older civilization than we are and that we 
have learned much more from them than they from us. The kids did not understand that. 
11/8 
I learned that I could use my journaling as appendixes for my Action Research Project. This is 
good because it’s allowing me to rehash and digest information and the day’s learning. Now, I 
need to figure out the themes for my second chapter of my Action Research Project. 
 






Today, I was able to teach my 7th graders without a script or lesson plan. We had classes all 
day that would normally be taught on Tuesday, but because of the Federal holiday on 
Wednesday, we’re teaching today. I was forced to think fast and read texting and listen to the 
kids and answer many questions ranging from tech support to history relevant questions about 
China, the latest subject we have been learning about. Since I have a degree in Asian Studies 
and love discussing China and anything Asia, I was able to get the students to ask questions 
and stir their questions and conversations toward their assignments which they were supposed 
to be working on all this week. 
It was a lot of psychological pull and tug. I always wondered what I was doing would get 
found out by the students and then watch as they all rebel against me. This would result in a 
loss of hard-earned rapport and respect. Fortunately, I’ve yet to be found out. 
11/10 
Today, I had a discussion with my girlfriend about my online classes and found out that I had 
fodder for my Literature Review. I was discussing how someone had mentioned their cat and 
I had asked to see this kitty. After the student turned on his camera (the first time ever I might 
add) and showed off his new kitten, the rest of the class started opening up and turning on 
their cameras and even those without pets to show off, started turning on their microphones 
(still not the cameras) in order to join the discussion. 
I was so impressed with how easily and how quickly they all started turning on and 
participating in the class. The accidental pet parade really worked well today. I am still 
working on finding more formal ways to get the classes to participate. 






Today, I learned that the elementary schools and colleges celebrate Veterans Day and take the 
day off. This was very helpful in letting me play catch up on my Literature Review. I have 
been able to get more done being left alone to concentrate on important schoolwork and not 
given more busy work by other classes that don't help or teach me anything.  
11/12 
Today I learned how to upload video links from YouTube and article links from Newsela, into 
our school’s Learning Management System (LMS), in order for us to teach and assign the 
videos and articles to our students at a later time. My C.T. and I have been building our 
second quarter classes and had to spend a couple of hours, attaching, and uploading video and 
article links into the Canvas system. It was very time consuming and frustrating at times, but 
after a few tries and more than a few errors made on my part, I finally got to hang of it and did 
not have to have my C.T. there to guide me any longer. After spending countless hours 
learning how to use the Canvas system, I am amazed at how powerful the software is and how 
user friendly for the students. We uploaded about ten videos and even more articles for the 
students, all pertaining to Oceania and our lessons on Climate Control. There will be eight to 
ten lessons, depending on how many we can get through and how well received the topic is by 
the 7th graders.  
I was able to find a lot of information on YouTube and Newsela on the subject of Oceania, 
climate change, Australia, Palau, Kiribati, and Climate Refugees. I hope that the students 
realize how important this subject is and embrace it.  
 






Today, we worked some more on fine tuning our classes on Oceania and I worked on 
breaking down articles for my Lit Review. I only have a few more to go over and dissect 
before focusing on fine tuning the first two chapters and figuring out the different themes. I’m 
still not sure of where to put the themes. I am sure it will come to me in time. 
 
11/14 
Today, I worked on more lit review articles and tried to figure out what theme goes where. 
It’s hard to focus on the thesis/Action Research Project when I have so much other busy work 
to worry about. I wouldn’t even mind the busy work so much if i were actually learning 
something concrete from it all. It’s pretty frustrating. I guess I am learning how to handle 
frustration more than how to teach. Back to the thesis and Chapter two lit reviews. 
11/15 
Today I learned more about writing the different themes for the Literature Review. I learned: 
1. Introduction 
Not to be confused with a book review, a literature review surveys scholarly articles, books 
and other sources (e.g., dissertations, conference proceedings) relevant to a particular issue, 
area of research, or theory, providing a description, summary, and critical evaluation of each 
work. The purpose is to offer an overview of significant literature published on a topic.  
2. Components 
Similar to primary research, development of the literature review requires four stages: 




● Problem formulation—which topic or field is being examined and what are its component 
issues? 
● Literature search—finding materials relevant to the subject being explored. 
● Data evaluation—determining which literature makes a significant contribution to the 
understanding of the topic. 
● Analysis and interpretation—discussing the findings and conclusions of pertinent literature. 
Literature reviews should comprise the following elements: 
● An overview of the subject, issue or theory under consideration, along with the objectives of 
the literature review 
● Division of works under review into categories (e.g. those in support of a particular position, 
those against, and those offering alternative theses entirely) 
● Explanation of how each work is similar to and how it varies from the others. 
● Conclusions as to which pieces are best considered in their argument, are most convincing of 
their opinions, and make the greatest contribution to the understanding and development of 
their area of research. 
In assessing each piece, consideration should be given to: 
● Provenance—What are the author's credentials? Are the author's arguments supported by 
evidence (e.g., primary historical material, case studies, narratives, statistics, recent scientific 
findings)? 
● Objectivity—Is the author's perspective even-handed or prejudicial? Is contrary data 
considered or is certain pertinent information ignored to prove the author's point? 
● Persuasiveness—Which of the author's theses are most/least convincing? 




● Value—Are the author's arguments and conclusions convincing? Does the work ultimately 
contribute in any significant way to an understanding of the subject?  
3. Definition and Use/Purpose 
A literature review may constitute an essential chapter of a thesis or dissertation or may be a 
self-contained review of writings on a subject. In either case, its purpose is to: 
● Place each work in the context of its contribution to the understanding of the subject under 
review. 
● Describe the relationship of each work to the others under consideration. 
● Identify new ways to interpret, and shed light on any gaps in, previous research. 
● Resolve conflicts amongst seemingly contradictory previous studies. 
● Identify areas of prior scholarship to prevent duplication of effort. 
● Point the way forward for further research. 
● Place one's original work (in the case of theses or dissertations) in the context of existing 
literature. 
11/16 
Today I learned about how invaluable to thesis or study journaling can be. I also learned that 
notetaking has more strategies than I would have ever believed. I also learned that what I’ve 
been doing with all of my decades of notetaking, have not been for not and have actually been 
productive. This is good for me, because I have many journal entries and want to incorporate 
a lot of my writings into my books I am writing as well as this Action Research Project. 
11/17 
I learned today during my student teaching that time management is a very important part of 
management. I went over on my time when I neglected to properly manage my time. I was 




having so much fun with the students and the C.T. that I lost track of the time and had to be 
reminded by the C.T. that I still might want to wrap it up and assign the asynchronous 
assignment before the students had to leave. I also learned that it would be a lot easier to prep 
my Interactive Notebook (INB) slides so that I didn’t have to build them and slow down the 
class. I built them during class in order to demonstrate to the students how to find information 
on the internet and drag the information over into the INB and then crop it to fit and do other 
things as well. The students are constantly asking us how to do all of the stuff I was doing, so 
i felt like I was killing two birds with one stone. I’ll prepare my INB slides for tomorrow’s 
class and see how it goes. 
 
11/18 
Today, I had my slides prepped, but still had a hard time with the time, spending too much 
time with the students and going off on tangents to answer questions that didn’t pertain to our 
lesson, but were related (smallest country in the world/Rome/the Vatican). I did use the 
prepared slides to my benefit. I will do the same tomorrow and use a timer to alert me of 
when it’s time to wrap up the lesson and assign the students’ asynchronous assignment. 
Tomorrow should go much better. I am slowly tightening my shot group and by the last 
lesson on Friday, I’ll be almost perfect. 
11/19 
Today I learned that prepping my slides and learning from the previous day’s lessons taught 
was invaluable information and something I knew from my previous years of teaching, but 
having never taught online, I was and still am learning all of the pitfalls and technical issues 
that can and do come up being an online teacher. I am amazed at how much can go wrong 




when everything is going so well. There is always something technical with one of the 
students’ chrome books and even with my own computer.  We had a power outage, and it 
took a while for the power to come back on and then the rerouting of the internet and Wi-Fi. 
One thing I learned from teaching and coaching children is that they are easily distracted and 
if there is even the slightest distraction, they lose focus and attention, and you have to review 
again for a few minutes to catch up to where you were when the distraction happened. There 
are still so many situations and scenarios that I have yet to experience during our online 
training and teaching. I imagine that by the time we go back to the classrooms, I will have 
mastered most of this online business and also learned as much as one needs to know to be a 
Microsoft technician.  
11/20 
Today I learned that no matter how prepared you think you are to teach your classes for the 
day, there’s always something that can and will pop up and make you regret not being more 
prepared. I’ve discovered that Murphy is always there to bite you, no matter how prepared I 
try to be. Today, I had everything ready, or so I thought. I hadn’t planned for a flock of new 
students who were not present for my last class on our topic of the week. I was forced to 
adjust my classroom management strategies and lesson plan on the fly in order to make the 
day’s lesson meaningful. My students were lost and couldn’t answer even the simplest 
questions on the topic we were teaching for the week. I was amazed at the flimsy excuses the 
students were happily giving me for not knowing the answers to my questions. It was as if 
they were proud that they were absent and without an acceptable excuse. It was a shame too, 
because my lesson was going to be a lot of fun and very interesting. Unfortunately, due to 




spending too much time reviewing what I taught on the previous day, I was not able to go into 
the details and explain the things that I was looking forward to teaching. 
11/21 
Today, while watching my alma mater's football game (Oregon Ducks), I learned that there 
are three sections to complete for the Commentary section of the EDTPA. I also learned to my 
chagrin, that each of these three sections is quite long and requires a lot of writing, data 
import, and time to complete. I am going to start on the first section of task one and move on 
to the next section and finish the third section one by one. I only hope that I can complete 
these sections by the due date in a few weeks. I plan on spending my Thanksgiving weekend 
devoted to getting these sections and more of my Action Research project’s Chapter two 
polished up and completed. I didn’t realize how much busy work was entailed in this Mock 
edTPA. I would have been able to study up on this better had I not been kept so busy with my 
four other classes and all of the busy work that keeps me from focusing on one or two classes 
and my Action Research Project.  
11/22 
Didn’t teach this morning. I spent all morning working on my lesson plans, interactive 
Notebook (INB) slides, timing the videos and Newsela articles, and trying to synch all of the 
media for tomorrow’s classes on Oceania, Australia, and Climate Control. Today was also our 
seminar day for writing our Action Research Project. I am trying to get more done on Chapter 









I didn’t have to teach today, due to the students not having classes on Mondays. Instead, I 
worked on my classes I built on the topic of Oceania and Climate Change. I pulled up my 
slides and opened up my Interactive Notebook (INB) in order to build my new slides, I would 
use to teach on Tuesday and Wednesday. I learned my lesson the hard way the first day of 
trying to build my slides as I taught, thinking that it would slow me down and allow the 
students to see how I was using Canvas and the LMS’ tools capabilities to make a superior 
product and greatly enhance the amount of information and knowledge that can be shared and 
stored in the INB. The more I play with it and use it, the more I like it and use.  I also went 
through the videos and articles I am planning on using tomorrow and again on Wednesday. If 
nothing else, it makes for great preparation and getting my timing down. 
11/24 
Today’s class went better than I thought it would. I didn’t expect so much participation in the 
first class of the week. My class was not only a review of last week’s classes on Oceania and 
Australia, but a progression and deeper dive into Australia as a continent and biggest country 
in Oceania. The students did a great job of asking questions and making statements about 
Australia. We had our Instructor Assistant (IA), Jonathan, in our class again today. I use 
Jonathon as a foil to get the other students chatting and asking questions. They see a young 
guy and want to know more about him. The students were amazed that Jonathon knew so 
much about Australia, but the truth is, he just paid attention to both my preview and pre lesson 
review, that he had no problem answering my questions. By relying on Jonathon, who is less 
than ten years older than the students, I was able to stimulate conversation and discussion 
centered around the lesson topic. Today, it worked like a charm. After finishing my lecture 




and video portion of the lesson, i gave the students the rest of the class period to work on the 
synchronous assignment, ask questions, discuss what everyone was doing for Thanksgiving, 
what kinds of meals they were going to eat, who likes and doesn't like pumpkin pie, who likes 
and is going to eat turkey, etc., etc. It was interesting to hear who was going to eat turkey and 
whose families were returning home to Mexico or had relatives going or coming from 
Mexico. Because so many of our students are from immigrant families, there are a lot that 
were missing this week. According to my C.T., a lot of the students are on the road on their 
way back to Mexico for the holidays to visit and stay with their families. He says that it’s the 
norm and that if we get half the class, we should consider ourselves lucky. 
 
11/24 
Today, I taught my second class about Australia and introduction to Climate Change. I had to 
review the classes I taught last week on Oceania and even the information about Australia. 
The students acted as if they were not present last week and didn’t even know where Australia 
was or that it was part of Oceania. I spent over ten minutes reviewing all of my slides from 
last week. After reviewing with the students about all that we were supposed to have learned 
last week, I showed them another more lively and better video on Australia that they liked. 
After the video, I went over my two new slides with new information and even some review 
from last week. The students loved the slide about the dangerous animals and wanted to talk 
about the crabs on Christmas island. After spending another ten to fifteen minutes discussing 
and asking questions about what they saw on the video and my slides, I went over their class 
assignment and had them answer seven questions. I also went over the asynchronous 
assignment they had to do. The students all wanted to chat about anything other than the 




lesson. Today is the day before Thanksgiving and they were asking about whether or not they 
have class on Friday. If they would pay just a little attention during the classes, they’d have all 
of the answers and then some. 
11/30 
Today I worked on trying to figure on finalizing, editing, and formatting Chapter two of my 
Action Research paper. Every time I worked on it in Google Drive and copied it to Word to 
back it up on my computer, the formatting would get messed up. I must have wasted two 
hours on correcting typos, spacing errors, grammar mistakes, and formatting errors, only to 
have to go back into Word and redo almost everything. Very frustrating. It’s handed in now 
and done for the near future. Now, it’s time to focus on Chapter three and my methodology. 
12/1 
Today I taught the fifth of eighth lessons on Oceania and climate change to the class. I am 
getting the technology and timing parts down. I am getting the hang of using Zoom also and 
even learning new things about Google Docs and Canvas as well. For the Mock EdTPA, I am 
learning about all of the pieces that go into this project. I seem to be picking them up little by 
little as they appear in the due box. I miss a lot of them while I am watching the many video 
lessons, not being able to remember all of the many details that are flooding in during a hectic 
and crazy busy week of classes. It takes time to digest all of this new data, information, and 
vocabulary that is being dropped on us students in this condensed course. I worry that I will 
miss so much, trying to tread water and stay afloat. I wish that we had a checklist (not a 
syllabus) for each class that outlined clearly what is due and when. Each of our courses has 
syllabi that have most of the information, but scattered throughout the five or more pages, 
making it hard to remember and find during the term. Thank goodness for my Excel 




spreadsheet I use to map out what’s due on which day and which week. It’s the only thing that 
keeps me straight. I learned what and where the Context for learning is yesterday and today 
found a working template that may or may not work. The template in the handbook is 
different from that which was used in the video lesson on the subject, so I am not sure if I am 
on the correct track or not. It’s just like Phase III of the lesson plan. What is that and where do 
I find a template? I STILL don’t know, so I handed in the whole lesson plan in hopes that it 
will suffice.   
12/2 
Today, I learned all about my middle school’s demographics which I needed for my Mock 
EdTPA Context of Learning section to Part I of the write up. I learned that my school is about 
90% Latino. I was told by my C.T. that we were the minorities in the school. I guess it’s a 
good thing I speak Spanish. It’s definitely come in handy already in my classrooms. I noticed 
an immediate rapport with the students after they learned that I could not only speak their first 
language and language spoken inside their homes but speak to it more properly than they. 
I worked with Rita Nelson, a Waldo Middle School teacher and guidance counselor on 
finding the statistics I needed and learned about some new websites and some new software 
out there for teachers for gauging a school’s statistics. I am most impressed with the statistics 
that were shared with me today. I especially enjoyed seeing the statistics about attendance by 
grade/gender/ethnicity/etc. Very interesting. I would like to see a column added for those 
students who live in single parent households. That would be telling. 
12/3 
Today in class, I had one student who is notorious for not completing his assignments, try and 
use distraction with me to keep me from asking questions about his many missing 




assignments. He wanted to chat about his online business selling shirts and masks and NOT 
discuss his lack of diligence in completing his work. This Tuesday/Thursday cohort tends to 
have many who either don’t log in to class and attend or attend for attendance credit only to 
disappear and not participate. I am told by my C.T. that they are still under the perception that 
if they show up for a couple of seconds, they will get attendance credit and thus, pass the 7th 
grade. They are due a rude wakeup call when their grades are sent home with a lot of fails. I 
was amazed at how many are just plain not completing their very easy tasks and assignments. 
Amazing. 
12/4 
Today, Friday, I taught the last of my four classes (8 sessions taught in all to both cohort 
groups) on Oceania and Climate Change. The Wednesday/Friday cohort is by far my favorite 
group of kids. They participate in most lessons, regardless of topic and are fun, funny, love to 
joke around and communicate during the lessons. It might have something to do with the fact 
that we now have a Teaching Assistant, Jonathan, in our class now to help out. One would 
think that having three adults with their cameras constantly on would intimidate and maybe 
scare some of the kids, but it doesn’t seem to deter them from communicating at all and might 
even stimulate the conversations. Next week is my finals week and I don’t have to attend or 
help out my C.T., but because I have a relationship with the students, I don’t want to miss out 
on what they’re being taught or learning and for that, I will attend and help my C.T. to the 
best of my abilities. Plus, it gets me going in the morning and is enjoyable for me. I do miss 
the students when I am away on a long weekend. It will be sad to say goodbye to these kids 
next June when I am done with this program. I have already grown attached to most of them 
and their quirky attitudes and personalities.  





Today we had our monthly Teachers’ workshop. The theme was actually the center theme of 
my thesis and Action Research Project, that of how to better engage and stimulate classroom 
participation and improve classroom management. I was a bit surprised and pleased to hear 
that the theme was one that I could learn from and inject into my project. The main points I 
came away with were that everyone is suffering from this blank screen and lack of 
participation syndrome. Also, the leaders of the workshop had some good ideas to suggest we 
use in our classrooms. When they asked all 75 plus of us (undergraduate and graduate 
students were present today) for our input and feedback, I heard a lot of great ideas and 
strategies as to how to get the students involved and motivated to participate. A lot of the 
ideas were ideas I have either tried or have used in the past with some success. There’s not 
much I haven’t tried. Because I run the risk of alienating my students, I tend to be a bit nicer 
and gentler with them than I would be if we were in together in a face-to-face classroom 
environment. My favorite strategy was a go to of mine I use both before and after holidays or 
weekends. I ask the students to share their favorite foods, pets, music, candy, or anything else 
they may have an interest in. This almost always works to get the students chatting and 
comparing notes and wanting to share their opinions with the class. I enjoy this strategy 
because it gets the students talking and warmed up for the day’s lesson. I was pleasantly 
surprised by today’s Teacher workshop and hope that it will continue to be of learning value. 
Towards the end of the meeting, a gentleman from the school district (I can’t recall his name) 
came on to chat with us about applying for positions as substitute teachers as well as 
contracting for filling temporary positions while a teacher is out on vacation or having a baby 
or whatever. The conversation was very informative and interesting. It gave me hope and 




ideas about finishing my MAT Program, applying with the school district as a substitute 
teacher, and then hope to possibly fill a slot needed in one of the local schools in the district. I 
also very much liked what he said about having a lot of flexibility as a substitute teacher. 
There is not a need for many substitutes at this time since almost all teachers are teaching 
from home, but there will be a great need when the students return to the classrooms. Also, 
with all of the retirements in process, there will most likely be a need for contracted teachers 
filling temporary slots as teachers transition into retirement or other positions. I would very 
much like to sign on for one of these temporary positions. This type of work would allow me 
to determine whether or not I would be happy working at a particular school and if I would 
like to teach a particular subject. It would be a win, win for me professionally. I just hope that 
we get back into the classroom by next Fall.  
12/8 
Today, I learned how to link Google files, folders, and documents without losing the links 
when moving the files and folders around from within the folders. I was building a Mock 
EdTPA folder that contained about five folders inside the primary folder. I was thinking that it 
would break the link if I built new folders inside the already existing and connected link. I 
was afraid that if I built new subfolders and dropped existing files into those new folders, that 
the link granting access to my files would be broken. I sent a link to my C.T. and asked him to 
open up my files to see what he could see.  After building the new folders while my C.T. 
watched and dropped the already existing files into their folders which I had just created, my 
C.T. and I (he shared his screen with me) could see my both creating and dropping files into 
the new folders without breaking the link to the primary folder I had given access to yesterday 
to my instructor. I was worried that I was complicating things by trying to get more organized 




and make everything nice and pretty for my instructor, there being a lot of different files I was 
sharing for this Mock EdTPA. Google is truly amazing, and I am almost daily amazed at the 
technology at our fingertips. When I think about what I could have accomplished with this 
technology when I was in school and how I would have been a much better student and 
maybe even would have stayed on for more schooling had I had more success while younger.    
12/9 
The issue of class participation seems to be rampant with everyone teaching today at this time 
during the pandemic. I am seeing stories in the national news about students failing all over 
the United States. Then, I tune in to local news and see the exact same thing happening here at 
home. I also speak to my sister-in-law who teaches Special Education in another city. She 
tells me that she is also struggling to get her students to participate and get passing grades. My 
niece, who teaches 8th grade English and literature classes, just informed me last night via 
text messaging, that she too is having issues getting her students to turn on their cameras and 
that it’s affecting her teaching and her students’ grades. I think that part of the issue is that we 
are trying to conduct online teaching as if it is face to face teaching, which is how we’re all 
accustomed to teaching. Online teaching requires training in specific online teaching 
strategies and skill development with instructional technologies designed for online 
instruction. I see that some states like Maryland, have online teaching requirements that we 
out west don’t have. The Maryland State Department of Education requires teachers to be 
certified in online instruction in order to teach their courses. This pandemic has made all of us 
online teachers without the proper training. There was just no time to get all of the thousands 
of teachers certified or trained for online training. I am sure that most believed that this 
pandemic would not last more than a few months as well and that we’d be back to normal by 




the Fall.  We addressed this very problem of practice in our PLC today. Our department 
submission rate for the first week of the term was 38%. We examined the root causes and 
determined which causes are within our locus of control. We then shared our best practices to 
address the causes. Many of the team members plan to employ Nearpod to increase student 
engagement and some are trying writing to learn strategies to improve confidence. We’ll work 
through the cycle to see if our practices improve our submission rates. All we can do is 
PRACTICE. That’s what professional educators are - practitioners. We practice and try 
different things until we get it right. For every class, have an essential question for the 
students. Every class needs a focus and a question for the students to get answered. 
12/10 
Today, we taught a lesson on the island of Tasmania, the only island state of a country that’s 
the only island continent, Australia. It was taught to our Tuesday/Thursday cohort which is 
infamous for being very silent and non-participatory. They just do not like to participate at all. 
Today’s topic did get them talking about all of the animals in Tasmania, particularly the 
Tasmanian Devil. Our students love to chat about animals. This just backs up and verifies my 
claim that the best way to get a 7th grader to talk is to chat about animals, video games, 
music, or food. These topics will get any 7th grader to open up almost guaranteed. My C.T. 
and I are planning how to do more assessments with the students. We need both formative and 
summative assessments. When the students are so quiet, it’s hard to ask who knows what 
about a certain topic and get a response. Luckily, my C.T. has a plan and strategy he learned 
from another Social Studies teacher who uses a special software that lets the kids interact with 
the software and answer questions, usually multiple-choice questions, to complete the 
formative assessment. Then, after the lesson, we give them the summative assessment using 




the same software or another that forces the student to give feedback after submitting a code 
on a website that opens a set of questions for the students to answer. We need to practice this 
to see how well it will work. I am trying to prepare for the Spring when we give our EdTPA 
and will most likely have to have a formative and summative assessment for the lessons 
which I’ll be teaching. 
12/11  
Today, the class was very active and had a lot of participation. I believe that it was the topic 
of Tazmania and all of the many animals and foods that we were discussing. Also, the 
assignment caused a lot of consternation and confusion. That led to a surprising amount of 
chatter and students helping each other via text. The students were still not wanting to come 
on and show their faces or use the microphones and show their voices. There are only two or 
three students who are brave enough to do that. I am still struggling with my Chapter two of 
my Action Research project. 
12/13 
I finally had the time to go over a lot of the links provided to us during fall term, but never 
had the time to search for, open, read, watch (videos), take notes, and back up in my own files 
so that I’d know where to find them later. During the term, there was just never enough time 
to do proper diligent research and I was always feeling behind in all five of the classes we 
were juggling. Now, I have the time and discovered today that there are some great examples 
provided that I wish I had seen during the term but missed. I am now going over the examples 
and making notes about how to update, edit, and change my current Chapter 2 of my Action 
Research Project. I was told by my adviser that I was missing the boat with my current draft 
and that it needed a lot of work. I am seeing that now as I dive into the examples and start 




watching some of the videos I didn’t watch during the term. In the future, next term, I will 
have to make time to read every article and watch every video provided. I am now learning 
what a proper Literature Review should look like. I have almost the suggested number of 
articles (20) for my Lit Review. I will add a few more to my Graphic Organizer I am using to 
organize all of my many articles. I have to rebuild my chapter2. This is what I have started 
doing today and will continue to do so until it is acceptable. 
12/14 
Today I conducted research on my new Literature Review theme of Equity in online teaching. 
I am rewriting my chapter 2 to have a tone which is less critical and less editorial and more 
unbiased and scholarly sounding. I will keep my primary theme of classroom management in 
an online environment and add the Teaching with equity in an online environment. I will also 
change my third theme to either something to do with Social Studies as suggested by my 
advisor or go with my choice of Improving my time management during online instruction. I 
have been struggling with the time management piece more than any other aspect of my 
teaching.  
12/15 
Today we taught our Tuesday/Thursday cohort, “the quiet group” as I refer to them. This class 
does not like to participate in the least. To prove my point, my computer’s microphone wasn’t 
connected this morning after connecting my wireless earbud speakers last night in the hope of 
hearing a few videos better. I never disconnected the earbuds from the Bluetooth nor returned 
the primary speakers back to the computer’s speakers. This caused me to have no microphone 
for some reason. I had to run a diagnostic test on the sound system and get Windows to 
recognize that it needed to be reconnected, then reboot the computer before it would start 




working again. This won’t happen again. I am also working on finding new articles for 
teaching equity in an online environment. 
 
12/16 
Today’s class was great. Another very interesting class about New Zealand that the students 
seemed to like a lot. I discussed my chapter 2, the Literature Review chapter of my Action 
Research Project, with my C.T. and he suggested that I run with my idea of using for my third 
theme, time management improvement. It’s not a Social Studies related theme per se but is 
something that I have been working on during my teaching time at the school. This is a theme 
that is more relevant than just choosing something related to the area I am teaching in. This 
afternoon’s meeting with the advisor will tell. I’ll have to wait and see what she recommends. 
I had a Zoom today with my adviser. It was very productive. I was able to gain from her the 
needed information I needed to complete the second chapter of my literature review. Now my 
three sub-themes are: classroom management and online engagement strategies, teaching for 
equity, and teaching academic language in Social Studies to ELL students. These three themes 
tie together very well and are perfectly suited to my current needs as an emerging teacher in a 
middle school full of ELL students.  I will incorporate student centered instruction, language-
based theories of learning, and discuss academic language in my Action Research Project. 
12/17 
  Today I learned that my three themes have been well researched, studied, and written about 
over the past ten years. Finding information about teaching for equity and academic language 
to English Language Learners isn’t going to be as difficult as I had originally thought. It’s 




great to see that there are so many articles, papers, and studies written about these themes of 
mine.  
1/5  
Today’s classes were our first since Christmas break and it showed. The students were 
sluggish, not remembering anything which we’d discussed only a couple of weeks earlier. It 
felt as if they were coming back from summer break rather than a short two-week winter 
break. I was able to get the students to open up and discuss their Christmas’ and some wanted 
to share about their gifts and what they ate during the special time of the year. We discussed 
gifts and who gave what to who and of Christmases past. The kids also liked to discuss 
Christmas movies which they watched and liked and more so, which they didn’t like. 
1/6 
Today’s class was a bit like those from above, but more so and more chat. I had our chatty 
class, and they love to chat, give each other a hard time, joke around, and get a bit rowdy.  
1/7 
Today’s classes have the class which doesn’t like to participate in any way. They don’t want 
to text or show their faces. This is a class which doesn’t seem interested in anything other 
than being invisible. I am determined to get them to open up in one way or another. It may 
take all year, but before we return to the classroom, I would like to see their faces at least 
once. I will continue to audition new strategies until I find one that motivates them to open up 
and start texting, using their microphones, or maybe, with great luck, turn on their cameras. 
1/8 
Today’s class was very active with a lot of participation from our 7th graders. Today’s cohort 
group is the most active and they tend to participate a lot more than any other class. We 




discussed Africa’s Sahara Desert. The students seemed to enjoy the discussions and lesson 
content. Getting the students to open up was not as difficult as with other classes. 
1/11 
Today we attended the monthly Teacher Candidate Workshop. We continued the lesson on 
Classroom Management and the 2x10 strategy along with others we should employ in order to 
get our students to participate. I particularly liked the showing of thumbs up or down when 
signaling the understanding of a concept or idea. I also like the 3-2-1 to denote a level of 
understanding among students. 
We also learned about students' personalities being like either a cat or a dog. I mentioned that 
the majority of students in middle school, especially mine, are cats who don’t want to 
participate in class. I use the dogs to herd and motivate the cats. It’s a constant battle, trying to 
get tweens and new teenagers to participate in most anything. 
1/12 
Today, we had a substitute teacher sitting in for my C.T., Mr. Conwell. He has been teaching 
since the mid 80’s and has a lot of experience. He was a really good teacher and a joy to learn 
from. I was glad that I was there to assist him in getting the classes going and teaching him 
the format and how things are run. It was good that I was there, or things may have gone 
sideways quickly, as he was trying to teach the first period lesson to our Advisory class, and 
he was unaware of our time limits and class schedule. I don’t envy his having to learn on the 
fly. Not his fault for not knowing. He was put in the position of teacher at the last minute. 
1/13 
Today we learned about academic language, preloading vocabulary, discourse and syntax. We 
also discussed vocabulary, but there was no learning there. I have been hearing about 




academic language for months now, but until the beginning of this week’s lessons, I never 
truly understood what it was and how it relates to pedagogy and learning. Now, while writing 
my lesson plans, I have a much better understanding of what to add to that section asking for 
the academic language I plan on using during the lesson I am writing. Included with the 
academic language, there is the discourse and syntax I will use to relate the lesson’s materials 
to the students. Syntax has always been a computer term to me before this week, meaning a 
set of conventions for organizing symbols, words, and phrases together into structures by 
using words, diagrams, charts symbols, etc. The term, Discourse, I learned last night, means a 
discussion or narration about a book or historical occurrence. Displaying an ethos, pathos, or 
logos to demonstrate knowledge and trust, proofs, evidence, and reason in persuasion of what 
is being taught is true and should be believed. Discourse is an exposition to inform and share 
information and is the structure of written or spoken language; how we talk, write, participate 
in knowledge construction. I will use “discourse” and “syntax” while teaching my classes in 
order to impart my knowledge and the knowledge from the materials I will introduce to my 
students. 
1/14 
Today we ended our first of two weeks with our substitute teacher. The Wednesday/Friday 
cohort class is always the best and most participatory class out of all our classes. These kids 
love to chat, text each other, ask questions, and I believe that they learn more than the other 
students from the other classes. I learned that scolding them early and firmly the first time 
they start chatting and getting off topic, works best for keeping their attention longer. They 
will eventually stray back to their chatting, but it’s less than had we instructors not taken 
action early. I also use a lot of questioning pertaining to the lesson to keep them focused and 




on track, not giving them enough time to have sidebar conversations with their friends while 
we’re trying to conduct a lesson. I noticed that during our short videos, the kids quickly tune 
out and start chatting. Their attention spans are shorter than expected and the students have to 
be entertained and engaged at all times in order to maintain their attention. 
1/18 
Today is Martin Luther King Jr. (MLK) Day and a national holiday, so there is no school 
today. I am using my holiday as a chance to not only catch up on all of my classes’ readings, 
but to get a little bit ahead as well. I am also using this time to go through my advisor's notes. 
She left me for ways to improve on my chapters one and two of my Action Research Project. I 
am very happy with the remarks and comments she has left me and am finding her direction 
very useful and educational. For example, I was counseled to add conclusions to each of my 
three chapter two themes. I didn’t consider this while writing the chapter, using a chapter 
conclusion instead. I love the idea about adding sub conclusions to each of the themes I am 
discussing in my chapter two Literature Review. Now, I just need to keep plugging away at 
her suggestions and notes she left me to action.  
1/19 
Today was the first day of classes after the three-day MLK holiday and the kids were more 
than a bit rusty and lethargic. My C.T. is still out on assignment with his Army Reserve unit 
and won’t be back until next week, so we still have the same substitute teacher. The sub is 
doing a great job of being patient with the students and demonstrating his experience teaching 
a variety of topics. I am learning subtle strategies of teaching and wish that we could be in the 
classroom together so that I could watch him in action and learn more about how he teaches. 
He has a few decades experience teaching and I am sure that I could learn a lot from him. 





Today was our Wed/Fri cohort and they are the chatty and very active class. We were 
discussing a very interesting topic of African colonization and the class was active, but not for 
the right reasons. The class prefers to chat on off topic discussions. I am looking forward to 
the day when I can be in front of the class and squash any side-bar conversations that don’t 
pertain to my lesson. I have had many classes in the past that were particularly active, hyper, 
and very chatty. They must be dealt with quickly and with a bit of force in order to keep them 
from believing that they can get away with continuing their conversations. This is a good 
learning environment for learning how to deal with such behavior in a virtual classroom. It’s 
easier when you can just shut off the chat function and put an end to any chatting. Of course, 
that will stifle classroom interaction and participation as well. There’s a tradeoff for sure, but 
necessary at times. For the most part, the classroom decorum is well within tolerable limits. I 
rarely have to snap at the kids and never have to kick them out or threaten to do so. They are 
very respectful for the most part. I really appreciate that. 
1/21 
Today we taught to our silent cohort, and they do not participate, no matter how many 
questions you ask them. They are just tuned out for whatever reason. 
1/25 
No teaching today but learned a lot about Chapter 3 of the Action Research Project as well as 
the EdTPA Commentaries. The more we discuss these two large projects, the better I feel 
about completing them.  
Chapter 3 is about: what we’re going to do for our Action Research Project 
Overview of the project 




Research questions (themes) 
Project’s purpose and goal 
Significance and purpose of the project  
Project design and/or methods (how we’re going to do it) 
Final projects and dissemination 
References  
Graphs, Charts, etc. 
1/26 
Today was our quiet TU/TH cohort group that almost never communicates. They do not turn 
on their cameras or microphones and seldom text. I asked some questions and received only 
one text from a student who is the bravest of the class and is pretty good about opening up his 
mike when we ask them to do so. He’s also good at texting answers. The others will not 
cooperate and prefer to stay invisible. 
1/27 
This week we are wrapping up our second quarter and are trying to motivate the students to 
get caught up on their homework and missing assignments. There are too many that just won’t 
participate and don’t appear to have anyone at home helping them to motivate and assist. The 
students are just logging in to be present only to disappear moments after logging in. Trying 
to get the students to participate is like pulling teeth. There are a few students who 
consistently participate, but the majority of the classes either don’t understand enough to feel 
comfortable participating, or just aren’t there in front of their screens to do so. 
I had to go to WOU today to get my vaccination in order to be eligible for teaching in the 
schools when and if they open up soon. This took most of the morning. 





Today was our chatty and very participative class, therefore, we had a lot of chatter in the text 
box and even some came on to let us know that we weren’t opening up certain screens while 
demonstrating stuff. A good lesson learned in classroom management, keeping a better eye on 
the chat box and/or assigning someone to do it for the teacher who is busy teaching and can’t 
watch the chat box. Today we tasked our students with playing catch up on any and all 
missing assignments. Today was the last day of the quarter for the students, so they have until 
midnight tonight to finish up any unfinished work and submit via Canvas. 
2/4 
Today was our first day with our new Tuesday/Thursday cohort of the 3rd quarter. Unlike the 
Tuesday/Thursday group from last quarter, these students like to chat, share what they know, 
give each other a hard time, and joke around with one another.  They also seem to know one 
another much better than last quarter’s students. We’re going to have much more fun this 
quarter than last.  
I am not sure if I am getting better at drawing out responses or getting kids to open up, but I 
was able to somehow get today’s classes to participate more than ever before. I decided to try 
some new strategies I had read about in some of my many articles and studies I read when 
researching my themes.  
I focused on some of the young female students with Hispanic backgrounds and surnames, 
trying to get them to participate. Two of the girls have the same name as my daughter, 
Camila, and I used that as my gambit for getting them to open up enough to gain/win their 
confidence in me to give me a chance and discover on their terms and in their own time, that I 




am a safe person to chat with and share information, opinions, feelings, and get help from 
when they need it.  
We were doing some things with the computers and software that most would find difficult to 
do, so I did my best with success to let these students, most of which are English Language 
Learners (ELLs). I purposely let it slip that I speak Spanish, and this opened many 
opportunities and doors for me and seemed to magically gain the confidence of every ELL in 
the classes I taught today. Demonstrating that I speak their language is my trump card which I 
only use as a magic bullet or get out of jail card, but today, because we were introducing 
ourselves and working with the computer software to set up accounts and Digital Interactive 
Notebooks (INBs), I may have let the cat out of the bag a bit early to gain favor. It worked 
like a charm and led to much more participation. 
2/5 
Today we were introduced to our new Wednesday/ Friday cohort. This class, while not as 
chatty and chummy with one another, is still a class that is not afraid to chat in the chat box or 
come on their microphones and ask questions or let us know when there’s a problem. I have 
been trying to use different classroom management strategies with every class to see how they 
work, and I must be doing something right, because I had one student tell me in a one-on-one 
chat that my class was her favorite class. She said that she liked that we were asking them 
questions about themselves and letting them talk about themselves and genuinely seemed to 
care about them. She also liked that we laugh a lot and have fun.  
I asked her if she felt safe to speak up and speak out about issues, problems, questions, or just 
chat about what she likes and doesn’t like. She responded that she normally doesn’t open up 




in her online classes but will do so with our class now that we have proven ourselves a safe 
audience and people she can trust with her questions and statements. 
Her remarks made me feel both proud and happy, realizing that my strategies for improving 
my classroom management and efforts at teaching to equity and justice are paying off and 
most of all, that the students are seeing my efforts and reacting positively.  
2/9 
Today, I taught all day. I taught our new TU/TH cohort group of students, and they were still 
uncertain about where they should be and when. The beginning of a new quarter is always a 
bit hectic. I also had to spend too much time retraining the students how to find their Digital 
Interactive Notebooks (INBs). We showed them how to make them last week and most forgot 
where they were stored (in their Google Drives). Also, we spent time showing them how to 
add new pages to the INB and more difficult, how to take screenshots of what they were 
seeing on screen to save into their notebooks. This slowed down my classes considerably. 
After finally getting going, the first of the three classes I taught today went well, but too much 
time reading a long article for the students. I was able to get everything in, but with only a few 
minutes to spare and not enough time for the students to work on their four questions they 
were assigned from the lesson. 
The next lesson, my C.T., found a shorter, easier article to read. That speed things up 
considerably the second go around. I read both pages, opting to read more than less and 
afterwards, I learned that I should have only read the first page. The videos were good. I let 
the second video go a couple of minutes too long for the first class but cut it off at around five 
minutes in the last two classes, learning my lesson from the first class. 




By the third class, I was good at the videos, the lecture, and the reading, leaving the students 
plenty of time to work on their assignment. It worked out so well that most finished their 
work before class ended. 
I saved the chat sessions from all three classes to use in my Chapter 3 as artifacts and 
verification of progressing as a teacher.  
2/10 
Today I taught the same class I taught all day yesterday, so I was very well prepared and had 
no problem with the class. My timing was down pat, my knowledge of the education 
technology was tuned in, no problems teaching the students how to find their INBs, add new 
slides to their notebooks, or even how to take a screenshot. Everything was clicking. The 
students were more receptive to my prompts and strategies for motivating them to participate. 
I even remembered to focus on those with language barriers, my ELL students and IEPs. I had 
a great time and so did the students. This class definitely demonstrated where my 
strategies and teaching to equity as well as focusing on my ELL students, paid off with 
increased participation and assignment completion rate. 
2/11 
Today it was obvious that our students were on their A game and so was I as an instructor. I 
have been fortunate enough to have a great set of students this quarter, or is it that I am 
improving my teaching techniques and have honed them to the point where I can elicit more 
responses faster and with better results? Today, I also noticed how much more tech savvy our 
students are than in the past two quarters of this school year. Our students are not able to pick 
up on a lot of the technical aspects of using their Chromebooks, like setting up a digital 
notebook, adding slides to it, and taking screenshots of what’s going on during a lesson for 




their own notebooks. It’s also easier to see who is trying and who is not even trying. The 
students' answers and work is not similar looking, but either very good or very poor, 
demonstrating who is trying and who is not or who just plain didn’t pay attention and is trying 
to slide by with minimum efforts. Today I tried to engage the students using a modeling 
technique that worked well. I put myself out there a little and they took the bait and ran with it 
and it led to more participation amongst the students.  
2/12 
Today, I taught the students our “Why we study history” class. I learned that my strategy 
about waiting for the students to reply to my prompts and questions was starting to work 
better and was receiving more participation sooner than in previous classes and quarters. By 
showing more patience, I was able to get more feedback and class participation. I am also 
trying the strategy of calling out individual students who don’t seem to participate as often 
and trying to coax them out of their shells. This is working with some and not with others. It 
appears to be hit and miss. I had one student actually turn on his camera today and participate 
with us for a while. He tends to be the most participative and not afraid to show off what he 
knows and he knows more than most. It was a great class with a lot of participation, giving 
me many opportunities to try out new teaching techniques and strategies. I am always aware 
of focusing on those students who have problems with English, giving them more room and 
time to express themselves and share with the class. They are fighting with slow internet 
connections and language barriers, so I do my best to accommodate them and give them all 
the opportunities to catch up, practice their spoken and written English, and help them in as 
many ways as possible. 
 





Today, I learned that if you are a substitute teacher, you need to practice the audio/video 
lessons set up by the primary teacher. This wasn’t done during our first period class and we 
had a number of technical difficulties. The chat from the students was better than usual as a 
result. The students gave their feedback on slowing down the audio which was too fast and 
asking other pertinent questions that helped make the class more beneficial for the students. I 
was glad that they answered my questions and prompts and participated in class much more 
than usual. 
2/24 
Today I received more validation of a Classroom Management strategy that has been 
previously taught me but was reaffirmed to me again today. We finally had a situation where 
technology went wrong, and we couldn’t access our first class.  We missed our Advisory class 
due to technical difficulties.  I was locked out after the class was started early and students 
were let in by the substitute teacher. This is yet another good reason to NOT let anyone into 
the class before the class actually starts. Lesson reaffirmed there again.  
3/2 
Today, we taught the Great Wall of China class and used the Padlet application as a 
teaching tool. We asked the students to put into a Padlet sticky note all that they remembered 
from previous lessons we’ve just recently covered about China.  It worked fantastic for a first 
go around. The class really liked it and participation was great. There were still a lot of 
students who didn’t participate and that may have been because of a lack of understanding. 
More likely, they were not there in front of their screens to know to click on the web link we 




put in the chat box. I will be teaching this same class again tomorrow and hope to get even 
more students to participate in the Padlet activity we used to open up the class. 
3/3 
Used Padlet app w/ students today and did not get the participation that we received 
yesterday. I was disappointed in our students' lack of participation in a topic I am sure that 
most students knew about but chose to be “invisible.” 
We will use this Padlet tomorrow as an assessment tool at the beginning of class and again at 
the end of class to see what students are paying attention to and how many can answer the 
Essential Question and Learning Target for the class. 
¾    
Today was very long and interesting. I was able to teach both my first lesson for my Mock 
edTPA and edTPA as well as teach my second formal review with my Supervising Teacher. 
The feedback I have received from my Supervising Teacher has been critical for my success 
and growth as a teacher. I can’t thank him enough for his feedback and fantastic personality. I 
truly enjoy working with him. 
My lesson went unpracticed which was not the plan. I had planned to teach the class twice 
before my third go around for my formal review. This led to some unpolished timing and 
technical glitches I was not forecasting nor anticipating. Fortunately, the students were 
participating and patient with me and I was able to get the lesson presents, get the technology 
under control, and elicit enough responses from the students to make the class a success. My 
time management skills have dramatically improved as well as my experience with the 
technology we’re using and the new technology we’ve only just this week implemented into 
our lessons (Padlet). 




I was juggling the class lesson, the class chat box, my personal timer, recording button I had 
to access, monitor, and use again to start, pause, resume, and stop recording throughout the 
lesson. I also had to toggle between multiple screens to show my INB for the vocabulary 
activity and discuss three slides I built for the class. Also, I had to start and stop the lesson’s 
video and later in the lesson, pull up the article to read from another website. I was remiss in 
checking a little box for the article or had forgotten to uncheck the little boxes before starting 
the second Padlet assessment.  
I felt like a ringmaster at a three-ring circus, juggling technologies, clicking here and there, 
trying to remember where I was in the lesson, starting, pausing, resuming, and stopping the 
video and watching the clock so as to leave enough time for the students to work a bit on their 
synchronous assignments and present their asynchronous assignment. Too much to worry 
about and not enough time or practice to make it go smoothly or w/o a hitch. All in all, it 
went, and the class did well. 
⅗ 
Today I used the Padlet app with the class to teach the same Silk Road class I taught 
yesterday. Today, I was so much smoother in transitioning between the Canvas LMS, the 
video from Canvas and then the video for YouTube. I also was able to elicit more 
participation from the class during the pre-assessment using Padlet. During the class, I also 
had more people chatting and answering my questions concerning the video watched, the 
lesson, my INB slides, and later the article we read as a class. For the Post assessment, I had it 
all locked and cocked and ready to go, but the students could not see the red circle with the 
plus sign to start a new Padlet. I was able to get them all to return to the first Padlet page after 
I sent the class the link again. This time, there were more participants and much more 




cooperation and participation. The class went much better overall from the class the day 
before.  
3/8 
Today I received formal counseling from my Supervisor Teacher (S.T.) and my Cooperating 
Teacher (C.T.). We discussed how my lesson planning was going and improving drastically 
over the past quarter. We also discussed how my classroom management has improved in the 
areas of planning, getting feedback and participation from the students, and in assessing the 
students. This last area is an area I must continue to work on improving and will do so with 
both time and face to face instruction. 
3/9  
Today’s classes went well. I used the Padlet app again as an assessment tool to get a pre 
assessment about the students’ level of understanding on today’s topic for Mt. Everest and 
whether or not people should be allowed to climb it. During the pre-assessment, we had a lot 
of participants w/ good answers, but after my presentation consisting of Google slides and 
vocabulary review, I showed the students a short video and then we all read a short article 
together and reviewed the vocabulary again and answered questions and had a short 
discussion about what everyone thought. There was a lot of chat and discussion. The last thing 
I did was give them another Padlet to answer the same question and this time, I not only 
received more participation, but the answers were much more detailed (see artifacts). 
3/10 
I taught two classes today and vastly improved on my Ed Tech capabilities, now knowing 
how to toggle between screens, knowing to send the link to my Padlet to everyone and not 
just to one person as I’d been doing over and over yesterday. I also learned how to only check 




one box on the Newsela article software while screen sharing. I am improving on my 
classroom management by leaps and bounds. On Friday, we’ll learn how to use another form 
of Ed Tech when we learn how to use Nearpod. 
3/11 
Today’s class I tried a Classroom management strategy which I learned from one of my action 
research project literature reviews. I asked to see a student’s cat so I could better understand 
what she was writing about in the chat box. She had put something in the text box about 
sitting there with her “kittie” and asked her to show me her “kittie.” She turned on her camera 
and another student turned her camera on as well and I included her in the conversation as 
well, trying NOT to get distracted or off topic while watching the clock. The strategy worked 
and led to fantastic class discussion and participation. I used another learned strategy about 
incorporating some fun technology into the lesson that the students would like and that too 
worked. 
Using the Padlet to elicit and motivate students to participate worked wonderfully. I even had 
two students teaching me how to draw using the padlet to enhance my answers. So, we were 
all learning the lesson and the new features of the educational technology. It was a great class 
as well (see Padlet PDFs for 4th and 5th periods from today). 
3/12 
Today we didn’t have the vocal participation that we had yesterday, but I was still able to get 
the classes to participate in the two Padlet activities as well as in the text/chat box after the 
video and reading of the article. I was impressed with the last class of the day, which was 
smaller, but almost every student participated in the post assessment. I only had one out of the 
whole class that may have checked out early or run off and her computer on in order to appear 




to be in attendance and paying attention. I could not get her to participate in the post 
assessment, denying me of a 100% participation. It’s a lot to ask of the last class of the day on 
the last day of the week. They all wanted to get to their weekends. 
The second to the last class of the day, 4th period went well with a lot of pre and post 
assessment feedback and participation. I was happy with this class and felt I did a better job of 
motivating and eliciting participation.  
3/17 
Today I used a strategy with the students who were not participating in my assessments (both 
pre and post) that I read about in one of my many research articles or studies. I identified the 
students who were not participating and asked them to participate in my assessments so that I 
could get them credit for their participation. This as well as telling them that if I didn’t get 
100% participation, it would reflect poorly on me as a teacher. It actually worked and for the 
first time, I was able to coax everyone of my students into participating in my pre and post 
assessments. I was happy to see that their answers had greatly improved as well from the pre 
assessment. This is why I love using the Padlet application for giving the students an online 
assessment. It shows that they are not only learning the material but improving on their 
growing vocabulary and their writing abilities.  
3/18 
I learned some valuable classroom management skills today the hard way. I was juggling 
Padlet screens and forgot to share the link with the class, sending it to only one student. I was 
too focused on choosing the correct screen and forgot to make sure that I was sending out the 
link to everyone and not just the last student whom I’d just written a message. Also, I became 
so focused on learning the new Nearpod software that I am wanting to try to use in my 




lessons, that I forgot to cover the vocabulary and read the article. I ended up juggling the 
reading, vocabulary, and video in a mixed-up order, making the class more difficult to follow 
and knocking me out of my rhythm and making it harder for me to focus. Lesson learned the 
hard way. 
3/19 
Today I tried to push the envelope on how much ed tech I could use in a lesson. Since it was 
the last day before Spring Break for the students, I wanted to do something different and let 
the students have a little fun. I did my review of all the classes on Asia and China that we’ve 
been covering, had the students use the Padlet software for a Pre assessment to post what they 
already know about China’s space program before we dove into the lesson. This was followed 
by a vocabulary activity where I introduced the lesson’s new vocabulary, discussed China’s 
space program using the INB with slides to illustrate my points. Then, I showed them a short 
video on China’s space program, had a discussion about what we saw, then we read a short 
article about China landing on the moon and trying to get to Mars. After the article, we 
conducted a post assessment using the Padlet again to see how much the students learned and 
retained. I had almost 100% participation, with only the one student who always disappears, 
not participating again. After the Padlet post assessment, I presented their synchronous 
assignment. I let them work for about five minutes or so before sending them another link to 
try a Nearpod drawing activity that I had never tried before. It worked out better than I had 
imagined, and we had everyone participate and draw something related to China’s space 
program. All except the one student who always disappears. This teaching strategy and ed 
tech will be useful going forward. 
 





Today was a great example of what happens when you aren’t familiar with your lesson 
materials. I went long on my first of two classes when I found myself wanting to discuss a lot 
of subtopics to the class's central focus. There is just too much information to discuss and not 
enough time to cover it all and I tried to cram it all into one hour. I failed and almost didn’t 
get to assign the students their synchronous assignments. I was not able to cover all of the 
material I had prepared and didn’t even attempt it during my next class of the day. I learned 
from my mistakes and adapted to my time limit by shortening the class and cutting out a lot of 
INB slides I had wanted to cover. When I teach this class again tomorrow, I will cut down on 
the lecture and discussion about all of our previous classes as well as the pre-assessment I 
verbally conduct. This will free up some time to cover a little of the information I failed to 
cover today. My lack of preparedness resulted in a failure in administering the lesson content 
I feel needing to be given out. I will have to share these slides with the students at a later time. 
 
3/31 
Today, I used new classroom management skills learned from yesterday’s mistakes to 
improve my classroom management and get all of the information needed to my students that 
I wanted them to have so that they could succeed in compiling their synchronous assignment 
and upcoming project on Chinese Dynasties. I adapted to the lack of time and made some 
crucial cuts to save time in my presentation. I also slowed down the vocabulary for my ELL 
students and reviewed all previous lessons on China.  
4/1 




Today I used my knowledge of what happened during the first class I taught two days ago to 
keep from going too long during today’s classes. This lesson learned from the previous day 
has taught me well. My classroom management is showing much improvement thanks to 
lessons like that. 
4/2 
Today went well, using my above learned strategies and lessons, I really focused on making 
sure my IEP got a lot of attention and differentiated instruction from me. I also wanted to 
make sure that I wasn’t forgetting any of the other students while trying to give my IEP more 
time to answer questions and write in the Padlet exercise at the beginning of class. I am 
getting better at noticing when my IEPs, ELL transitioning students, and students who don’t 
fall into any of those two categories, how they are doing and when they need me to slow 
down or review information. The students are getting more comfortable with me and my 
instruction as well, asking more questions and being more vocal. I had my IEP turn on his 
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